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Executive Summary
The Fort Reno neighborhood was a predominantly Black, working-class community that
existed on the outskirts of Washington from, roughly, the late 1880s through the 1940s. Over
the decades, members of the Fort Reno community supported families, followed professions, worshipped, sought recreation, improved their neighborhood’s infrastructure, and
fought for civil rights. Their neighborhood was destroyed by a conspiratorial group of real
estate agents, civic leaders, and government officials who sought to ethnically cleanse the far
northwest corner of Washington in which Reno stood; Reno residents fought their neighborhood’s destruction, and they kept Reno’s memory alive once they had moved elsewhere.

Major Findings
This report casts doubt, but does not disprove positively, the suggestion that the Fort Reno
neighborhood can be traced to the Civil War period and makeshift dwellings built by Black
laborers working at Fort Reno. Evidence uncovered suggests that Fort Reno took shape as
an identifiably Black neighborhood in the late two decades of the nineteenth century. Fort
Reno existed as a vibrant, working-class community. Reno-dwellers sought to secure for
their neighborhood its fair share of municipal services and to communicate the respectability of its inhabitants through the Reno Citizens’ Association. Reno residents took part
in voluntary organizations, athletic clubs, and educational efforts, and they fought racism
and segregation. Previous authors have identified the Fort Reno neighborhood as the
victim of a set of conspirators motivated by racism and greed, and this study builds on that
interpretation.

Methodology
This report relies on Union Army records from the Department of Washington, the records
of the National Capital Park and Planning Commission, federal census returns, and newspaper items that appeared in Washington-area publications. This report also benefitted
from sources shared with the author by scholars who have done work on this topic; these
scholars are named in the “Acknowledgments” section as well as in relevant footnotes.

Results
The present work goes into greater depth about daily life in Fort Reno than have previous
studies and covers in detail Reno residents’ struggle to save Reno, as well as the campaign
to destroy the neighborhood. It presents new information about the neighborhood and its
inhabitants. This report will foster greater historical understanding of the Fort Reno
community than has previously existed and will inspire productive conversations about
race, space, and place.
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Preface

T

his project investigates the Civil War-era history of the Fort Reno installation that
was a key component of the defenses of Washington. Its focus, though, is the
community that was built on the remains of the old fort in the last decades of the

nineteenth century. This report details the formation of the Fort Reno community, the
contours of daily life in Reno, the religious, recreational, educational, associational, and
political activities of Reno’s residents, the campaign to destroy Reno, and Reno residents’
fight to save their community. It also suggests avenues for further research and
interpretation of the Reno community. Newspaper records constitute the core of the
primary source base for this study; searches of newspaper databases yielded hundreds of
articles containing information on the Reno community and its residents. Archival work
with Union Army records and the records of the National Capital Park and Planning
Commission likewise yielded key information regarding the formation and destruction of
the Reno neighborhood. Census records proved crucial to in-depth portraits of families
that called Reno home for decades and to developing a sense for how population
demographics changed in Reno over the years. The COVID-19 pandemic limited the
author’s ability to visit several archives of interest to this project, but sources shared by
other researchers (named in the Acknowledgments and in relevant footnotes) help
compensate for the limitations imposed by pandemic-related closures.
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Introduction

O

n July 1, 2002, the legendary punk band Fugazi played what is, to date, its last
show in the United States, a free concert at Fort Reno Park in its hometown of
Washington, DC. To some in attendance, Fort Reno Park, tucked amid the busy

neighborhood of Tenleytown in Washington’s Northwest quadrant, may have seemed an
anomalous departure from its surroundings, an oasis of green among busy city streets,
seemingly dropped from the sky. By 2002, free concerts at Fort Reno were a staple of the
District’s live music scene: they had started in 1968 as a way for local leaders to provide fun,
outdoor entertainment for the city’s youth in the wake of the rioting that had followed the
assassination of Martin Luther King, Jr. in April of that year. Since then, the Fort Reno
concert series has played host to numerous legendary local artists: Danny Gatton, Root
Boy Slim, The Nighthawks, Rites of Spring, Nation of Ulysses, Jawbox, The
Dismemberment Plan, Priests, and many more. On this night in July, photos indicate that
thousands attended, Fugazi having built a massive following despite its strict do-it-yourself
ethics and refusal to sign with a major label.1
The band had released its final studio album, The Argument, in October of the

previous year. Much of its setlist consisted of tracks from that record, including “Cashout,”
its second song. “Cashout” saw Fugazi frontman Ian MacKaye railing against gentrification
and the destruction of local neighborhoods, accomplished by the unscrupulous practices
of real estate agents, developers, and their allies in local government, who forced longtime
community residents from their homes in the name of “progress”: “The elected are such
willing partners/Look who’s buying all their tickets to the game/Development wants,
development gets/It’s official/Development wants this neighborhood gone/So the city just
wants the same/Talking about process and dismissal/Forced removal of people on the
corner/Shelter and location/Everybody wants somewhere.”2 Fugazi had also played
“Cashout” at a Fort Reno show held the previous year, and music journalist Tom Breihan,
in attendance at that 2001 show, described his “distinct memory” of MacKaye “looking
around him, at the manicured lawns, and brick facades, and staring holes…” Breihan

“A Brief Timeline of Fort Reno’s Evolution,” Washingtonian, accessed May 6, 2020, http:// https://www.
washingtonian.com/2018/07/31/brief-timeline-fort-reno-summer-concert-series-evolution; “Fugazi Live Series:
Washington, DC 7/1/2002,” Dischord Records, accessed May 6, 2020, http:// https://www.dischord.com/
fugazi_live_series/washington-dc-usa-70102.
1

2

“Fugazi – Cashout Lyrics,” Genius, accessed May 6, 2020, https://genius.com/Fugazi-cashout-lyrics.
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continued: “When MacKaye looked around at the expensive neighborhood that surrounded him, that was a theatrical gesture, and it communicated certain things that words
never could…I can still remember getting chills.”3

Figure 1: Fugazi at Fort Reno in July 2002. (Photo courtesy of Glen E. Friedman)

Perhaps MacKaye gave a similar look to the crowd assembled at Fort Reno in July
2002. And perhaps some in the crowd that July night got chills because they knew that the
lyrics to “Cashout” could have served as an epitaph for the neighborhood on whose
remains the show took place. For decades, the Fort Reno neighborhood had existed as a
vibrant community in which men and women had built homes, raised families, practiced
trades, said prayers, pursued recreation, lived, and died, battling racial prejudice, structural
inequality, and the hardships of everyday life all the while. This expanse of green had once
been home to hundreds of families, many Black and some white, each with a story to tell. It
is the purpose of the present study to tell the story of the Fort Reno community, a predominantly Black neighborhood that took shape in the last decades of the nineteenth century.
Fort Reno weathered economic hardship, disenfranchisement, and segregation but fell in
the early decades of the twentieth century to a powerful alliance of white businessmen and
government officials determined to reclaim the area for the white neighborhoods of
Washington’s Northwest quadrant and the Maryland suburbs.

3
Tom Breihan, “The Argument Turns 20,” Stereogum, accessed October 27, 2021, https://www.stereogum.
com/2164172/the-argument-turns-20/reviews/the-anniversary.
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This study is hardly the first to present the history of the Fort Reno neighborhood.
Historical interest in Fort Reno revived in the 1970s, when Elizabeth Miller, a teacher at
Woodrow Wilson High School, and a group of her students performed research on the old
neighborhood. They interviewed former residents, produced multiple pamphlets focused
on Fort Reno’s history, and hosted Historic Reno Day in Fort Reno Park on August 18,
1977.4 Judith Beck Helm, in her 1981 history of Tenleytown, paid significant attention to
Reno. Rather than a Black “enclave” or “ghetto” within Tenleytown, Helm described Reno
as an interracial neighborhood that took root in the late 1800s and changed with the
decades, as the original “small and cheaply constructed” dwellings, “aptly described as
shacks,” became interspersed with “more substantial houses.”5 In Helm’s presentation,
Black and white Reno-dwellers lived harmoniously with one another, but Reno fell prey to
the designs of local citizens’ associations, who wanted to build parks, schools, and recreational facilities where Reno stood, “and accordingly to raise the property values of their
increasingly affluent neighborhoods.” Members of influential citizens’ associations representing nearby white neighborhoods like Chevy Chase declined, she wrote, “to use their
considerable influence to protect the interests of the black or the white people who had
lived at Reno for two or three generations.”6 Around the same time, Neil Heyden, a graduate student at American University, became interested in the neighborhood’s history and
produced a research paper on the topic. Heyden’s account of the neighborhood’s rise and
fall was similar to Helm’s, laying the blame for Reno’s destruction at the feet of local
citizens’ associations and developers who coveted the land for their own purposes. Heyden
clearly sympathized with Reno’s residents and their struggle to keep their homes, but his
telling of Reno’s demise carried an air of inevitability: so many people wanted it gone that
its destruction was simply bound to happen sooner or later.7
Two years later, archeologist Louana Lackey prepared a survey of Fort Reno Park
which focused on the remains of the Fort Reno neighborhood. Reno was, she wrote, an
“integrated working-class community” that “grew increasingly black” over the early
decades of the twentieth century. The expansion of Washington, DC’s city center toward
the northwest reaches of the federal district, she wrote, spelled doom for the neighborhood, as residents of the “white, middle- to upper-class suburbs” that increasingly crowded
Reno “combined a growing need for city services with an increasing distaste for the

Elizabeth Miller, “Report on the Neighborhood History Project,” Summer 1977, courtesy of Alcione Amos,
Anacostia Community Museum; Neighborhood Planning Council, “Origins I,” Woodrow Wilson High School,
February 1975, Tenley-Friendship Library, Special Collections, Tenleytown Historical Society Collection.
4

Judith Beck Helm, Tenleytown: Country Village into City Neighborhood (Washington, DC: Tennally Press,
1981), 174, 358.
5

6

Helm, Tenleytown, 479.

Neil E. Heyden, “The Fort Reno Community: The Conversion and Its Causes,” Box 28, CWDW, Ft. Reno,
Hist., General Hist., Research Papers, Box 28, Museum Resource Center, US National Park Service.
7
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working-class black community in their midst.”8 In a research document prepared for
Rock Creek Park in the summer of 2003, Irina Cortez used particularly striking language to
describe the combination of forces that spelled the end of Fort Reno. Members of the
Chevy Chase and Friendship Citizens’ Associations considered Fort Reno, “with its dirt
paths and old homes,” to be an eyesore, and found in local government officials willing and
well-placed allies who likewise sought to repurpose the ground on which Reno stood.
Using condemnation (and the likelihood of receiving a lower price through condemnation
proceedings than one might be able to bargain) as threats, these powerful interests killed
“the sense of community amongst the residents of Reno … for the sake of ‘progress’ and
capitalism.” A racist desire to rid the area of Reno’s Black residents worked alongside the
desire to redevelop the land for profit. The result, wrote Cortez, was that “Tenleytown
acquired a beautiful new park and new schools, but the cost?…?was the destruction of an
entire community of people with hopes and dreams for themselves and their children.”9
Research performed by the Tenleytown Historical Society in recent years has reached a
similar verdict, emphasizing the desire of local citizens’ associations for Reno’s destruction
and local officials’ concurrence that the neighborhood’s existence blocked “progress” in
the northwest corner of the District. In a community event entitled “RENO CITY—
RAZED!” held at the restored Jesse Lee Reno School, and in accompanying physical and
digital exhibits, the scholars of the Tenleytown Historical Society described the sad fate of
the Reno community and the homes which had comprised it, which “though perhaps
modest, were definitely NOT ‘tumbling down.’”10
In recent years, the Fort Reno community has also figured into historical work on
other local Black communities, and on the history of Washington, DC’s African American
community. The work of scholars David Kathan, Amy Rispin, and L. Paige Whitley on the
nearby African American community located on River Road in Maryland has documented
connections between African Americans living on River Road and those in Fort Reno, and
linked Fort Reno’s destruction to “the growing desirability of this area for more upscale
homes and neighborhoods”11 David Rotenstein, in his work on the cemetery of the

Louana M. Lackey, “A Preliminary Archaeological and Historical Survey of a Portion of Fort Reno Park in
Washington, DC prepared for The Department of General Services Government of the District of Columbia by
Dr. Louana M. Lackey under Federal Antiquities Permit #83-DC-171,” 7–8, Potomac River Archaeological
Survey, The American University, Washington, DC, June 1983, ROCR, CWDW, Ft. Reno, Cul. Resources, PTM:
Tennis Court Project, Papers: Lackey, Louana M., Ph.D, Museum Resource Center, US National Park Service.
8

Irina Cortez, “History of an Age: From Fort Reno to Reno City, 1865–1940” (Washington: Rock Creek
National Park, 2003), 26–30.
9

“Tenleytown Neighborhoods & Subdivisions —Reno City,” Tenleytown Historical Society, accessed May 6,
2020, https://www.tenleytownhistoricalsociety.org/neighborhoods/reno-city.php.
10

Quotation appears in David Kathan, Amy Rispin and L. Paige Whitley, working paper entitled “The Forgotten
African American Community of River Road,” April 3, 2017, 19. See also David Kathan, Amy Rispin and L.
Paige Whitley, “Tracing a Bethesda, Maryland African American Community and Its Contested Cemetery,”
Washington History 29, no. 2 (Fall 2017): 24–41.
11
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Brothers and Sisters of Moses Lodge, which was located at one point in Fort Reno, wrote
that Reno’s disappearance gave substance to “urban legends speculating that there is a
nefarious conspiracy, ‘The Plan,’ to displace African Americans in the District and convert
black land and wealth into white wealth.” Mincing no words, Rotenstein explained that,
“White real estate speculators, many of them affiliated with the various firms involved in
developing Chevy Chase, conspired with District leaders and Congress to displace African
Americans in and around Reno.”12 Chris Myers Asch and George Derek Musgrove, in their
2017 history of Washington’s Black community, offered a similar judgment. Asch and
Musgrove described Reno as an “integrated community that thrived for decades,” and
wrote that Tenleytown and Reno were “exceptional” examples of integrated communities
in an age that saw urban residential communities becoming increasingly segregated. Fort
Reno’s fate, they argued, was part of a “pattern of displacement that took root in the 1920s
and flourished as housing segregation solidified in the 1930s and 1940s” which saw “federally supported local development [displace] poor people.” In seeking Reno’s destruction,
white real estate developers and citizens’ associations, working alongside like-minded
federal officials, “ripped the social fabric of Fort Reno’s black community irreparably” in
service of creating a “forty-five-acre gem of greenery” which today resides within “a
neighborhood studded with million-dollar homes.”13
Neil Flanagan, an architect who lives and works in Washington, DC and who grew
up in proximity to Reno, has produced the most detailed treatment of the Fort Reno
neighborhood, its development, and its struggle to survive. Flanagan described the fight to
save Fort Reno, a “thriving African-American community,” as a “forgotten fight for civil
rights in the middle of the creation of modern Washington,” and the gentrification that has
defined the District’s development (of which Fort Reno was merely one example) as “a
racially tinged contest over space that runs like a live wire through every interaction.” In his
thoroughly researched article, Flanagan highlighted the alliance between white real estate
speculators, local politicians, and federal officials which previous scholars had also identified as the primary force behind Reno’s destruction. Flanagan paid greater attention to the
fight to save Reno than had any previous scholar, detailing the efforts of African American
activists like James Neill, Thomas Walker, and Reno Citizens Association (RCA) Vice
President Thornton Lewis, to protect and preserve the Fort Reno community. Flanagan,
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who is currently working on a book-length project which examines the Fort Reno community alongside urban development and planning in the federal district, titled his work “The
Battle of Fort Reno.”14
The present study is indebted to the work performed by these scholars, and it seeks
to supplement and update their work rather than dispute it. The present work does cast
some doubt on the oft-made suggestion that there was a contraband camp located in the
vicinity of Fort Reno, as well as the suggestion that African American laborers working in
and around Reno began to build houses there during the wartime period itself. It is clear,
though, that by the 1870s African Americans had settled in the neighborhood of the old
fort, and that the community they built over the subsequent decades became a center of
African American life in Washington. “Reno City” had definable boundaries in a real estate
sense: Fessenden Street to the north, Howard Street to the east, Chesapeake Street to the
south, and Belt Street to the west, to use these roads’ twentieth-century names.15 In reality,
though, the boundaries of Fort Reno—the name the neighborhood’s residents preferred—
were porous, and numerous families clearly were members of the Reno community despite
living outside its boundaries, such as the family of Thornton Lewis, who for many decades
lived on Wisconsin Avenue, south of the old fort. Reno’s destruction was clearly the result
of a conspiracy, motivated by racism and a desire for profit, by the parties routinely identified by previous scholars discussing Reno: white real estate agents, local citizens’ associations, District politicians, and federal officials. Moreover, the struggle to save Reno, long
ignored but resurrected by the work of Neil Flanagan, was indeed an important chapter in
the struggle for civil rights and racial justice in the District of Columbia.
Rather than disputing the story about Reno that previous scholars have told, the
present study devotes more sustained attention to the Fort Reno community than it has
previously received. Previous works on Reno have fallen into two categories. The first
consists of works primarily focused on other topics in which Reno has figured as a subtopic, receiving some attention but lying outside the focus of inquiry. Works of this kind
include Judith Beck Helm’s study of Tenleytown and David Rotenstein’s research on the
Moses River Road Cemetery. The second category consists of studies focused on Reno
itself; these have tended to be relatively brief, such as Irina Cortez’s paper on the neighborhood and the work of Neil Flanagan. It is the aim of the present study to provide a fulllength look at Fort Reno by covering all phases of the neighborhood’s history, from its
development through its destruction and beyond. This study focuses on the lives of the
men, women, and children who lived in Fort Reno: the homes they built, the jobs they
worked, the associations they joined, the causes they supported, and the fight they waged
to keep their homes. Using Union Army correspondence, newspaper items, census forms,
Neil Flanagan, “The Battle of Fort Reno,” Washington City Paper, November 2, 2017.
http://washingtoncitypaper.com/article/188488/the-battle-of-fort-reno/.
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legal documents, Congressional records, and the work of previous scholars, this study
provides sketches of some of the families and individuals who made their homes in Reno
for decades, and who emerged as leaders of the community. It is the hope of the author of
this study that this work will, alongside the forthcoming volume to be produced by Neil
Flanagan, stand as a defining work on the Fort Reno community, and serve as a resource
for historical interpretation of the neighborhood.
Some of the Black men and women who built Fort Reno were born enslaved and
migrated to Washington during and after the Civil War. Some of them experienced the
drama of Reconstruction in the federal district, when newly enfranchised Black voters
combined with white Republicans in an alliance which dominated Washington politics for
a brief period. They then saw their coalition undone by conservative whites who decided
they would rather give up their own voting rights and accept commission rule than allow
Black voters to have a say in District politics.16 The Republican Party transformed in the
post-Civil War decades, abandoning its commitment to Black rights and adopting a business-first platform which prioritized economic development over justice. The Democratic
Party proved itself a no more reliable ally during this period. The election of Progressive
Democrat Woodrow Wilson in 1912 ushered in an era of increased segregation and racial
tensions in Washington, and much of Reno’s destruction was accomplished during the
term of Franklin D. Roosevelt, who famously tailored many of his New Deal programs to
exclude African Americans in hopes of gaining necessary votes from white supremacist
Southern Democrats.17 The researcher perusing the files of the National Capital Parks and
Planning Commission (NCPPC) will find the signatures of both Republican and
Democratic presidents on the documents which sealed Fort Reno’s fate. Turned out of
their homes in the midst of the greatest economic crisis the world had seen, Fort Reno
residents sought out new residences in the District, but they never forgot the Northwest
neighborhood they had once called home, keeping touch with the people and institutions
they had known during their time in Reno.
Through it all, the men and women of Fort Reno persevered, refusing to back
down, undaunted by the powerful combination of economic and political interests that
sought to wipe their homes off the map. In 1927, Samuel Hebron displayed his fierce
attachment to Fort Reno. Hebron had once worked as a butler, but he had since secured a
position with the federal government; along with his wife Clara, he had purchased a home
on Donaldson Street in Fort Reno in 1916.18 At a 1927 hearing of the House of
16
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Representatives’ subcommittee of the Committee on the District of Columbia, he went to
toe-to-toe with Ulysses S. Grant III, the grandson of the former president. Hebron boldly
told Grant, attending as the Director of the NCPPC, and the rest of those assembled that he
“did not think they ought to come on the fort and run us people off who are trying to build
respectable homes, and I feel that it is unjust and un-American.”19 Hebron and his fellow
Reno-dwellers lost their fight to keep their homes, but their community’s life, and the
campaign they waged to preserve it, comprise a crucial piece of Washington, DC history
and tell an inspirational tale of courage, determination, and resistance.
The present Historic Resource Study recounts that history. Chapter One explores
connections between the Fort Reno community and Black laborers who may have worked
at the fort during the Civil War and also discusses the Fort Reno community’s emergence in
the last decades of the nineteenth century. Chapter Two details daily life in Fort Reno and
profiles some of the people and organizations which defined the Fort Reno community
during its heyday. Chapter Three deals with the clearing and conversion of Reno; it chronicles the movement to destroy the Fort Reno community, charts Reno residents’ fight to save
their beloved neighborhood, and examines the process of clearing Reno and the hardships
it entailed for community residents. A brief concluding chapter discusses recent echoes of
what Neil Flanagan has called “The Battle of Fort Reno,” considers what remains today of
the neighborhood, and suggests further avenues for research and historical interpretation.

Hearings Before the Subcommittee of the Committee on the District of Columbia House of Representatives,
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Figure 2: 3900 block of Davenport Street, early twentieth century. (Courtesy of National Park Service)
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CHAPTER ONE

Fort Pennsylvania to Fort Reno

I

n September 1900, the Washington Post published a survey of the remains of the
defenses of Washington, the ring of forts and installations built around the nation’s
capital to protect it from Confederate invasion during the Civil War. One of the forts

the Post discussed had commanded “the roads converging at Tennallytown,” which were
“the chief danger points” on the northwest side of the city. “Fort Pennsylvania, afterward
Fort Reno,” the Post declared, was “the largest and best equipped fortification of the whole
chain” of citadels built on the outskirts of Washington. The newspaper further explained
that, “Until a few years ago,” when the District had put in a reservoir on the grounds of the
old fort, its remains had been like an “old castle,” and it had served as the “playground of
the Tennallytown boys and the great ‘view point’ for all sight-seers from this city.” During
those days, “Let’s go upon the fort,” had been the rallying cry of local children, who had
staged “sham battles” there and deemed it “the best place for ‘I-spy’ that could ever be
found.” “Now,” the Post stated, “it is entirely given over to the negro quarter of
Tennallytown.”20
During the last years of the nineteenth century, a new Black neighborhood took
root on the remains of Fort Reno, as Black men and women sought land outside of the
center of the federal district. In 1869, speculators subdivided the land on which the fort had
stood and put it up for sale, and, by the 1890s, the neighborhood had begun to fill in. Black
men and women purchased lots in this far-flung corner of Washington, DC and made their
homes there, building a community which in the early decades of the twentieth century
emerged as an important center of Black life in the District’s Northwest quadrant. The
present chapter focuses on the Civil War-era history of Fort Reno and the development of
the neighborhood in the final decades of the nineteenth century.

20
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Fort Reno During the Civil War
The federal government seized the land on which Fort Reno was built in August of 1861,
roughly four months after the Confederate attack on Fort Sumter had marked the beginning of the Civil War. Federal authorities quickly recognized the need to protect the federal
district—surrounded as it was by Confederate Virginia and the dubiously loyal slave state
of Maryland—and began to construct a ring of fortifications around the capital. At first,
this defensive cordon consisted of a few isolated forts in Virginia but, after the Union defeat
at Bull Run in July 1861, it became clear that a more robust system of fortifications was
needed. Union officials saw the need to garrison the high ground near the village of
Tenleytown, northwest of Washington. Tenleytown had grown up over the preceding
decades as a convenient stopping point along the main route between Frederick, Maryland
and Washington, DC. Constructing a fort at this spot—standing as it did 429 feet above sea
level—was advantageous because it would offer a view of the northern and western
approaches to the city, particularly along River Road, Rockville Road (today’s Wisconsin
Avenue) and Brookville Road (today’s Belt Road), three major thoroughfares that converged at Tenleytown.21
Like most of the countryside surrounding Washington during this period,
Tenleytown retained a rustic character, and the hills, woods, and grasslands surrounding
the rural village were sparsely settled when hostilities began in 1861. Federal authorities,
justifying their actions by pointing to the scale of the crisis posed by the Confederate
rebellion, simply seized property belonging to landowners on the outskirts of the city they
deemed to be of military value. The 61.31 acres on which Fort Reno stood had belonged to
the family of Giles Dyer, a Treasury Department official and slaveowner who had purchased the land in 1853. Dyer died in 1856, leaving his widow Jane in control of the property. Writing in February 1866, Dyer recalled that when, at the war’s commencement, her
land “was taken by the Government … deeming it a military necessity,” she had “resigned
[herself] to the loss of a comfortable home.”22 Dyer spent the war with family in Charles
County, Maryland, while Union troops constructed on her property the most formidable
fortress in the ring of defenses that encircled Washington. Construction was underway by
August of 1861 and, within a few months, the fort—flanked by wooden barracks, mess
houses, stables, kitchens, a hospital, and other outbuildings—stood as an imposing barrier
to would-be attackers. To honor the Pennsylvania volunteers who had taken the lead role in
building the fort, it was named Fort Pennsylvania, but its name was changed in 1863 to
honor the Union general Jesse Lee Reno, killed at the Battle of South Mountain in
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September 1862. Personnel stationed at the fort kept a watchful eye on the northwest
approaches to the capital. Fort Reno proved sufficiently formidable that when in July of
1864 Jubal Early led a Confederate raid on Washington, DC, the Southern general was
impressed by Reno’s strong defenses and chose to direct his force’s main effort against Fort
Stevens, roughly three miles to the northeast.23

Figure 3: 1862 map of Fort Pennsylvania. (Courtesy of Library of Congress)

Black Laborers at Fort Reno
It has often been asserted and assumed that the origins of Fort Reno’s Black community
can be traced to the wartime period, when Black laborers who found work in and around
the fort squatted on nearby land, building makeshift dwellings in the shadow of the fort.
Judith Beck Helm made such a claim in her history of Tenleytown and, more recently, Chris
Meyers Asch and Derek Musgrove have written that “freedmen … building the ring of
forts that were to protect the city from a Confederate invasion” tended to settle near those
forts, “establishing the roots of black communities that would flourish near Fort Reno, Fort
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DuPont, and other military installations into the twentieth century.”24 Literature from the
National Park Service, the federal agency that currently administers Fort Reno Park, has
made similar claims: in 2005, Denise Meringolo wrote that Fort Reno had “attracted slaves
in search of freedom and employment”; “during and after war,” she continued, “freedmen
built homes near the fort.”25 There may well be truth to this claim, but positive proof of its
veracity remains elusive.
Upon the outbreak of hostilities, Black refugees flooded into Washington, DC, many
fleeing rebel masters in Virginia and others coming from Maryland. This influx of Black
residents only increased in the wake of Congress’s passage of an emancipation act for
Washington, DC in April 1862. The federal government became the nation’s largest
employer of formerly enslaved people and free Black people, and many found work at the
forts that ringed the capital city. Communications between top Union officials within the
Department of Washington confirm the ubiquity of Black laborers at forts, hospitals,
barracks, and other military installations in and around Washington. In October 1862,
Montgomery C. Meigs, Quartermaster General of the Union Army, wrote to Secretary of
War Edwin Stanton to discuss “the wages of persons of African descent employed by the
Quartermaster’s Department as teamsters, laborers & c.” Some of these Black laborers,
Meigs explained, were “freemen,” but others were “freed by the emancipation of the slaves
in the District of Columbia; many doubtless are fugitives from within the lines of rebellion,
and entitled to their freedom under acts of Congress.” They had not been mustered or
enrolled as regular soldiers. Rather, they had been “hired by special agreement or contract
in each case as?…?employees of the Quartermaster’s Department upon such terms as were
sufficient to secure their services.”26 The following year, Elias Greene, the chief quartermaster within the military department of Washington, wrote to Meigs’ assistant Charles Thomas
to discuss the “colored men engaged in the public service within the limits of the
Department of Washington,” who were employed as “teamsters, and laborers, and receive
the same pay as white men similarly employed?…?” Those employed as teamsters, Greene
explained, lodged with their respective trains, whereas laborers lived in public quarters.27
Nor was the federal government the only employer to hire Black men to perform military
labor: federal contractors whose business involved work in and around Union Army installations also employed Black laborers, as did individual officers. As the scholars of the
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Freedmen and Southern Society Project have concluded, “Military labor was an important
road to free labor for former slaves throughout the Union-occupied South, but nowhere was
the road more heavily traveled than in the District of Columbia and northern Virginia.”28
Given the extent to which the Union Army relied on Black laborers to staff the
Washington defenses, it seems likely that Black laborers were a steady presence in and
around Fort Reno during the Civil War; documentary proof of this point, however, has yet
to be located. In fact, Union officials charged with staffing the defenses north of the
Potomac River expressed frustration at their inability to procure Black laborers. In June
1862, William E. Merrill, a first lieutenant in the Corps of Engineers, wrote to James S.
Wadsworth, military governor of the federal district, to “request a detail of ‘Contrabands’
for work on the Fortifications on the Maryland side of the Potomac.” Merrill’s use of the
term “contrabands” referred to Union general Benjamin Butler’s spring 1861 rationale for
allowing Union soldiers to refuse to return fugitive slaves who entered Union lines. Butler
had designated these enslaved men and women as “contraband of war” lawfully seized;
Congress and the War Department had since formalized and implemented this policy, and
the term “contraband” was commonly used to describe Black men and women who came
within Union lines.29 Merrill explained that he needed 250 Black laborers to perform
maintenance on the network of roads connecting the forts and on sod earth slopes in the
vicinity. Merrill’s itemized request specifically asked for “20 negroes” for duty at Fort
Pennsylvania and nearby Fort Gaines. This request went unfulfilled and, two months later,
one of Merrill’s subordinates, William C. Gunnell, informed Lieutenant Colonel J.A.
Haskin, the officer in charge of the defenses north of the Potomac, that Wadsworth had not
provided the sought-after Black laborers. On the defenses south of the Potomac, “contrabands” had been available for “the entire season,” Gunnell complained bitterly, “but we
have been unable to get any on this side.” Gunnell requested “3 details of 100 negroes
each” for labor north of the Potomac, and though Haskin forwarded this request to
Wadsworth with a covering letter of his own and endorsements from a bevy of high-ranking Union officials, including general-in-chief George McClellan, Wadsworth could only
respond that he had “no unemployed contrabands” available.30
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Work got done in and around Fort Reno, of course, but the documentary evidence
shows only that work was often done by members of the white regiments that garrisoned
Fort Reno. For example, in December 1862 Colonel Lewis Morris, commander of the New
York 7th Heavy Artillery, which manned Fort Reno for much of the war, issued an order
involving road maintenance between the forts north of the Potomac. Morris ordered the
garrisons of Forts Pennsylvania and Kearny to tend the roads between Tenleytown and
Broad Branch and recommended that teams of twenty to twenty-five soldiers be assigned
to the work.31 Similarly, in September of 1863 Morris ordered that 100 men of the 9th New
York Artillery be detailed to work 10-hour days to “raise the road at Reno above high
water.”32 To this point, no evidence of Black laborers being detailed for work specifically on
Fort Reno has been uncovered; the evidence that has been located shows that white regiments encamped in and around the fort were expected to perform the maintenance necessary to keeping the fort in good working order.
Nevertheless, it remains likely that Black laborers employed by the Union Army, or
by federal contractors or individual officers, were a regular presence in and around Fort
Reno throughout much of the wartime period. The best evidence for this is simply the
Union Army’s well-demonstrated dependence on Black labor in the Department of
Washington, but scattered Union Army records suggest this to be the case as well. Evidence
exists that commanders north of the Potomac continued to requisition Black laborers late
into the war; in August 1864, the colonel commanding the 1st Brigade of Hardin’s Division,
XXII Corps wrote the Assistant Adjutant General to request “a force of Two hundred (200)
Negroes” as a “working party,” explaining that the “left of [the] line particularly in the
neighborhood of Fort Sumner” needed attention. Although Fort Sumner, located to the
west of Fort Reno in Bethesda, was the focus of this order, its wording was ambiguous
enough to allow for the possibility that some of the work that needed to be done was in or
around Fort Reno. The mundane tone of this order suggests that this request was not out of
step with regular practice and, thus, the possibility that by 1864 Black laborers were a
somewhat regular presence north of the Potomac, despite the frustration expressed by
William Merrill and William Gunnell in 1862.33
Moreover, an order issued by Lewis Morris in January 1863 suggests, but does not
confirm, the presence of Black servants at Fort Reno. As an addendum to an order dealing
with the transfer of a drummer from one regiment of the 7th New York Heavy Artillery to
another, Morris instructed that, “Company commanders will not allow any Officers
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servants to wear the Letters, Cross Cannons or Figures” of the artillery branch of the US
Army.34 Morris’s order did not specify the race of the servants he wanted to bar from
wearing the insignia of the artillery, and it may have simply emanated from Morris’ desire
to distinguish between those enlisted in the US Army and those serving the army in support
roles. The order might also, however, be seen as typical of the racism of the day, and of
white Americans’ desire to keep the Civil War a white man’s war, even in the wake of the
Emancipation Proclamation. As early as 1861, Black Northerners had taken to the pages of
African American newspapers to criticize orders that forbade Black laborers serving in
support functions from wearing military insignia, proving that some in the US Army were
determined to keep Black laborers out of uniform.35 Morris’s order certainly does not
constitute undeniable proof that Black servants worked at Fort Reno, but it is suggestive of
a focus on Black servants. To this point, no positive proof of the presence of Black laborers
at Fort Reno during the Civil War has been found, and, at times, military authorities in
charge of the defenses north of the Potomac were frustrated by their inability to requisition
Black laborers. Nevertheless, circumstantial evidence suggests the presence of Black
laborers in and around Reno, as does the general ubiquity of Black laborers in the region.
Surviving evidence does cast doubt, however, on the idea that a contraband camp
existed in the vicinity of Fort Reno, or that Black laborers built a makeshift community near
the fort during the wartime period. To this point, no correspondence emanating from the
Department of Washington, or from Fort Reno itself, has been found that references the
existence of a contraband camp in the vicinity of Fort Reno. In December 1863, in relation
to Jane Dyer’s request that the Union Army pay her rent for the continued use of her land, E.
E. Camp of the Quartermaster’s Department described to Montgomery C. Meigs the manner in which Dyer’s property had been occupied by federal troops: “Twenty acres by
Fortifications, the remaining Fifty acres by barracks, Camps and as parade grounds.” Camp
added that a two-story farm house on the grounds had served as the headquarters of the
various units stationed on Dyer’s property, but he made no mention of a contraband camp,
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or of any dwellings built by Black laborers.36 Camp might simply have ignored the presence
of Black laborers nearby if they had built on property near Fort Reno that did not belong to
Dyer; likewise, he may have only enumerated works built and used by regular troops,
figuring that any makeshift dwellings constructed by Black laborers were not fit subjects for
official military correspondence. The fact remains, though, that no other correspondence
located in the preparation of this study suggests that a colony of Black laborers grew up in
the vicinity of Reno during the wartime period; Union Army records from the Department
of Washington do mention contraband camps elsewhere in the vicinity of the District,
including Freedmen’s Village and Mason’s Island, with some frequency.
Moreover, Union officials received semi-regular complaints from nearby farmers
and residents of Tenleytown about the depredations of soldiers on their property. In one
representative piece of correspondence from September 1862, Charles R. Belt of
Tenleytown complained to Colonel J.A. Haskin that troops stationed at Fort Pennsylvania
were cutting timber on his property; in another, William H. Ernest implored Union officials to halt the “habitual trespasses [committed] upon his land.”37 Residents of Tenleytown
and nearby farms clearly felt entitled to contact Union authorities about issues arising from
the Union Army’s presence in the area. Quite simply, given the racism of the time, it is
unlikely that white residents in the area could have been aware that a colony of Black
laborers known to be working in or around Fort Reno was squatting on nearby land and
not written to Union officials to complain about it. This circumstantial analysis, combined
with the lack of positive evidence of the presence of a contraband camp or settlement of
Black laborers in Union Army records, casts some doubt on the proposition that the Black
community of Fort Reno can trace its origins to the Civil War itself. Union Army records
are voluminous, and it is certainly possible that evidence of such a colony exists, and simply
has not yet been found; additionally, Black workers employed at other installations, such as
Fort Albany near Arlington, did build makeshift settlements near the forts at which they
were employed. It is simply not clear that such a settlement existed near Fort Reno.
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that conclusion. See “Large Sale of Government Buildings, Lumber, Timber &c., At the Dismantled Forts
Around Washington, DC,” Evening Star, April 12, 1866.
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Indeed, if one looks closely at the language that twentieth-century Reno-dwellers
and their allies used when they described their community’s origins, one may be impressed
by how careful they were to specify that their ancestors had acquired land near Reno in the
immediate aftermath of the war, rather than during the conflict itself. Speaking to a congressional subcommittee in 1926, James Neill—not a Reno-dweller himself, but an ally of
those who sought to save the neighborhood from destruction—dated the community to the
Civil War’s immediate aftermath. “Those homes,” he said, “have been acquired by the
colored people who have lived there since 1867 or 1868, when the subdivision was first
made.”38 The following year, John F. Scott, who had by that point lived in Reno for nearly
three decades, fixed the community’s formation at the same point. He recounted a conversation he had heard between two white men decades before: “Twenty-eight years ago a
couple of white gentlemen were down the road there. Evidently one of them was a stranger
and the younger man was showing him the different parks. He says, ‘Out there is Fort Reno.
General Reno camped there during the Civil War. But,’ he says, ‘we came in there and
squatted and have been there ever since and they can’t get us away.’ Now, they are trying to
get us away.” Now, they are trying to get us away.” Scott’s statement was difficult to parse,
and surely suffered from the congressional stenographer’s attempt to impose his or her
own grammatical sensibilities upon it, but Scott seemed to be saying that whites were
complaining that African Americans had moved in after the war and had resisted attempts
to remove them. Scott mentioned the community’s origins in a squatter’s colony, but when
pressed to fix a date on the community’s formation, he stated that some of his neighbors’
families had “been there since 1868 when it was first subdivided.”39
After the war, the buildings that had comprised Fort Reno were quickly disassembled and sold. The order to dismantle Reno was issued from the office of the general
commanding the Department of Washington, Christopher C. Augur, in March 1866.40
Plans to auction off the materials comprising the frame buildings left over from the fort
were announced in April 1866, and all had been sold by the following month.41 The buildings were gone, but according to Judith Beck Helm, most of the old fort itself remained
visible as late as 1892—indeed, “old Fort Reno” was enough of a presence on the landscape
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to be described in the present tense in an 1885 Evening Star item—and veterans who had
served there sometimes returned to Tenleytown with their families to relive memories of
their time at the fort.42

“Reno City”
Although at the end of the war Jane C. Dyer had asked the federal government to purchase
her land, the US Army returned it to her in January 1866.43 Having lost most of their wealth
in land, buildings, and enslaved people because of the war, the Dyers returned to their
property and attempted to divide it among themselves. Finding in 1867 that Giles Dyer’s
will was invalid, however, the Dyers decided to subdivide the property and hired a real
estate firm by the name of Onion & Butts to handle the resulting sales.44 Onion & Butts laid
out streets and alleys, divided the land into lots, and called the new subdivision “Reno
City.” On July 28, 1869, the firm began advertising “elegant building lots” in the “the most
delightful building sites in the District of Columbia.” The firm did not envision the Reno
subdivision as a haven for former slaves; rather, it marketed the Reno lots to government
employees who might want to “[obtain] a country residence, or [make] a profitable investment.” As selling points, the real estate agents touted Reno’s elevation and the “most
magnificent views” it afforded, asserting that, “For healthfulness and comfort as well as for
grandness of scenery this location cannot be surpassed.”45 The lots moved quickly, and, by
early August, the partners had sold all the building lots and were putting one-half of the
reserved lots up for sale as well, to comply with demand.46 On August 19, the firm staged an
auction and hired coaches to convey potential bidders from Seventh and E Streets out to
the newly christened “Reno City.”47 Onion & Butts dissolved their partnership the following month, and over the next several decades, trustees of the Dyer estate sold lots at
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auction, including land in the Onion & Butts subdivision.48 Apparently one of the heirs of
Giles Dyer, named Giles F. Dyer, had purchased the land back from the Onion & Butts firm
by mid-1870, as an advertisement placed in the Evening Star in September 1870 announced
that Dyer “had purchased Reno City?…?and perfected title to the same.” Dyer offered
those who had purchased lots from Onion & Butts the chance “to complete their title” by
visiting him at his office on 15th Street.49

Figure 4: 1870 map of Reno Subdivision. (Courtesy of Library of Congress)
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Figure 5: “Reno City!” advertisement, August 14, 1869, Evening Star. (Courtesy of Newspapers.com)

It is unclear exactly how quickly a substantial number of African Americans came
to settle on the old Dyer tract. Neil Flanagan has found that, “Property sale records suggest
that white speculators bought most of the lots” marketed by Onion & Butts, though some
then constructed homes that they rented out to Black families.50 Much of the land seems to
have been unoccupied into the 1880s, as shown by real estate agent James B. Wimer’s
ability to buy 336 lots in 1882, and auctions of numerous lots like the one advertised by a
50
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trustee of Charles Dyer’s estate in 1885.51 There is no evidence from this period that real
estate agents marketed Reno lots specifically to Black buyers. In a June 1886 advertisement,
James B. Wimer, by then operating as a partner of the firm Cutter & Wimer, advertised the
lots by touting their high elevation, proximity to recent purchases by President Grover
Cleveland and Navy Secretary William Collins Whitney, and the “street railroad which will
soon reach it.”52 In June 1886, Cutter & Wimer claimed to have “a number of choice lots in
this [subdivision] for sale to good parties,” and boasted that, “The character of recent
purchasers and inquiries now making here, indicate a most promising future for RENO.”
Given Wimer’s turn of the century objection to the proposal to build a school for Black
children in the neighborhood of Fort Reno (discussed in Chapter Two of this work), it
seems certain that, when Wimer’s firm spoke of “good parties,” it was not envisioning
Black buyers.53
Judith Beck Helm has explained that African Americans moving to the Northwest
reaches of the District went first to the Black communities along Broad Branch and River
Roads, and then over to Reno; she was also able to identify several whites who bought
property in the Reno subdivision. The most prominent white landholder in these early
years was Frederick “Fritz” Bangerter, who began buying lots in Reno in 1869. Bangerter’s
Swiss Dairy supplied milk to the city, and in the early 1890s his cows could be seen grazing
on the remains of Fort Reno. Bangerter built houses on the land he had purchased and
rented them to Black families, and it may be that some of the Black families found living in
the West Part of Washington in the 1870 census were living in the Fort Reno subdivision on
land they had rented from Bangerter.54
African American families began buying lots in the Reno subdivision in the nineteenth century, but it is not clear that they began doing so in 1869. The earliest recorded
reference to a home in or near Fort Reno appeared in the Evening Star in February 1874.
The Star ran a death notice for a Charles Williams, who died, according to the coroner,
from a bout of epilepsy triggered by eating a lemon peel; Williams, whose race was not
specified, was found in a “shanty near Fort Reno.”55 Several African American families that
lived in Fort Reno in the twentieth century could be found living in the West Part of
Washington in the 1870 census, or in Tenleytown in the 1880 census; but because census
Notice of land transfer, Giles F. Dyer to James B. Wimer, The Critic, November 7, 1882; John Patch,
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officials did not list streets or addresses as part of the 1870 and 1880 censuses, or indicate
whether families owned or rented their homes, it is hard to know where these families lived
or what their residential status was. For instance, census officials found George and
Arianna Dover, both of whom had been enslaved to local masters, living in the West Part of
Washington in 1870. Arianna, whom records sometimes referred to as “Arry,” “Airy Ann,”
or “Mary,” was the daughter of Bill Scotland, an enslaved man owned by John Patrick
Whelan, an Irish immigrant who had settled near the Cabin John Bridge; Whelan had never
learned to speak English, and Arianna’s father had served as his “slave interpreter,” learning to speak Gaelic to facilitate Whelan’s business dealings.56 Arianna married George, who
had been enslaved by the Peirce-Shoemaker family, and they chose to remain in the area in
which they had been enslaved; in the 1900 census, Mary, her son Francis, and her daughterin-law Catherine were found living on Kearny Street.57
It is not known exactly how early the Dovers purchased their own land in Fort
Reno. In January 1880, the Evening Star ran a notice of a land transfer between George and
Arianna, referred to as “Mary,” so it seems likely that they had made their first purchase
sometime in the previous decade; it is unclear, however, whether or not that purchase
involved land located in the Onion & Butts subdivision on Fort Reno.58 It may be that they
rented from white landowners like the Bangerters for a time, accumulated savings, and
then purchased when they were able. It may be, too, that they purchased a lot directly from
Onion & Butts or as part of an estate sale without spending time as renters first, but proof
of this has not been found to this point. George and Arianna’s son George met a tragic end,
and a newspaper account of his murder confirms that the Dovers had established their
home in Reno by 1886; on July 7, 1886, the Evening Star reported that Dover had been shot
and killed by a man named George Dorsey, with whom he had quarreled at a Fourth of July
picnic near Sligo, in Maryland. Dover lingered until July 6, when he “died?…?at his home at
Reno.”59 Arianna died at the family’s home on Kearny Street in 1906 at the age of ninety-one; Francis and Catherine Dover found that she had passed away in her chair when
they returned home one evening.60 Francis remained active in real estate dealing in Reno at
least through the early 1910s; a 1911 item in the Washington Herald took note of an auction
of Reno lots held by Thomas J. Owens & Sons that was interrupted by the “meanderings of
[a] restless aeroplane,” and reported that Francis Dover had bought the lots for $250.61
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The Prather and Neale families present similar cases to the Dovers. George and
Harriet Ann Prather first appeared in the census for Northwest Washington in 1870—
referred to as “Prater”—with their five children. By 1876, it seems, the Prathers had purchased land in Reno, as arrears of tax notices listed a “Prather’s subdivision of Reno.”62
Altogether, the Prathers had at least nine children, two of whom, Frank Prather and Lillie
Neale, could be found living in Fort Reno as late as 1920.63 Lillie married Alfred Neale,
another longtime resident of the area. Alfred was the son of Richard and Margaret Neale,
who had appeared in the Tenleytown census in 1880, and he appeared on a list of graduates
from the African American schools of Washington County in 1875.64 Eventually, Alfred
purchased a home on Davenport Street; he died in 1915, and Lillian and her brother Frank
were found living on Davenport Street in the 1920 census.65
Lillian and Alfred took active roles in the RCA, and the Prathers and Neales were
long-term residents of the area who were members of the Fort Reno community. It seems
fairly clear that the Prathers had purchased land in the Reno subdivision by 1876, but it is
not clear whether, when his family turned up in the 1880 census, Alfred was living within
the Reno subdivision or somewhere nearby. Records of property transfers between Alfred
and Richard Neale in the Onion & Butts subdivision prove that by the early 1890s, the
Neales owned property in Fort Reno. It is unknown how early the Neales purchased this
property, and whether they were property owners when they appeared in the 1880 census.66
Census data shows that families moved from house to house within the Fort Reno area with
some regularity, renting on one street and then purchasing on another, and it is certainly
possible that families like the Dovers, Prathers and Neales did the same during the early
years of the Reno subdivision.
In his study of the nearby African American community on River Road, David
Rotenstein found evidence of “tremendous mobility” during the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries, including movement within neighborhoods and from one community
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to another.67 Some Black families in the area lived nearby before moving to Fort Reno in the
late nineteenth or early twentieth centuries. The family of Aaron and Helen Dixon, for
example, lived on Broad Branch Road before moving to Fort Reno around the turn of the
twentieth century.68 Likewise, Jeremiah “Jerry” Botts and his wife Cora first made their
home near River Road before moving to Fort Reno. They made their first purchase of Reno
land in 1887, and by the turn of the twentieth century census officials found them living on
Sherman Street.69 Scattered documentation suggests that, in terms of public perception at
least, Fort Reno as a distinct neighborhood, and in particular as an African American
neighborhood, took shape gradually in the latter decades of the nineteenth century.

The Coalescence of Fort Reno’s Black Community
A notice that appeared in the local newspaper The Critic in July 1886 suggested that,
although Onion & Butts had declared “Reno City” open for business as far back as 1869,
and city directories from 1872 through 1906 had listed residents as living in “Reno City,” it
was still seen as a new community. “A new suburb, called ‘Garfield,’ part of the old
Chichester estate, came into the market, as did ‘Reno,’ which is on the Giles Dyer land,
near Tennallytown,” announced The Critic’s real estate section.70 Judging by the frequency
of Reno’s appearance in the land transfers sections of local newspapers, Reno land sales
gained momentum in 1887, having lain fairly dormant through the early part of the decade.
Some Black Reno-dwellers purchased land in Reno at this time; as noted above, Jerry and
Cora Botts bought land in Reno in that year, as did Nelson Vale.71 Amanda Banks, an
African American woman who worked as a servant and was found living on Prospect Street
in 1900, had purchased her lot in Reno in 1889; Walter Carter, who would one day take an
active role in the RCA, purchased lots in Reno the following year.72 Over the course of the
1890s, Rosa Campbell, Alfred Neale, grocer Jesse Smith and his wife Agnes, David Banks,
and Isaiah Scott, all of whom were African American residents of Reno, purchased land in
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the subdivision.73 The impression one gets from following the notices of land auctions,
purchases, and advertisements that appeared in Washington newspapers was that the
neighborhood grew in fits and starts between the last two decades of the 1800s and first
decade of the 1900s. In 1907, James B. Wimer was still advertising the availability of 185
lots—“best speculation in the District,” he claimed—and enough land in Reno remained
vacant into the 1910s that purchases of as many as ninety lots by a single buyer remained
possible.74 Indeed, the irregular growth of the subdivision would one day be used as justification for its removal: in January 1924, the DC Commissioners explained to the Senate that
Fort Reno, which they sought to acquire and replace with public schools, a park, and a
playground, had “[grown] up in a haphazard manner.”75

Figure 6: Washington County Plat Map of 1892 showing Fort Reno neighborhood. (Courtesy of Library of Congress)

Landlords, who intended to build multiple homes and rent them out, also bought
up Reno land; in June 1891, for instance, the Evening Star recorded that permits had been
issued to a Mrs. E. H. Magruder for the construction of seven frame houses on three Reno
lots, and, later in the same year, John M. Buckley secured permits for the construction of
four two-story homes on Kearny Street and two additional two-story dwellings on the
corner of Thomas and Birney Streets; his holdings in Reno were eventually known as
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“Buckley Row.”76 While some Black Reno-dwellers owned their own homes, others rented
from landlords like Magruder and Buckley who worked busily to expand their holdings
during this period. The pace and quality of construction in Reno during the early 1890s
occasioned comment from the local press, and Reno seemed to develop something of a
local reputation. In August 1892, the Evening Star reported that “in the subdivision of
Reno, plans for houses of a pretty design are now being made by architects of taste,” and
added that thirteen cottages had been built in Reno in the previous two months alone; an
item in the Star published the following year referred to the subdivision as “The Palisades
of the Potomac.”77 Some houses in Reno had yards with gardens and fruit trees, but others
were packed tight together, and a single fire could damage multiple dwellings, as did a 1910
fire that destroyed one house and damaged four others, compelling the residents of these
homes to pile their belongings outside in the snow to save them from destruction.78
Although it is evident that Reno was developing as a neighborhood in the last decades of
the nineteenth century and early years of the twentieth century, the Evening Star could still
claim in 1913 that, while “some of Fort Reno ha[d] been thinly built over?…?much of [the
fort’s] site [was] commons.”79
In the 1890s, Fort Reno was characterized as an expanding, interracial community.
An August 1894 piece in the Evening Star claimed that thirty “residents of the vicinity of
Fort Reno,” “whites and colored,” had been stricken with typhoid fever and “lesser fevers.”
The Star reporter who published this piece had consulted with a “doctor of prominence in
Tenleytown,” and he asserted that, “The population of this section has so increased of late
that the refuse matter thrown away has become formidable in its effect upon the people.”80
An 1894 map showed sixty houses, some white-owned, in Fort Reno, and an 1892 police
census counted 211 African Americans living in the Tenleytown area; this was a significant
figure, but greater numbers of African Americans would call Reno home during the early
decades of the twentieth century.81
In the research performed for this study, the earliest located references to Fort Reno
as a distinct African American community came in the 1890s and early 1900s. An 1893
notice in the Evening Star detailed white Tenleytown residents’ complaints regarding the
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allegedly raucous behavior of “the colored people who weekly hold picnics on Fort Reno.”82
By 1901, local residents were aware of Fort Reno as the center of the local Black population; in that year, the Tenleytown Citizens Association, advocating Fort Reno’s conversion
into parkland, referred to the “colored settlement on Reno, where the houses are small and
detrimental to surrounding interests.”83 The year before, the Washington Post piece quoted
at the start of this chapter, which lamented that the former playground for Tenleytown’s
youth had become the home of the neighborhood’s Black population, implied that the
change had taken place relatively recently.84 As a sign that Reno had taken on a working-class character that he had not anticipated, the terms in which James B. Wimer
described Reno in his real estate advertisements had changed by the turn of the twentieth
century. Where earlier he touted the neighborhood’s proximity to land purchased by the
president and prominent federal officials, by November 1900 he was offering lots that
would be “[e]xcellent” for “a builder who would put up inexpensive homes.”85
Washington’s Black population grew significantly in the last decades of the nineteenth century. As Reconstruction collapsed across the South, and Jim Crow and lynch law
proliferated, the federal district remained an attractive destination for Black migrants.
African Americans remembered the wartime alliance they had forged with the federal
government and understood the relationship between federal power and protection of
Black rights; they also valued the educational, social, and economic opportunities life in the
District provided. Washington’s Black population grew by nearly 75 percent between 1870
and 1890, and by the last decade of the nineteenth century more than 75,000 African
Americans called the District home, accounting for roughly one-third of its total population.86 Most Black migrants to the District did not seek out rural destinations such as Fort
Reno, preferring to settle closer to the city center. “Most African-Americans migrating to
DC,” Neil Flanagan has written, “were not so interested in living in a village, preferring
more central neighborhoods like Shaw and Foggy Bottom, where there was more work.”87
Some of those African Americans who did seek out Reno may have done so because they
had worked in or around the fort during the Civil War. Nelson Vale, who purchased land
from the Dyer family in 1887 and was living in Fort Reno at the turn of the twentieth century, had worked for the Union Army during the Civil War as a teamster, though not in
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Washington. He had accompanied General William Tecumseh Sherman on his March to the
Sea in late 1864, and in 1900 “pointed with pride to his trip through Georgia with Gen.
Sherman.”88
Whether they had worked for the Union Army or not, when they chose to make
their homes on or around Fort Reno, Black migrants conformed to an urban settlement
pattern seen in cities across the post-Civil War South. As slavery collapsed, geographer
John Kellogg has explained, freed men and women began moving from the countryside to
Southern towns and cities, seeking better wages and educational opportunities, as well as a
strength in numbers that would protect them from hostile and potentially violent whites.
Lots near city centers were prohibitively expensive, and existing Black neighborhoods did
not have space for all the incoming migrants. Before the advent of modern transportation
facilities that eased passage between “peripheral areas” like Fort Reno and the city center,
“commuting suburbs” like Reno were among the “least desirable?…?residential locations”
in Southern cities. As whites were generally not interested in living in these far-flung
neighborhoods, landowning families like the Dyers found profit where they could, subdividing their land and selling it to Black migrants.89
Although the lack of street and address information in the 1870 and 1880 censuses,
and the lack of data from the 1890 census—most of which was destroyed by fire—make it
difficult to know exactly how many African Americans were living in the Reno subdivision
in the 1880s and 1890s, it is obvious that Reno’s Black population was growing around the
turn of the century; a local police census in 1897 found 369 African Americans living in the
Tenleytown area, an increase of 74 percent from the figure reported five years previously.90
One way to chart Reno’s growth as an African American neighborhood is by looking at
census figures from the twentieth century, when census officials listed streets and house
numbers and, thus, population figures for Fort Reno are possible to tally. Such an exercise
has its flaws, admittedly. While the Reno subdivision had boundaries, membership in the
Fort Reno community was not limited to those who lived within the confines of the subdivision. Any attempt to define Fort Reno in geographic terms will inevitably leave out
families that clearly belonged to the Fort Reno community, such as Thornton Lewis’s
family, which lived for decades on Wisconsin Avenue, and the Masterson family on 41st
Street, one of numerous Black families who lived on that nearby street during the first
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decades of the twentieth century.91 Additionally, even in the twentieth-century censuses,
many houses were listed as un-numbered, so there is still some amount of educated guesswork involved in determining who actually lived within the boundaries of the subdivision.
Even though such an exercise will inevitably leave out some who belonged to the Fort Reno
community despite their residence outside it, as well as likely include some few who may
have lived outside its bounds, it remains worthwhile. It allows us to see how percentages of
white and Black populations living in the area changed over time, and thus gives us a sense
of Fort Reno’s evolution as a center of Black population in the Northwest reaches of
Washington.
From the 1900 census through the 1930 census, African Americans always outnumbered whites within the boundaries of the Reno subdivision.92 In 1900, 290 blacks and 248
whites lived there; the subdivision was 53 percent Black and 47 percent white. In 1910,
when census officials found 334 blacks and 324 whites living in Fort Reno, the subdivision
was split almost evenly. In that year, African Americans in Reno represented only 50.3
percent of those living in the subdivision, a low for the four censuses studied in this manner. By 1920, the number of African Americans living in Fort Reno had increased slightly to
341, but the number of whites had decreased dramatically, down to 219. In that year’s
census, the subdivision was 60.8 percent African American and 39.2 percent white. Finally,
in 1930, Reno’s Black population had grown to 384 people, but its white population had
also grown, as 291 whites now lived in the subdivision, making it 56 percent African
American and 44 percent white. These statistics do not account for the fact that whites in
the Fort Reno subdivision were clustered on its outer streets, especially Chesapeake Street
to the south and Belt Road to the west. African Americans were concentrated on the
interior of the subdivision, especially on Davenport, Donaldson, and Dennison Streets.
Thus, one moving from the outer limits of the subdivision to the interior would have been
conscious of entering a center of African American population. From 1900 through 1930,
Fort Reno’s Black population grew steadily, and even if the Black population within the
bounds of the subdivision never exceeded more than roughly 60 percent of its total population, when Black families living on 41st Street, as well as families like that of Thornton
Lewis, are taken into account, it is clear that there were hundreds of African Americans in
this northwest corner of the District who looked to Fort Reno as the center of their

Although 41st Street lay outside the technical boundaries of the Reno subdivision, and lies just west of the
present-day park, Black families living there were clearly considered part of the Fort Reno community, and this
reality was reflected by newspaper coverage of the area. For instance, in June 1905, the Washington Post took
note of a domestic dispute in the home of Perry and Mamie Moten, a Black couple who lived on “Forty-First
Street, Fort Reno.” See “Man and Wife Both Locked Up,” Washington Post, June 19, 1905.
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community. Indeed, when funeral services for the executed murderer Nelson Vale, a
longtime Reno resident and member of Rock Creek Baptist Church, were held in his
former Reno home in July 1900, the Evening Star estimated that 1,000 mourners paid their
respects.93
Indeed, by the early decades of the twentieth century, hundreds of Black
Washingtonians called Fort Reno home, and many who did not live within Reno proper
saw it as a focal point of Black life in the far northwest reaches of the District. The following chapter will detail the rhythms of daily life in Reno, the institutions that served Black
Reno-dwellers, and the connections that formed between the Fort Reno community and
other centers of Black life within the federal District.

“Burial of Nelson Vale,” Evening Star, July 9, 1900; United States Census, 1900; United States Census, 1910;
United States Census, 1920; United States Census, 1930, database with images, Ancestry.com, http://ancestry.
com (Washington, DC: National Records and Archives Administration, n.d.).
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CHAPTER TWO

“Law-Abiding Citizens?…?
Well Thought Of”

O

n November 4, 1904, members of the Fort Reno community gathered to dedicate
the new public school being opened in their midst, the Jesse Lee Reno School.
The brick, four-room school had been built specifically to serve the Black

community that lived on and around the old fort and, to celebrate the school’s opening, its
teachers and pupils gathered alongside local dignitaries like District Commissioner Henry
Brown Floyd McFarland and Alexander Tait Stuart, the Scottish-born superintendent of
the Washington school system.94 Also in attendance was Major Christian Fleetwood, a
Black Civil War veteran and Medal of Honor recipient who had moved to Washington after
the war and secured a position with the Freedmen’s Bank and, later, as a clerk in the War
Department.95 As part of the ceremony, Laura Iredell Hawkesworth, the Reno School’s
principal and Fleetwood’s sister-in-law, received the key to the new building, the assembled
children sung patriotic songs, and Fleetwood spoke.96 Fleetwood’s words have been lost to

history, but the words of W.S. Montgomery, the first African American assistant
superintendent of the Washington school system, were reprinted in that day’s Evening
Star.97 “Here a little more than four decades ago,” explained Montgomery, “cannon were
pointed in every direction, guarding the way to the nation’s capital.” Now, “the war drums
throb[bed] no longer,” and those assembled had come to “dedicate a building in which the
descendants of those freed by the immortal Lincoln may come into the inheritance of
civilization.” At the Reno School, the “late slave,” explained Montgomery, would receive
the education that would allow him to become an “additive” part of the nation, and to
“preserve, increase and transmit the achievements of the ages to the coming generations
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for still greater perfection.” After Montgomery had finished, exercises outside the new
Reno School closed with another patriotic song, followed by a benediction.98
The members of Fort Reno’s Black community had sought a new school for their
children for some time. Back in February 1898, a committee of six local leaders, including
florist Thornton Lewis and Charles R. Champ, pastor of the nearby Rock Creek Baptist
Church, had secured an audience with school board official Sterling Brown. The school at
Grant Road that the Black children of Fort Reno were then attending was inadequate to the
number of students enrolled, and, as a result, Black children in the area were receiving only
“partial instruction each day.” The committee of six told Brown in no uncertain terms that
they were “aroused over the prospect of not getting school accommodations for their
children.”99 The opening of the Reno School marked their campaign for new school facilities as a success, but it had not come without controversy. At one point, District officials
had contemplated placing the new school near the old building on Grant Road; in early
1902, white residents of Grant Road, worried that the building of a new school for Black
children would negatively impact their property values, petitioned the District
Commissioners and urged that the new school be placed nearer to Fort Reno. Most of the
area’s Black residents, the Grant Road petitioners explained, “lived on or about Fort
Reno,” and they had themselves, according to the whites of Grant Road, petitioned that the
new school be “located on Fort Reno.”100 In March of the same year, James B. Wimer
protested to the Commissioners against the use of any land in Reno for the purposes of
building a school for Black children; Wimer instead suggested that “steps be taken to
purchase the entire [Fort Reno] subdivision as the site for a park.”101 Several months later,
in August 1902, “a delegation from Tennallytown?…?called upon the Commissioners to
protest against the selection of any site that would have an unfavorable impact upon the
property of the white residents.” This delegation pronounced itself satisfied with the site
chosen for the school, contained as it was within the old Dyer estate on which the Fort
Reno community had taken root.102
The building of the Fort Reno school represented an institutional embodiment of
local officials’ recognition that Fort Reno was an African American community of significant size. Hundreds of African Americans had built homes and businesses on the old Fort
or on the blocks surrounding it, and the Reno School was filled until 1926, when it boasted
an enrollment of 126 students. Fort Reno was never an all-Black enclave; Black residents
98
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lived alongside white families on many of its streets. The neighborhood’s uneasy coexistence with local white communities, however, was reflected in the protests that accompanied the opening of the Reno School, two seemingly designed to keep Fort Reno’s Black
population from spreading beyond its confines, and the third designed to accomplish
Reno’s destruction altogether. Eventually, local whites were successful in their crusade to
wipe Reno off the map, and the Reno School closed in 1950, having served fewer than ten
students during its last years of operation. The story of Reno’s destruction will be told in
the following chapter; the present chapter focuses on daily life in the neighborhood, from
the last decades of the nineteenth century through the early decades of the twentieth
century, during which time Fort Reno was—to use the words of two longtime members,
Thornton Lewis and Samuel Hebron—a community of “law-abiding citizens, working
men, well thought of” who sought “to live a higher and nobler life.”103

Figure 7: View south toward National Cathedral from Reno water tower, early twentieth century.
(Courtesy of National Park Service)

Lewis quoted in Acquirement of Reno Subdivision in the District of Columbia; Hearing Before the Committee
on the District of Columbia, United States Senate, Sixty-Ninth Congress, First Session, on S. 1719, A Bill to
Provide for the Purchase or Condemnation of Property in the Reno Subdivision, and Adjacent Thereto, for the
Purpose of Improvement of the Street Plan, and for Other Purposes, June 2, 1926 (Washington, DC: Government
Printing Office, 1926), 18; Hebron quoted in Hearings Before the Subcommittee of the Committee on the District
of Columbia House of Representatives, Sixty-Ninth Congress, Second Session, Appointed to Investigate Affairs of
the District of Columbia, Volume I, 766.
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The Churches of Fort Reno
One way to appreciate Reno’s status as a center of Black life in Northwest Washington is to
look at the congregations it fostered; in the last decades of the nineteenth century, African
Americans from the surrounding communities began making the trip to Reno for Sunday
services at the various Black churches established in the subdivision. Founded in 1872,
Rock Creek Baptist Church was the oldest congregation in Reno, and the congregation to
which it seems a majority of the neighborhood’s residents belonged.104 In addition to
housing religious services and baptizing new converts in Rock Creek, the church organized
a range of community activities; when interviewed in the 1970s, former Reno resident
Mary Daniel remembered the church sponsoring pageants, lawn parties, picnics, and
Sunday School trips to the Washington Zoo.105 William Armstead Jones, who as an infant
had survived the Lincoln administration’s ill-starred attempt to found a Black colony on
Ile-de-Vache off the coast of Haiti, had grown up in the nearby River Road community, and
he served as Rock Creek Baptist’s pastor for many decades. Jones, who had studied at
Howard University, presided over funeral services for numerous long-term residents of
Fort Reno.106 Rock Creek Baptist seems to have been a relatively high-profile congregation
during its years in Reno. In 1906, the Reno-based church hosted the thirtieth annual
meeting of the Mount Bethel Baptist Association, which brought together Baptist congregations from the District, Maryland, and Virginia. During the course of the multi-day
conference, attendees discussed church business and directed their attention to the problem of lynching, appointing a “committee on ‘the state of the country’” which would gather
“certain facts relative to lynchings” and report back the following year, and passing several
anti-lynching resolutions, one of which held that “our American civilization?…?which is
claimed to be a model for the world, is constantly shocked by the unlawful taking of human
life by mob violence.” The conference at Rock Creek Baptist was so well attended that “
[m]any were turned away?…?the crowd being so great that there was no standing room.”107
Reno’s second Black church, St. Mark’s Methodist Episcopal Church, was founded
in 1888.108 Newspaper clippings from the 1890s indicate that St. Mark’s Methodist held
camp meetings and Children’s Day events, in which members of the Prather and
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Masterson families played leading roles, and they show that the church was rebuilt in 1896.109
In 1906, St. Alban’s Episcopal Church appointed the Episcopal clergyman Edward Douse, a
native of Kingston, Jamaica, to live and work in Fort Reno. At the time of Douse’s appointment, explained the Washington Post, “there was only one family in the sparsely settled
neighborhood who called themselves Episcopalians,” but by June 1913 Douse had won
many converts, as in that month seventy families attended a ceremony at Fort Reno for the
laying of the cornerstone of a new Episcopalian mission, christened St. George’s.110 NCPPC
records indicate that, by the 1930s, Reno also boasted a Methodist Episcopal Church
known as Mount Asbury, which counted Samuel Hebron among its trustees.111 These
church communities instilled in their congregants fierce loyalties that survived Fort Reno’s
destruction. When in the 1970s students from Woodrow Wilson High School sought
former Reno residents to interview, they found former Reno-dweller Mary Daniel working
as Rock Creek Baptist’s clerk. Daniel spoke with the students and introduced them to two
additional former residents of Reno, Eddie Dixon and Augusta Moore, who said that the
church they had known since their days in Fort Reno helped them keep in touch with their
former neighbors.112
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Figure 8: Mount Asbury Methodist Episcopal Church, circa 1930s. (Courtesy of National Archives, NAID 17368312)

Life and Work in Reno
The Fort Reno neighborhood in which these churches took root retained a rural character
even as the surrounding area became ever more connected to Washington’s city center. In
the 1890s, the area surrounding Reno was still wooded enough that reports were sufficiently credible that “Foultz, [an] elusive colored murderer” had been “concealed in the
woods?…?in the vicinity of Chevy Chase and Tenleytown?…?for about twenty days, his
food being secretly supplied by friends at Fort Reno” that “all the county police, reserves
from Georgetown and about 100 farmers, armed with rifles and shotguns,” joined in the
search.113 The building of a reservoir by the District in the 1890s, and subsequent improvements upon it, removed the last vestiges of the old fort by the close of the first decade of the

The posse did not find Foultz, but they did find “a basket filled with provisions,” which indicated that
someone had been living there in the woods, though that someone could not be positively identified as Foultz.
See “Hunting for Foultz,” Evening Star, September 7, 1897.
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twentieth century, but the Bangerter family’s cows could be seen grazing south of the
accompanying water tower into the early 1900s.114 Remembering her childhood in Fort
Reno, Mary Daniel explained that one had to walk up a “stony little thing” to get to local
establishments like Jesse Smith’s store or Charles Burgin’s lunch room. “All of this was
rugged, understand,” Daniel recalled. “There weren’t any sidewalks or anything.” Daniel
remembered that some residents of the neighborhood had kept gardens, while others had
raised a variety of animals, including chickens, turkeys, and ducks. Many families kept pigs,
and, according to Daniel, “most everybody had trees of some sort.”115 In later years, former
residents would reminisce about the days when they “didn’t have to go the grocery store for
nothing. There were peaches and pear trees and grapes in our back yard.”116 Reno
remained rural enough that, as late as 1912, it served as an ideal retreat site for a “colored
troop of Boy Scouts” who “encamped at Fort Reno.”117
Reno’s heights provided a cool refuge from the summer heat. Jennie Johnson Brown,
who lived on Chesapeake Street, and whose grandparents had lived on Fessenden Street,
remembered walking up to Fessenden, “up around the fort,” which was “the coolest part of
the park.” Speaking in 1937, Brown explained that, “We always walk up that way at night,
after I get home from work?…?For the last twenty years we have been going out every night
up there. It is very cool at night?…?we rest a little while and then always circle around there
and spend a little time on the reservoir?…?”118 During Reno’s heyday, most of its roads were
unpaved. Originally, many of the subdivision’s roads had been named after Union generals:
Sherman, Kearny, McPherson, Howard. Many of these roads’ names were changed in 1905
to conform to Washington’s alphabetic naming system, and their maintenance would be one
of the chief concerns of the RCA when it came into being during the 1910s.119
Fort Reno was a working-class neighborhood. A significant minority of Renodwellers, both men and women, secured low-level government positions, but most worked
blue-collar jobs. Many women worked as domestics for local families or laundresses.
Common occupations for men living in Reno included butler, chauffeur, janitor,
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construction worker, gardener, and day laborer. Poverty was a fact of life for some in Reno.
When Barney Williams, “a colored man, who lived at Fort Reno,” died of natural causes in
1895, his family could not afford to pay for a funeral, and he was buried by the District of
Columbia in an unmarked grave in the potter’s field.120 Many Reno-dwellers worked
dangerous jobs, and some suffered serious injuries and even death on the job. In October
1894, Fort Reno’s Calvin Ball was cleaning lime stains off the bricks of St. Matthew’s
Church on Rhode Island Avenue, perched on a chair suspended by a rope forty feet off the
ground that snapped and sent Ball plummeting to the ground. The fall paralyzed him
below the waist, and a physician pronounced his condition “almost hopeless.”121 Lloyd
Ware, another Reno resident, met a similarly tragic fate three years later, when he received
a fatal electric shock while working to repair the trolley line between Tenleytown and
Georgetown. Ware had worked on the railway for seven years without suffering an accident, and had, according to the Evening Star, earned “the esteem and good will of all of the
white residents of Tenleytown.” He left behind a widow and seven children, and his loss
was “greatly deplored?…?by his many friends at Fort Reno…”122 To help make ends meet,
teenaged children of Fort Reno’s working-class families sometimes took on dangerous
work, with tragic results. In March 1911, thirteen-year-old Mills Reddick, who lived on
Howard Street, was busy carrying water to a crew doing grading work on Connecticut
Avenue when he was struck by a rail car and killed.123
Fred Green, the head of one of Fort Reno’s oldest families, was luckier in 1905
when he suffered an accident while working on the “new agricultural building” at 13th and
B Streets Southwest. An electric motor that was being hoisted into place fell and struck
Green on the head; Green was sent to the hospital in an ambulance, but his injury did not
prove serious.124 Tragedy, however, struck Reno a decade later when, in 1914, John D.
Masterson was killed in an explosion in Rock Creek Park. Masterson was the grandson of
another John Masterson, who had made his first appearance in the West Part of
Washington in the 1870 census, and the son of Daniel Masterson, who had rented houses
on 41st Street and Belt Road. By 1910, John and his wife, Clara, were renting a house of
their own on 41st Street, and he had found work as a laborer doing concrete work.125 In
1914, he was working for the Warren F. Brenizer Company, which was excavating a tunnel
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in Rock Creek Park. On July 7, a night crew had charged a pit with dynamite but neglected
to tell the morning shift, and, when Masterson and his day crew went to work, the resulting
explosion killed Masterson and another man, George Boxley. Clara Masterson and
Boxley’s widow, Lulu, sued the Brenizer Company and won judgments, but they were
convinced by their attorneys the awards were too small; on a retrial of the case, they lost
and received nothing. This tragedy and its bitter postscript surely devastated the
Mastersons, but they remained on 41st Street into the latter decades of the twentieth
century, well after most remnants of the Fort Reno neighborhood had been destroyed.126

Figure 9: 1919 real estate survey map showing Fort Reno neighborhood. (Courtesy of Library of Congress)

Untitled notice, Washington Herald, September 2, 1914; “Lose Awards in Appeal—Jury in Two $10,000
Damage Suits Reverse Former Judgments,” Evening Star, June 16, 1916.
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Community Leaders
Some in Reno attained positions within the city and federal governments which
allowed them to leave manual pursuits for less dangerous work, and it might be assumed
that the status this type of employment conferred, and the regular paychecks it entailed,
would have marked these individuals off as community leaders. This was not necessarily
the case, as records related to the RCA indicate that day laborers and government clerks
alike served in places of distinction. In the early 1910s, Walter Carter, who worked as a
janitor in the local police department and lived with his wife Bettie on Davenport Street,
served as the RCA’s treasurer.127 Alfred Neale, a laborer who worked on the local roads,
served as sergeant-of-arms, and Morris Harper, a laborer in the government service,
Walker Clark, a street laborer, and David Reed, a plumber, all headed committees.128 So too
did new arrivals share leadership positions with longtime Reno residents. The president of
the RCA for most of the 1910s was Zachariah T. Thomas, who had been born in Mississippi
in 1875; when he settled in the federal district, he rented a home on Davenport Street and
found work in the District as a government watchman.129 Women, too, served in leadership
roles. RCA records indicate that multiple women headed committees and that Lillian
Neale, Alfred Neale’s wife, served as the organization’s chaplain for a time.130 Blue-collar
occupation did not disqualify Reno-dwellers from holding positions of community
respect; rather, it seems that the residents of this working-class neighborhood, who knew
how hard husbands and wives and mothers and fathers struggled to support their families,
made their decisions about who to recognize as leaders based on character rather than
occupational status, length of community residence, or gender.
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Figure 10: Belt Road Market, early twentieth century. (Courtesy of National Park Service)

RCA records also prove that Black families who lived outside of Reno proper
participated in its activities, considering themselves part of the Fort Reno community
though they did not live “on the fort.” Thornton Lewis was the RCA’s long-term vice
president. By the time the RCA became active in the early 1910s, Lewis had lived in the
area for many years, having applied for a building permit in Tenleytown as far back as
1879. Newspaper records indicate that he had led a group called the Tennallytown
Mounted Guards in the district’s 1886 Emancipation Celebration and applied for a liquor
license for an establishment on Grant Road in 1888.131 By 1910, he and his wife Lucy had
purchased a home at 4326 Wisconsin Avenue, several blocks south of Reno, and had
opened up a flower shop; eventually, Lewis did build a home in the Reno neighborhood,
but he had emerged as a community leader before becoming a resident of Reno proper.132
At least two committee heads named at a November 1913 meeting of the RCA lived outside of Reno: Walker Clark, who owned land in Reno but lived east of Rock Creek Park,
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headed the committee on health and sanitation, and Sadie A. Boyde, who lived with her
husband Thomas and three children on 5th Street, led the committee on entertainment.133
Officer positions too sometimes went to members of the Fort Reno community who lived
outside the bounds of the subdivision. John Tunstall, a street laborer who lived with his
wife Biddie on 23rd Street, served as sergeant-at-arms during a January 1916 meeting of
the RCA, and in October 1916 Dennis Cook, who had lived in Reno at the turn of the
century but by 1920 was living on Oakdale Street with his sister Anna, was listed as the
organization’s chaplain.134 Perhaps, like Cook, some of these non-Reno-dwellers who
showed up in positions of authority had once made their homes in Reno; perhaps they
simply had friends or family in the neighborhood and were drawn into the Reno community by association. But residence within Reno itself was not a prerequisite for attaining a
position of leadership within the Reno community.
William Armstead Jones, the longtime pastor of Rock Creek Baptist Church, lived
for much of his life outside of Fort Reno. As previously noted, he grew up in the River Road
community in Bethesda, and the 1910 census found him living at 3313 Que Street Northwest
with his wife Alice; twenty-eight years later, when one of Howard University sociologist E.
Franklin Frazier’s interviewers tracked him down as part of a study of Washington’s Black
community, Jones was living at 2803 N Street.135 Unfortunately, T.E. Davis, the interviewer
who spoke to Jones, got little information, as Jones “was seemingly in a hurry to get into the
house (probably to eat dinner).” Jones did offer Davis the chance to come to Rock Creek
Baptist some Sunday to talk with the congregation: “I will give you an opportunity to talk to
my people,” he said. Disappointed that he had not gotten more from Jones, Davis tarried
around the aged minister’s house for some time, observing Jones as the minister watched a
group of boys play a game of softball at a local field. “Their profanity did not disturb him
and neither did his presence seem to make any difference to the players,” Davis recorded. It
is unfortunate for the purposes of the present study that Davis seems never to have visited
Rock Creek Baptist to confer with the congregation, but the sketch of Jones suggests a man
of the people comfortable with the rhythms of daily life, giving us a picture of this leader of
the Reno community who, like Thornton Lewis and others, lived outside of Fort Reno and
yet played a vital part in the neighborhood’s community life.136
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Reno’s First Families
Of course, the majority of those who appeared in records left by the RCA—whether
as officers, committee heads, or in other capacities—lived within the Fort Reno subdivision. By combining census records, newspaper items, and sources related to the clearing of
Reno, it is possible to reconstruct the histories of several Reno families, such as the Green
family, which made its first appearance in the Tenleytown census in 1880. In that year,
census officials found Frederick Green and his wife Sarah Jane living with their daughters
Irene and Tusey in the West Part of Washington.137 Sarah was the daughter of Reason and
Christie Jane Addison, a Black couple that lived just outside of Reno on Murdock Road.138
Both Fred and Sarah hailed from either the District of Columbia or Maryland—different
censuses indicated different places of birth for the couple—and were born in the 1850s.
Given that both places boasted substantial free Black populations in the late antebellum
period, it is possible that Fred and Sarah were born free. By 1900, Fred and Sarah had
purchased a house on Prospect Street, likely pooling the wages Fred earned as a day laborer
with those his daughter Gertrude—surely the same daughter identified as Tusey in the 1880
census—earned as a life insurance agent, and that his son Wyatt earned as a cart driver.139
By this point, the Greens’ daughter Esther Irene had married into another longtime Reno
family, the Warrens and in 1912, Gertrude married Hugh V. Denman, a native of Texas who
had moved to the District in the early twentieth century.140 Denman secured a position with
the Government Printing Office in the 1910s and became a minister at St. Mark’s
Methodist Episcopal Church in Reno; Denman later seems to have held a position in one
of the Office Buildings of the House of Representatives.141 By 1920, Gertrude too had
secured a position with the federal government, and census officials listed her that year as a
charwoman working in government service.142 The Greens were community leaders; at a
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1916 meeting at which community residents voiced their preference for delegates to represent the District’s Black community at the upcoming national Republican convention, Fred
served as sergeant-at-arms.143
Fred and Sarah Green were involved in the most notorious incident to take place in
Reno during the neighborhood’s decades of existence: the killing of Alexander Jackson by
longtime Reno-dweller Nelson Vale, known around the neighborhood as “Old Nelse.”
Details of the Vale murder were fodder for numerous articles in District newspapers, and
local reporters explained that the killing was seemingly motivated by Vale’s jealousy over
the attentions paid to his twenty-four-year-old live-in housekeeper, Mary Ellis, by
Alexander Jackson, a railroad laborer who had moved to Reno from Baltimore some
months before and was boarding with William Prather, two doors down from Vale’s residence.144 In addition to living in proximity, Vale and Jackson worked together on “the
Rockville electric road.”145 Before the murder, in 1899, Fred Green had been involved in an
altercation with Vale and Ellis; assisting Vale in the scuffle, Ellis had chopped at Green’s
arm with an ax, and Green had hit her with a baseball bat, breaking her arm and injuring
her head.146 Several weeks later, Ellis had Green arrested by the Tenleytown police for
threats he had allegedly made against her.147 Newspaper accounts filed about the subsequent murder, which took place in January 1900, identified this as one of several incidents
that preceded the murder in which jealousies involving Ellis had ended in violence. The
Greens’ home was adjacent to Vale’s residence, and Fred and Sarah witnessed the lead-up
to and aftermath of the murder. To local reporters covering the killing, Green reported
hearing Vale admit that he had killed Jackson. Testifying at Vale’s trial, Green added that he
had heard Vale threaten that he would get Jackson, “before the sun goes down.” Sarah
Green also testified at Vale’s trial, confirming the threats made by Vale and describing the
argument between Jackson and Vale that preceded the shooting, as well as the shooting
itself.148 On the strength of such testimony, Vale was convicted and sentenced to death.
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Even though every juror on his case signed a statement urging that Vale’s sentence be
commuted to life imprisonment, Vale was hanged in July of 1900; he was, at the time, the
oldest man ever executed in the District.149
The 1910 and 1920 censuses found the Greens living in the house they owned at
3812 Davenport Street, a two-story pebble-dash frame house with five rooms and no bath
that was equipped with an outdoor privy and water tap.150 By 1910, the Greens had taken in
Sarah’s mother Christy, who census officials at various points also listed as Christa or
Jennie. Christy Jane Addison lived with the Greens until her death in 1922.151 Fred died in
1926 and was followed by Sarah two years later; despite her son-in-law Hugh Denman’s
affiliation with St. Mark’s Methodist, her funeral took place at Rock Creek Baptist Church.152
The Green family held on to their property on Davenport Street until 1940, renting it out to
other Black families; 1940 found Fred and Sarah’s children renting out their parents’ house
to the family of Edward Coleman, who worked as a butler.153 The Green children sold the
house in July 1940 for $2,170. In that year, Wyatt remained in the District’s Northwest
quadrant, living on S Street, whereas Gertrude had remarried after the 1925 death of her
husband Hugh, and was living on Florida Avenue Northeast.154 Esther remained in Reno, in
the house she had shared with her husband, James L. Warren, who belonged to a family
that, like the Greens, had put down deep roots in the Fort Reno community.155
It is unclear when, exactly, the Warrens migrated to Fort Reno from Virginia but,
when interviewed by historian Judith Beck Helm, J. Rudolph Warren explained that, after
the Civil War, his grandfather Edward had driven a cow from Richmond to Washington,
DC so that he could purchase a lot in Reno for $25.156 The family did not appear in the 1870
or 1880 census counts of Northwest Washington, but in 1900, census officials found the
Warrens as homeowners on Kearny Street, with Edward supporting his family as a laborer.
Warren’s son James L. Warren lived next door; children George, Lucy, and Florence, and
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grandchildren Priscila and William, resided with Edward and his wife Susan. Census
records indicate that both Edward and Susan, born Susan Cousins, were born in Virginia in
the early 1840s.157 Edward was almost certainly born to enslaved parents; Susan was the
daughter of Amy Cousins, an enslaved woman who, at one point her life, was owned by
Thomas Jefferson. This fact seems to have been something of a point of pride for the family,
who mentioned it in Cousins’s obituary. At her death, family members fixed Cousins’s
birthdate at 1805, although census takers in 1900 had recorded her date of birth as 1819;
either date would make her claim of enslavement by the nation’s third president plausible.
In poor health, Cousins had moved to Washington to live with Edward and Susan in the
mid-1880s, and she became known as “one of Tenleytown’s best and most picturesque
characters.” By her own reckoning, she was 104 years old, and she “attributed her longevity
and good health to the habit of dispensing with medicine.” Her funeral service was held at
Rock Creek Baptist, and she had lived to see the births of seven grandchildren and eleven
great-grandchildren. She stayed with Edward and Susan until two months before her
death, when she moved in with her granddaughter Florence Bass, then living elsewhere on
Kearny Street. Florence had married Grant Bass, a cement finisher who had migrated from
South Carolina to Washington and was boarding with the Warrens when census officials
visited them in 1900.158
Edward and Susan’s son James L. Warren had married Esther I. Green, daughter of
Fred and Sarah Green, in 1894, and around the turn of the century the couple experienced
marital troubles.159 Esther and James had lived together until 1898, when Esther left home,
and three years later James filed for divorce; census officials did not find Esther and James
living together in 1900, and they found the Warrens’ children, Rachella and James R., living
with their grandparents, Fred and Sarah Green, on Prospect Street.160 The source of the
troubles in the Warrens’ marriage has been lost to history, but they reconciled and were
found living together on Davenport Street in the 1910 and 1920 censuses.161 The Warrens
seem to have been recognized as community leaders; at the July 1900 funeral for Nelson
Vale, Edward had assisted in conducting the funeral rites.162 Edward’s son John E. Warren,
who was listed in various census counts as a sorter at a sheeting shop, a common laborer,
and a butler, but whom contemporaneous sources referred to as a minister, also possessed
standing in the community. In February 1916, John assumed the presidency of a meeting of
157
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“Reno citizens” at which community residents considered delegates to represent the
District’s Black community at the upcoming Republican national convention, the same
meeting at which Fred Green served as sergeant-at-arms.163
Throughout his life, Edward worked as a laborer of one type or another: listed as a
day laborer in 1900, he appeared in the 1910 census as a slate worker. For a long time, James
L. Warren supported his family in like manner, as he was listed as a day laborer in the 1900
census and a slate worker in the 1910 census; eventually, though, James obtained a position
in the civil service, and he was listed as a messenger in the 1920 census.164 His wife Esther
worked for many years as a domestic for a local family, but she too obtained a government
job, and by the time census officials interviewed her in 1930, she had become a charwoman
working for the federal government.165 The regular paychecks she and James received once
they obtained government work allowed them the financial freedom to purchase their own
home in Reno; James and Esther Warren had rented on Davenport Street for many years
before James’ death in 1926, but the 1930 census found Esther living at 3812 Dennison
Place, in a home valued at $5000, with her son J. Rudolph Warren and two grandchildren.166
J. Rudolph also found government employment, working as a chauffeur for the War
Department from 1918 to 1922, and then as a chauffeur for the State Department, a position he kept for decades.167 In 1930, census officials found Esther, J. Rudolph and the rest of
the Warrens living down the street from her brother-in-law John and sister-in-law Ammy,
both of whom also lived on Dennison.168 Susan Warren died in 1908, and her husband
Edward died in 1919; James L. Warren’s death in 1926 was followed by his brother John’s
death in 1937.169
Esther Warren lived in her house on Dennison until 1941; the 1940 census found
her still living next to her sister-in-law Ammy, who had purchased her home during the
intervening decade. Esther sold her home to the NCPPC for $5,850 the following year.170 By
that point, her son J. Rudolph had moved to another part of DC’s Northwest quadrant—a
confusing census entry suggests it may have been either O Street or 14th Street—and it
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seems likely that Esther, and perhaps Ammy as well, joined her son, his wife Edna, and his
daughter Esther F., once they vacated their homes in Reno. Esther and Ammy’s sister
Florence Bass and her husband Grant had also left Reno by this point, settling in a rented
house at 342 L Street NW.171 The Warrens were Baptists affiliated with the Rock Creek
Baptist Church, the site of the funerals for Edward and James L. Warren, as well as James’s
daughter Rachella.172 As evidenced by the fact that so many of Edward and Susan Warren’s
children chose to live so close to one another in Reno for so long, the Warrens were a
tight-knit family, and they clung to their homes in Fort Reno even as they saw their neighborhood dismantled in the 1930s.
As with the Warrens, multiple members of the Scott family lived in Fort Reno for
decades. John F. Scott began building his house in Reno in 1898, and in 1900 census officials found him living with his wife Annie B. Scott and son Isiah W. Scott in the house they
owned on South Street.173 Scott’s house on South Street (renamed Chesapeake Street in
1905) had “five rooms and a shed kitchen, with all modern improvements,” and provided a
commanding view of the surrounding area: “you can sit in my window and look over the
tops of the other homes out there,” he later said.174 At the turn of the century, John’s sister
Chainey lived across town on Erie Street Northwest with their mother Lucie, who had been
born in Virginia in the 1830s, and brother Edmond; in 1904, Chainey had married Simuel
Becks, who had purchased land in Reno in 1901, and 1910 census officials found the couple
in a house on Chesapeake Street near her brother John.175 Chainey’s mother-in-law,
Mariah Becks, was nearby, as she was also the mother of John F. Scott’s wife Annie, and she
had moved in with her daughter. In 1900, John and Chainey’s brother Isiah W., for whom
John named his son, also lived on South Street with his wife Ella, but by 1910 Isiah had
died, and Ella lived on Chesapeake with her sons Curtis and Frank.176
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Figure 11: 3915 Chesapeake Street, early twentieth century. (Courtesy of National Park Service)

To support his family, John worked first as a house cleaner and then secured a
position as a janitor in a laboratory, a job he held for many years.177 Chainey had started out
as a second grade teacher in the DC public schools, but by the 1910s she had secured a
position in the Department of Agriculture.178 She died in 1919, and her funeral was held at
the Nineteenth Street Baptist Church.179 After her death, Simuel Becks moved out of Reno,
and by the early 1930s he was living on Elm Street Northwest.180 He retained possession of
his and Chainey’s house until 1947, when he sold his former home on Chesapeake to the
NCPPC for $2,250. Commission records indicate that, by that point, Simuel and Chainey’s
former home, a two-story, four-room frame dwelling, had fallen into disrepair and was
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inhabited by a retired Black couple who paid Simuel $10 monthly rent.181 John, Annie B.,
Ella, and Frank Scott, by contrast, lived with their families next door to one another on
Chesapeake into the 1940s, testifying to their attachment to their homes and to the neighborhood they had helped build.182
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Figure 12: Land purchase contract signed by Francis Scott, April 1947.
(Courtesy of National Archives, NAID 17368312)

That attachment was likely strengthened by the fact that the Scotts, relative
newcomers to the area in comparison to a family like the Greens, had by the
late 1920s taken on leadership roles within the Reno community. In 1928,
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the RCA charged Frank with co-leadership of a delegation to speak to the
District Commissioners about discrimination on local buses.183 The year
before, his uncle John was among a delegation of Reno-dwellers and allies
who testified in front of a congressional subcommittee to oppose the
clearing of the neighborhood.184 Not all members of the Scott family stayed
with Reno until the end: by 1940, John’s son Isiah had secured a clerkship
with the Treasury Department and, along with his wife Pauline (who
worked for the Bureau of Engraving) moved elsewhere in the city’s
Northwest quadrant.185 But the Scotts were committed to the homes they
had built in Reno; as Scott said in 1927, while his home on Chesapeake was
“no palace,” it had “taken [him] a lifetime?…?to secure it,” and he meant to
stay there as long as he could.186
Like the Scotts, the Dixons were a fixture in the Reno community for decades.
Aaron Dixon married Helen Matthews, of the Broad Branch Road community, in 1884, and
bought land near Broad Branch from Jerry Botts in 1887.187 Both Helen and Aaron had
been born either in the District of Columbia or Maryland—census records disagreed—
sometime during or just after the Civil War.188 The Dixons lived near Broad Branch until
the turn of the twentieth century, and they were residing there when Helen’s brother,
Thomas E. Matthews, was murdered by a local white man, John Shoemaker, in 1894.189
Aaron’s son Eddie, interviewed in the 1970s, remembered that the Dixons moved from
Broad Branch to Reno in 1900, and the 1910 census found Aaron and Helen renting a
house on Davenport with their six children: Frank, Aaron Jr., Emma, Harry, Eddie, and
Marie.190 After a 1904 festival at the Rock Creek Baptist Church, a fight broke out on
Chesapeake Street, and Aaron’s son Frank had his throat slashed “from ear to ear” by an
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assailant named Reese Grant, who claimed to have acted in self-defense. Taken to
Georgetown University Hospital in critical condition, Frank survived, and in 1910 census
officials found him living with his parents on Davenport Street.191
Helen Dixon worked as a washerwoman to support her family, while Eddie remembered that his father Aaron has worked in a stone quarry near Tenleytown. According to
Eddie, Aaron had also done landscaping work on homes in Chevy Chase, trimming hedges
and cutting lawns. The Dixons moved around Reno, Eddie remembered, living first on
Donaldson, then Davenport, then Chesapeake, then Dennison.192 In 1930, census workers
found that the Dixons had purchased a home at 3931 Dennison—a home valued at $8,000,
and to which Aaron had made a significant addition as recently as 1928. That census
showed Aaron Sr. as a laborer, whereas Aaron Jr. had become a cement finisher.193 Eddie
remembered his family’s time in Reno fondly, recalling games of baseball, basketball, and
tennis, swimming in the local creek, picnics, boating on the Potomac River, and straw rides
“on a clapboard.” Like his father, Eddie found work in Chevy Chase, as a caddy at one of
the local golf clubs. His family, he remembered, was “asked” by the government to move in
1930, “But we didn’t move ‘til 1935.”194 By 1940, the Dixons had moved to 1227 Irving
Street Northwest, where census officials found Aaron, Aaron Jr. and Helen living.195
The picture that emerges from these sketches of family life in Reno is that of a
close-knit community anchored by families that made their homes in the neighborhood for
decades, knew each other well, and intermarried with frequency. Augusta Moore, who
lived in Reno from 1902 through 1927, remembered that there was a fair amount of intermarriage between families in Reno and the Black community near Broad Branch Road, and
that everyone knew one another through Rock Creek Baptist Church.196 Families in Reno
were large, and it was common for three generations to live within one house. Evidence
shows that extended family stepped in during difficult situations, such as when Fred and
Sarah Green took in the children of James L. and Esther Irene Warren during the rough
patch in James and Esther’s marriage that occurred around the turn of the twentieth
century. Likewise, Jennie Johnson Brown remembered that, after her grandfather’s death,
her grandmother had left her home on Fessenden Street to come live with Brown and her
parents on Chesapeake Street, choosing to rent out the “old house” on Fessenden. These
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were families who recorded their histories in the pages of family Bibles; several times, while
testifying at a condemnation hearing in 1937, Brown struggled to remember the exact dates
of births and deaths, and expressed frustration that, had she known she would have
needed to answer questions of this kind, she would have brought her Bible: “I have it wrote
down in the Bible.”197
A sense of caring for those in need extended beyond the borders of family: one
perusing Reno census entries will find multiple adopted daughters and sons taken in by
Reno families over the years. Allen Lewis and his wife Mattie, who lived first on Howard
Street and later purchased a home on Dennison, took in at least three adopted children,
Ida, Lacey, and Sylvester, during their time in Reno; it is likely that other children listed as
“boarders” in various census entries were living with the Lewises as foster children.198
Morris and Lucinda Harper, likewise, took in an adopted daughter, Maitland, and it was
she who handled the sale of their house, a two-story, 6-room brick dwelling at 3814
Davenport Street, to the NCPPC in 1940.199 When asked about the sense of community in
Reno, Eddie Dixon remembered that, “It was very, very strong, very close.”200

Organizational and Recreational Life in Reno
Reno’s organizational life also testified to the strong bonds that tied community members
together. In the United States, the late-nineteenth and early-twentieth centuries were a
golden age of associations, and Reno-dwellers displayed a penchant for joining together in
fraternal, community-spirited organizations. One of the longest-running associations, “a
colored fraternal society,” in the words of the Evening Star, was White’s Tabernacle, No.
39, of the Ancient United Order, Sons and Daughters, Brothers and Sisters of Moses
(referred to hereafter as Moses Lodge), whose lodge stood behind Rock Creek Baptist
Church.201 Moses Lodge had acquired the land on which it built its lodge in 1885 and held
onto it until 1944, when William Jackson, a surviving trustee and federal worker who had
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sold his house on Donaldson Place for nearly $10,000 less than its 1930 census value,
handled its sale to the NCPPC.202 The Moses Lodge behind Rock Creek Baptist Church
provided a space for community gatherings and socialization; Samuel Gorman, a white
man who had grown up near Reno and whose family operated a grocery, Gorman Market,
in the neighborhood, remembered watching dances at the lodge behind Rock Creek
Baptist. “That’s where the colored people used to congregate?…?We used to watch them
sometimes,” he recalled.203
Mary Daniel, who lived for many years on Donaldson Street, recalled that the
Moses Lodge served more than purely social functions. The order, she said, was “religiously inclined” and held services—indeed, Rock Creek Baptist pastor William Armstead
Jones was a trustee—but she also recalled receiving secretarial training there, and that the
lodge ran programs aimed at area youth once a month.204 The lodge also hosted entertainments, at least one of which, in 1895, saw “a wordy war?…?[develop] into a physical combat
in the house in which the entertainment was held.”205 Daniel remembered that Lodge
members took organizational procedure seriously, and that members learned about points
of parliamentary order and how to run organizations: “Take minutes, hold your meetings,
be able to call your points of order.”206 The lodge had a cemetery, where many Renodwellers found their final resting place; Congress passed legislation in 1921 allowing the
bodies to be removed and reinterred, and Mary Daniel remembered bodies being “dug
up,” but no contemporaneous accounts of their removal and reinternment appear to exist.207
Calls for Lodge members to assemble for funeral ceremonies sometimes accompanied
death notices for Reno-dwellers. In September 1928, Edward Frazier, a Moses Lodge
trustee, co-signed a funeral notice for Sarah Green along with Sarah’s daughter, Gertrude
Denman. The noticed asked “[a]ll members” of White’s Tabernacle to assemble on
September 26 “for a call meeting,” and to attend the funeral services for Green the next day
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at Rock Creek Baptist, where William Armstead Jones would preside.208 It is likely that, like
many fraternal organizations during this period, the Lodge served social insurance purposes and set aside a portion of dues to help members’ families when they fell upon hard
times.
The Moses Lodge was one among many organizations which Reno residents either
founded or took active part in. In 1899, Reno-dwellers and sisters Rosa Campbell and
Lucinda Tolliver (soon to be married to Morris Harper), along with Catherine Graves, a
longtime area resident herself, incorporated the first chapter of “The Tribe of the Old Folks
Willing Workers Club,” whose aim was to “inculcate a spirit of charity and benevolence
among its members.”209 Little seems to have come of this attempt to found a new benevolent order in Reno, but Reno residents took part in many existing public-spirited groups. A
1929 condemnation case involving Reno land to be used for the building of new schools
included a parcel belonging to the Members of the Star of Bethlehem Good Samaritan
Lodge, which included Clara Hebron, the widow of Mount Asbury Methodist Episcopal
trustee Samuel Hebron, Lillian Neale, and Helen Dixon.210 Funeral notices indicate that
multiple Reno-dwellers and community members belonged to local Odd Fellows chapters,
including Thornton Lewis, Walker Clark, and David Banks (a community leader and
holder of multiple Reno properties who died in 1905).211 Although her Old Folks Willing
Workers Club appears to have fallen by the wayside, its failure did not dim Lucinda Tolliver
Harper’s associational spirit; when she died, three separate societies of which she was a
member posted public notices regarding her funeral services, which were to be held at
Florida Avenue Baptist Church: the Lincoln Lodge of the National Ideal Benefit Society, the
Queen Rebecca Household of Ruth, and Lodge No. 102 of Narcissus Trent.212 Zachariah T.
Thomas, president of the RCA, similarly extended himself beyond the Reno community,
serving as a deacon of Lincoln Temple Congregational Church and, in 1908, taking part in
an effort to found a summer camp for Black children.213
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Aside from the public purposes that these various organizations and individuals
espoused, community groups like the Moses Lodge also provided opportunities for socialization and entertainment; the local baseball team, the Fort Renos, did likewise. The Fort
Reno squad competed against teams from other Black neighborhoods in the Washington
area, and it seems to have been active mainly in the latter years of the first decade of the
twentieth century, as well as the first years of the 1910s. The earliest located reference to the
Fort Renos dates to 1905, when the “local Fort Reno nine” lost 18-3 to a team from
Rockville.214 It is unclear where this 1905 game took place, but an advertisement placed the
next year suggested that at least some games took place at the Washington Senators’ park,
Boundary Field (also known as American League Park), near the present-day location of
Howard University Hospital. A notice inserted in the August 5, 1906 edition of the
Washington Post identified the American, Quickstep, and Fort Reno teams as members of
the Central League, “the only organization of negro ball players in the country,” and
explained that these teams would be playing at American League Park during the coming
week.215 According to league standings published along with this notice, in addition to these
clubs, the Central League contained four additional teams: Lafayette, Newberg, Rosslyn,
and Western.216
Accounts of games played by the Fort Reno nine against local teams appeared in
local newspapers in 1907, 1908, and 1911. The Reno team apparently earned itself something of a local reputation, as a 1908 Washington Herald piece referred to the squad as “the
crack Fort Reno team,” but its best surviving result is a game in which it played the local
Belmont team to an 8–8 tie. All the other games whose accounts or box scores made their
way into local newspapers were losses. The last mention of the Renos came in 1911, when
the Evening Star carried news of their 11–5 defeat at the hands of the Le Droit Tigers.217 In
addition to the 1906 notice that identified the Fort Renos as part of the Central League, a
1907 notice suggested that the Renos were one among a number of local teams that
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regularly played one another as, having tied the Renos, Thomas Johnson of the Belmonts
listed several other teams his squad wished to play, including the Anacostia Tigers,
Garfields, and Colored Americans.218
Fort Reno was also, apparently, the site of unregistered boxing matches staged by
Black promoters. An August 1897 notice in the Evening Star explained that police had
learned of a boxing tournament planned to be held “at Campbell’s Grove, on the heights
just back of Fort Reno.” Albert Johnson, whom the Star identified as “a local colored light
in the pugilistic world,” was to have been the “projector” of the tournament, and “quite a
number of people” had gone to see the fights, but officers would not permit the fights to
proceed as scheduled. Those assembled had to settle for “an exhibition of bag punching
instead.”219

The Reno Citizens’ Association
The most important organization to take shape in Reno was the RCA, which dates to at
least 1913.220 The RCA met monthly and performed several functions.221 One of its duties
was to monitor the condition of local infrastructure and lobby District officials for
improvements. The RCA directed its lobbying efforts to the board of District
Commissioners who had ruled the city since 1874, when a white-led movement for reorganization of the District’s government, motivated by white conservatives’ desire to disempower Black voters, disenfranchised District residents in favor of government by a
three-person board of Congressional appointees. For the RCA, getting the Commissioners’
attention was no small task: Washington would not see the appointment of a Black District
Commissioner until 1961, and in the intervening decades, the Commissioners developed a
reputation for ignoring the concerns of local Black communities. Under the watch of the
all-white board of Commissioners, African Americans were routinely denied city jobs and
contracts, and anti-Black police brutality increased.222
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Despite the obstacles to having their concerns taken seriously, the RCA persevered
and achieved some success. At their November 1913 meeting, RCA members concerned
themselves with school affairs, and Chainey Becks was appointed head of a committee
charged with consulting school officials regarding the “immediate needs of the Jesse Lee
Reno School.” RCA members created a number of other committees which testified to
their concern with monitoring the state of public services and infrastructure in their
neighborhood, including committees on “streets, sidewalks, sewers, water, and lights,”
“legislation and mail” (this committee was headed by Hugh Denman, who also served as
the meeting’s chaplain), and “health and sanitation.”223 In February 1915, Thornton Lewis,
RCA vice president and the head of a committee on improvements in Reno, reported on
the RCA’s petition to the District Commissioners, which he and Z. T. Thomas had delivered in person. The Commissioners had promised to macadamize Davenport Street in the
coming spring and to make temporary improvements on Howard Street, pending the
acquisition of funds that would allow that road to be macadamized as well. The
Commissioners pledged to look after the remaining requests made by the RCA, which had
included streetlights, road signs at intersections, and correct house numbers.224 In meetings
over the next few years, RCA members discussed the need for guardrails on local streets,
new lights in the Reno School, and further improvements on Reno roads. At a 1916 meeting, several speakers, including Rock Creek Baptist pastor William Armstead Jones,
addressed the importance of the RCA to the community, and, clearly, a large part of its
value came in ensuring that Fort Reno received its fair share of municipal services and
improvements.225 As late as 1927, when the campaign to clear and convert Reno had gained
significant momentum, the RCA was making plans to lobby the District Commissioners for
improved street, water, and lighting facilities.226
The RCA also lobbied for policy changes geared toward making everyday life easier
for the many Reno residents who tried to make ends meet on the modest wages they earned
as day laborers, domestics, janitors, butlers, and chauffeurs. At a February 1916 meeting,
speakers identified the high cost of textbooks as a principal reason why many local students
failed to complete their educations, and suggested that the District possessed a duty to its
students to provide them with free educations, and educational supplies such as textbooks,
“Needs of Fort Reno—Discussed at November Meeting of the Citizens’ Association,” Evening Star,
November 20, 1913.
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up through high school.227 The RCA’s request for lights for the Reno School was related to
its members’ desire to hold night classes, and that request came alongside a request for the
Board of Education to open a kindergarten in Reno; surely, this request resulted from RCA
members’ desire to see their children start their educational careers as early as possible, but
also to provide child care for local families, many of which saw both parents, or multiple
generations, working for their support.228 A May 1917 community garden movement in
Reno was not officially sponsored by the RCA, but multiple RCA members participated. It
was spearheaded by 144 students at the Reno School who had started plots and included
“nearly ten acres of fertile land” that Herndon B. Jones, a teacher at the Reno School, had
apportioned among the neighborhood’s residents according to family size. The garden
movement was likely intended to aid in community beautification, but its stated purpose
was to make “war” on “high living cost[s]” in the District.229 Two years later, with high living
costs undoubtedly still on their minds, the members of the RCA voted their support for
higher pay for “teachers, janitors and all underpaid employe[e]s of the District.”230
Members of the RCA recognized that many local families scraped and saved to support
themselves, and they supported government programs and community initiatives that
would ease the burdens on working-class families. In endorsing these policies, Reno
citizens would seem to have aligned themselves with Progressive activists and politicians of
the day who called for municipalities to provide their residents with expanded services; so
far as is known, however, no one in Reno consciously adopted the term “Progressive” to
describe his or her political orientation or the policies he or she wished to see enacted.
Although they often focused on matters relating to local infrastructure or finance,
RCA members also spoke out against racism and segregation. Washington, DC was a
segregated city whose separation between blacks and whites was “uneven and quirky, a
confusing array of unwritten customs rather than formal laws.” Segregation in the District
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increased with the election of a Southern Democrat, Woodrow Wilson, to the presidency in
1912, and segregation and racism were both national political issues.231 Fort Reno citizens
engaged with these pressing matters. In February 1915, RCA members protested “‘Jim
Crow’ street cars” and laws that required Black and white passengers to sit in separate cars,
resolving that the practice was “unnecessary,” and that “people should not be subjected to
such inconveniences to satisfy the prejudices of a narrow-minded few.”232 The following
year, the RCA passed a resolution opposing the screening of Birth of a Nation—D.W.
Griffith’s virulently racist cinematic take on Reconstruction, which villainized former
slaves and lionized Ku Klux Klan terrorists—in any District theater. The RCA’s secretary
was instructed to protest the film to the District Commissioners.233 In 1919, RCA members
protested their disenfranchisement, announcing their support for granting suffrage to
District residents and pledging “to do all in their power to further the cause.”234 Nearly a
decade later, as at the RCA’s last known meeting in 1928 members were mobilizing to stop
the planned effort to clear their community, they paused to again address the issue of
streetcar discrimination. At this meeting, residents deferred action on the proposed condemnation of Reno, but deputized Moses Lodge trustee Edward Frazier and John Scott’s
son Frank to complain to the Public Utilities Commission regarding the failure of buses
run by the Chevy Chase Deluxe Company to stop for Reno citizens.235 Their fight to save
their homes had not sapped their will to insist on equal treatment.
If the RCA’s embrace of higher pay for city employees and state-supported education suggested its sympathies with certain elements of the Progressive movement, its
opposition to segregation placed it at odds with Progressive leaders who viewed segregation as an orderly solution to race relations in Southern communities. This segregation-friendly wing of the Progressive movement included Woodrow Wilson, who famously
screened Birth of a Nation at the White House.236 Wilson’s election had a powerful impact
on Black federal workers, as for two terms members of his administration effected an
“uneven but ultimately successful effort to segregate the federal workforce.” Under Wilson,
federal administrators often declined to hire or promote Black workers, wrote negative
performance reviews for Black employees, and used the interview process and photo
requirements to discriminate against Black applicants. In so doing, the Wilson administration made it difficult for African Americans to secure positions within the federal civil
231
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service, narrowing one of the few viable routes to economic advancement open to Black
residents of the nation’s capital.237 Although most Reno residents worked outside the
federal government, numerous Reno-dwellers had secured positions within the federal
service, and they cannot have been unaware of the Wilson administration’s hostility to
Black workers; when asked about the segregation he had dealt with in the Washington of
his youth, Eddie Dixon remembered that “segregation was from the government, see.
The?…?government had it.”238 Viewed in this context, the RCA’s protests must be seen not
only as condemnations of racism and discrimination, but of white supremacist politicians
like Woodrow Wilson who embraced segregation and promoted discriminatory practices.
Indeed, RCA president Zachariah T. Thomas took Reno citizens’ quest for racial
justice to the highest legislature in the land, writing directly to Wesley L. Jones, a
Republican senator from Washington state, to thank him for his opposition to the SmithLever Agricultural Extension Bill. The legislation was designed to cut off private funding to
state colleges for agricultural education programs, leaving states as the sole distributors of
aid; Black leaders worried that the law would allow white supremacist Southerners to deny
needed fund to Black-run schools and refuse to employ hire Black men and women as
agricultural extension agents. Working alongside the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People (NAACP), Jones had offered an amendment designed to
make the bill less discriminatory. Writing from his home on Howard Street, Thomas
thanked Jones for the “strong, manly fight” he had made on the Senate floor. Thomas
seemed to speak for the RCA even though he did not mention his role as its president in the
letter: “We believe,” he stated plainly, “that the framers of this bill [Democrats Hoke Smith
of Georgia and Asbury Lever of South Carolina] are unjust and dishonest, their intention
being to deliberately discriminate against the black man.” Thomas scoffed at the idea that
white men could do more for Black Americans than Black Americans could do for themselves, pointing to the “wicked discrimination of…white men against the black children of
the South.” Thomas explained that “The black man is in no humor to be baffled. We are
not going to sit idly and allow men of the Hoke Smith, [Mississippi senator James K.]
Vardaman type to put their hands in the public treasury and appropriate for their own
selfish and dishonest purposes, moneys that our fathers and mothers labored for and
moneys that we are now contributing for the support of this government.” If Southern
Democrats of the “Hoke Smith, Vardaman type” were allowed to pursue their “wicked
policies” unchecked, they would “bring destruction…upon the heads of all the people of
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this country.”239Although Jones’ amendment was defeated, the NAACP’s campaign to
modify the Smith-Lever Bill met with some success; nevertheless, racial discrimination
marred defined the act’s implementation across the Southern states.
Thomas saw in the Republican Wesley Jones an ally, and scattered additional
evidence suggests, unsurprisingly, that Reno-dwellers rejected Wilson’s Democratic Party,
which had for decades been identified with white Southern voters, in favor of the
Republican Party. In January 1912, an item in the Evening Star referred to the W. Calvin
Chase Republican Club, which had met at Fort Reno recently and “which ha[d] taken part
in local politics since 1900.” The club had met to endorse William Howard Taft for that
year’s presidential election and to endorse delegates to the upcoming Republican national
convention.240 That the club that met at Reno was named after W. Calvin Chase was significant; Chase was the editor of the Washington Bee, and he had emerged in the final decades
of the nineteenth century as the main rival to the powerful Perry Carson, a Black leader of
working-class origins. Many “elite Black leaders,” who crusaded against white racism,
Chris Meyers Acsh and Derek Musgrove have explained, were also embarrassed by
Carson’s political rallies, “raucous affairs full of theatrical oratory, intense lobbying, and
the occasional physical flare-up,” feeling that Carson’s brand of politics “reinforced the
negative stereotypes that white people held about black politics” and thus served as an
obstacle to the movement for District suffrage. Indeed, according to Asch and Musgrove,
Carson and Chase “personified” the political split within the District’s Black community.241
That the Chase Republican Club met at Fort Reno suggested participation in the group by
Reno-dwellers, but neither of the officers listed in the 1912 item on the club, William Scott
and Lewis Moore, appear to have lived in Reno or been involved with the RCA. The apparently Reno-based club’s leadership was indicative of the ties that Reno’s residents had
forged to other Black neighborhoods in the District, and its identification with Chase
suggests Reno-dwellers’ cultivation of a respectable brand of politics in line with the image
that the RCA sought to project of the neighborhood and its inhabitants.242
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The RCA sought to portray Fort Reno’s inhabitants as upstanding, respectable
members of the Washington community. Their December 1913 embrace of prohibitionist
politics, in addition to representing a sincere reaction to the damage wrought by alcoholism on families and communities, allowed the RCA to project an image of temperance and
sobriety. At that month’s meeting, they objected to plans to build an “inebriate asylum”
within the District, commending the Anti-Saloon League’s “fight against the liquor traffic.”243 Similarly, in 1915, RCA members took an opportunity to display their civic-minded
spirit and claim their place as citizens by contributing to the city’s planned July Fourth
festivities. Joining a lengthy list of corporations and individuals who had already contributed, RCA president Zachariah Thomas had notified District Commissioner Oliver P.
Newman that Reno citizens had created a three-person committee to raise contributions.244
Another way to communicate refinement was through the musical performances that RCA
meetings frequently included.245 The RCA also sought out guest speakers to give talks on
matters of public importance. In this vein, at the same meeting where they denounced Birth
of a Nation, the members of the RCA were treated to lectures on “Health and Sanitation”
by Dr. Charles H. Marshall, a former member of the District Board of Education, and
“Preparedness for health and warfare against disease,” by Dr. W. E. Lewis.246 In February
1917, members of the RCA gathered in St. Mark’s Church in Reno to celebrate the life of
Frederick Douglass and, at the meeting, a Reverend Reed urged the young men and women
of the community to profit by Douglass’s example and do their parts “toward fighting and
solving the many problems that confront the race.”247 In November of that same year, the
RCA held a dinner at which “colored soldiers [were] to be the guests of honor at the Reno
School”; the timing of the dinner suggested that the soldiers being honored were in training and headed out to France as part of the American Expeditionary Force, and it is likely
that at least some of the Black troops in attendance were Reno residents or related to
Reno-dwellers.248
Members of the RCA saw themselves as representatives of Washington’s African
American community, and they sought to highlight their respectability, public-spiritedness,
patriotism, and determination to confront the problems that dogged African Americans as
the twentieth century dawned. For nearly two decades, the RCA remained an active concern, and its members dealt with issues of vital interest to the Reno community as well as
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matters that affected the African American community generally. The RCA’s activity
appears to have dropped off in the late 1920s, as Reno came under increasingly unrelenting
assault from local developers and government officials. The last located newspaper notice
of an RCA meeting ran in a February 1928 edition of the Evening Star. At this meeting,
“citizens” of Reno sought street improvements and “deferred until a later meeting. …
Action on condemnation of the Fort Reno division.”249

Respectability, Racism, and Reno
Through the activities of the RCA, and the organizational life of Reno more generally, we
can glimpse the connections that Reno-dwellers developed with other Black communities
in and around Washington. Numerous prominent Black Washingtonians, many with ties to
Howard University, ventured to Reno for speaking engagements during the early decades of
the twentieth century. Charles H. Shorter, a Civil War veteran and a trustee of the District’s
Colored Union Benevolent Association (a Black fraternal organization that had founded
the Mount Pleasant Plains Cemetery in 1870), addressed the pupils of the Reno School in
1906 to commemorate the observance of Flag Day.250 Six years later, the Reno School
hosted C. R. Richardson, who delivered an address on George Washington’s birthday.
Richardson was a graduate of Booker T. Washington’s Tuskegee Institute and Howard Law
School. Shortly after he delivered this speech, he left Washington for Indiana; he eventually
served as US Commissioner to the Virgin Islands under President Calvin Coolidge, and in
1956 he was appointed honorary vice president of the Republican National Convention.251
At an April 1916 meeting, the RCA brought in Roscoe C. Bruce and Professor Charles
Thomas as speakers.252 Bruce, whose father, Blanche K. Bruce, had been the second formerly enslaved person to serve in the US Senate, had attended Philips Exeter and Harvard;
he was a close ally of Booker T. Washington and former academic director of Washington’s
Tuskegee Institute, and he had returned to his native Washington to work as an assistant
superintendent of the District’s Black schools.253 Thomas worked at the Myrtilla Miner
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Normal School, founded in 1851, which had become the leading preparatory institution for
Black women seeking teaching careers in Washington’s public schools.254 Bruce lectured
RCA members about the importance of the “The Education of the Body, Mind and Heart,”
whereas Thomas addressed his remarks to “The Practical Problems of the
Neighborhood.”255 Other speakers the RCA hosted during its heyday included John
Whitelaw Lewis, a Black banker and hotelier who founded the Whitelaw Hotel in 1919 and
spoke on “Preparedness for Business,” and Coralie F. Cook.256 Cook addressed the group
in October 1917, though the topic of her address is lost to history; she was a descendant of
Brown Colbert, a man enslaved by Thomas Jefferson at Monticello, and had been born
enslaved herself. A staunch advocate of women’s suffrage, she had helped found the
National Association of Colored Women in 1910, and she taught elocution at Howard
University alongside her husband George Cook, a Howard professor and trustee. George
Cook also addressed the RCA in 1917.257
In 1919, Captain T. Edward Jones regaled members of the RCA with stories of his
time serving with the American Expeditionary Force in France during the First World
War.258 Jones was a Howard-educated physician who, before and after his time in France,
practiced at Washington’s Freedman’s Hospital, the predecessor to the Howard University
Hospital; while in France, Jones’s bravery under fire earned him the Croix de Guerre, the
Distinguished Service Cross, and a promotion to the rank of captain, making him one of
the few Black commissioned officers in the World War I-era US Army.259 Jones knew Reno
well as, while he was working as a government watchman and putting himself through
medical school, he had lived on Davenport Street with his wife Leonie.260 Even after he had
moved elsewhere, Jones continued to own property in Reno, and he remained connected
to his former home, explaining in 1926 that he continued to see patients in Reno and thus
knew homes in the neighborhood “inside and out.” Indeed, death certificates indicate that
Jones served as attending physician to both Fred and Sarah Green at their deaths, and
Jones’ connection to the neighborhood led him to testify before a congressional
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subcommittee in 1926 to oppose the effort to clear Reno.261 It seems likely that RCA members sought out speakers like Jones, Coralie Cook, and Roscoe Bruce because they could
give interesting, instructive addresses, but also because they could communicate the
respectability of Reno’s residents; a community organization with connections to the
professional class that comprised Washington’s Black elite must be worthy of esteem.
Concern with projecting an image of competence and respectability underlaid
associational activities in Reno. One proof of this concern lay in Reno citizens’ attention to
order and regular procedure. Accounts of RCA meetings nearly always spoke of votes
taken, committee reports prepared and given, and officers elected. As mentioned above,
Mary Daniel remembered that the Brothers and Sisters of Moses Lodge took great interest
in parliamentary procedure and regular order as well.262 Even at community meetings that
took place outside the umbrella of established organizations, such procedures seem to have
been observed; when “the citizens of Reno” met at the Moses Lodge in February 1916 to
present their choice for the slate of delegates to represent Black Washingtonians at the 1916
Republican convention, they elected a presiding officer, secretary, treasurer, sergeant-atarms, and chaplain.263 John Ernest has argued that, going back to the Black state and
national convention movements of the nineteenth century, African Americans engaged in
public activities placed high importance on order and decorum because they saw these
gatherings as a means by which they could counteract white depictions of Black incompetence.264 When Reno citizens met—under the auspices of the RCA, Moses Lodge, or some
other group—they surely had matters of vital importance to the community to discuss; it
seems that they also sought to convey a general sense of respectability, to show that they
could embody middle-class notions of virtue, sobriety, and order.
Such a concern likely explained, at least in part, why community leaders sought out
Christian Fleetwood to participate in the opening of Reno School in 1903, or why, when
condemned murderer Nelson Vale asked to have his funeral service conducted at Rock
Creek Baptist Church, of which he had been a member, church leaders refused.265 Similarly,
local vigilantes mobilized to banish Mary Ellis (the young housekeeper who had lived with
Nelson Vale and over whom Vale and his victim, Alexander Jackson, had quarreled) from
Reno. Ellis had allegedly been the cause of numerous fights before the murder—“all of the
Jones quoted in Acquirement of Reno Subdivision, 19–20. See also, Frederick Greene, Death Certificate, RG
328, Records of the National Capital Planning Commission, Land Acquisition Records, Land Acquisition Case
Files, 1924-1961, 500-10, Fort Reno Park, Box 45, A1-E18; Sarah Jane Greene, Death Certificate, RG 328,
Records of the National Capital Planning Commission, Land Acquisition Records, Land Acquisition Case Files,
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young colored men in the neighborhood, it is said, were more or less jealous” of Vale and
his relationship with Ellis, the Evening Star claimed—and community leaders appear to
have worried that, if allowed to remain in the community, she would continue to cause
trouble, bringing further negative attention to Fort Reno. Thus, the “law-abiding citizens”
of Tenleytown delivered to Ellis a letter signed by “whitecaps,” which gave her “a certain
time in which to permanently leave the locality.” Ellis, alarmed, showed the letter to the
police, but, perhaps learning that “several citizens of Tenleytown?…?[had] reached the
conclusion to take drastic measures to accomplish the purpose?…?in the event the woman
failed to heed the warning,” she complied with the anonymous letter’s demand. By
February 1900, she had left Tenleytown, and, later that year, census officials found her
living with her father, Alexander, outside of Reno proper, on Albemarle Street.266 Residents
of Reno possessed a strong sense of community, throwing open their doors to those in
need, but, in extreme circumstances, they would also mobilize to expel those they deemed
to be troublemakers, or who brought unwanted attention to the neighborhood.
A survey of local newspapers’ coverage of happenings in Fort Reno reveals depictions of Reno as squalid and vice-ridden, which Reno-dwellers sought to counteract
through their civic activities. As will be detailed in the following chapter, from the late
1890s, local white citizens’ associations argued that Reno was a blight on the northwest
corner of Washington, its residents’ lack of hygiene a threat to the city’s water supply and
the health of surrounding neighborhoods. City newspapers also dwelt on crime in Reno.
The Nelson Vale murder and its salacious details occupied more city-wide attention than
anything else that happened in Reno during its decades of existence, but Washington
newspapers carried news of fights and other illicit activity in and around Reno with some
regularity. Reno was a working-class neighborhood in a time when violence was more
common than it is in the present day, and it saw its share of fights and altercations; one such
melee took place in June 1905, when James Owens, a Black man who ran a barbershop in
Reno, “got on a soap box outside his barber shop and began to lecture the colored men for
spending their money on women, instead of?…?real estate. Some of the men took exception to his remarks?…?and there came near being a riot.”267 Washington newspapers also,
of course, reported on similar outbursts involving whites, but when they covered altercations between African Americans in Reno, they sometimes did so in a mocking tone that
suggested racist ideas about Black capacity and morality, and in language that implied that
266
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African Americans were predisposed to engaging in such behavior. In June 1893, for example, the Evening Star reported on a “colored picnic at Campbell’s Grove, near Fort Reno,”
that was “wound?…?up” by the “usual fight.”268 The next year, the Star reported on “five
strong, healthy-looking colored men of Tenleytown [who] were dissatisfied with their
financial position in life.” The Star explained derisively that, “instead of making a ladder of
their dissatisfaction,” the five had gathered in a vacant house in Fort Reno and “sat down in
the squalor of it and tried to do each other in a semi-legitimate way through the assistance
of a pack of cards and a clever manipulation.” The five men were arrested and, the Star
reported, “The little crowd was brought down [to the police station] on an electric car.”269
This report was exceeded in ugliness by the Washington Post’s reporting on Jeremiah
“Jerry” Botts’s arrest for stealing chickens from a local farmer in 1903. According to the
Post’s reporter, Botts had whistled “Ah Loves Ma Chicken,” as he had broken into the
chicken coop, and had slipped away thinking that “all was well and the Sunday dinner was
well assured.” Botts, who lived with his wife Cora on Sherman Street, worshipped at Rock
Creek Baptist Church, and worked as a janitor in one of the District’s public schools, was
arrested the next day. “His lamentations in the cell last night,” reported the Post, “were
equaled only by the Jeremiah of old.”270 Although many articles carried in city newspapers
reported on happenings in Reno without resorting to such demeaning, disrespectful tones,
the appearance of items such as those quoted above can only have reminded Reno’s
African American residents of the depths of white racism and the powerful stereotypes
they needed to combat.

Race Relations in Reno
Newspaper coverage aside, evidence exists to suggest that relations between Reno’s Black
residents and whites living in Reno were relatively friendly. While by the early twentieth
century Reno was primarily known as a center of Black population in the northwest
quadrant of Washington, Black and white residents of Reno always lived in proximity.
When interviewed decades later, Black residents of Reno remembered being on good terms
with their white neighbors. In preparation for her history of Tenleytown, Judith Beck Helm
interviewed Mary Thomas. Thomas’ father Ethelbert had purchased land in Reno in 1883,
and he had married her mother Fenton two years later. Ethelbert died in 1903, but Mary,
who worked as a printer’s assistant, and her sister Mabel, a maid, lived with their mother in
Reno into the 1920s, and they were eventually able to purchase a home on Donaldson
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Street, where they lived into the 1930s, at which point their dwelling was the “Only house
left in [the] block?…?occupied by Colored.”271 Mary had been an active member of the RCA
and had in 1917 apparently taken a leadership role in the formation of the Reno Junior
Citizens’ Association, for children “who [were] learning the management of civic affairs
and who [would] assist in the improvement of community conditions.”272 Mary remembered that, among Reno’s residents, “Everybody was like one big family, Black and white
together. There was no hatred.”273
When interviewed in the 1970s, both Augusta Moore and Mary Daniel confirmed
that there had been little friction between Reno’s Black and white citizens. Moore
explained:
Here was a white family named Fagan. Here was a family named Hurdle.
Here was my mother’s family. Here was a colored family, Thomas. Next was
a white family. Next was a colored family, the James. Next was white. And
next was white?…?And then you go on over and everybody got along
grand?…? Because I know if my mother cooked a pot of soup, she’d pass
some across the fence to the white lady next door. If she cooked up a big pot
of soup here comes some over for us. And we all get along very nicely.
In contrast to the segregation that “was from the government,” to use Eddie Dixon’s
phrase, these former Reno residents remembered that white Reno-dwellers crossed racial
lines, recalling that the Fagan family had sometimes worshipped at Rock Creek Baptist.
Summing up relations between blacks and whites in Reno, Dixon simply described them
as, “Beautiful, beautiful.”274
Relations were not always harmonious between blacks and whites in Fort Reno—
the Evening Star took notice of an altercation between “Christiana Bangerter, white, and
Catherine Greene, colored” at Fort Reno in 1879, during which Greene hit Bangerter with
a rock so hard that she required surgical attention—but scattered evidence tends to confirm these recollections of friendly relations between whites and blacks in Reno.275 1910
census records for Dennison Place matched Moore’s description of the street nearly
perfectly, with the Fagans and Hurdles living next to the Arthurs, Kidwells and Jameses, all
of which were African American families. Both the Hurdles and Fagans stayed in Fort Reno
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for decades, living in proximity to African American families the whole time. In 1930, the
Hurdles lived on Emery Place, along with two Black families, the Cooks and the Thomases.
Annie Fagan and her family lived on the 4000 block of Davenport Street, which in 1930 was
mostly white, though the Fagans lived close to two Black families, the Thompsons and the
Snowdens, who called Davenport home.276 In 1899, F. C. Magruder, who seems to have
been connected with the white-run Marguder’s Market in Tenleytown and was likely
related to the Reno landlord E. H. Magruder, called attention to the plight of two destitute
Black women with large families of small children living in Fort Reno, helping these families secure large baskets of food from the “pound party” run by the Evening Star.277 In a
backhanded way, the 1895 murder of Thomas Matthews, Helen Dixon’s brother, also
testified to interracial socializing in the Reno neighborhood. Before the murder, the killer,
John Shoemaker had been out “in a store drinking” with Matthews and another Black man,
John L. Hyson, who lived on Broad Branch Road.278 Obviously, this interaction turned
violent and ended in tragedy, but more significantly, no one at the trial expressed surprise
at this type of interracial socializing, suggesting that it must have been, to some degree at
least, an ordinary occurrence. It is clear, however, that relations between Reno’s Black and
white residents were not always harmonious; in 1930, the Hurdles lived next to two Black
families on Emery Place, but they also lived next to Helen Mastbrook, a white woman who
had lived in the community for many years with her husband, William. In September 1919,
wanting to keep the block as white as possible, William had written into their home’s deed
a restrictive covenant with “[t]he condition that sale to negroes should work a forfeiture.”279
The previously quoted newspaper report about the search for the “elusive colored
murderer” Foultz may also be suggestive of how local whites regarded Reno’s Black residents. The author of the article recounting the search for Foultz distinguished between
Foultz’s “friends at Fort Reno” and the “citizens” who “aided the police” in their search.
The author of this article did not identify the race of either Foultz’s friends or the citizens
who assisted the police, but the article’s emphasis on Foultz’s race was suggestive of a racial
difference between these two groups—to identify whites as “citizens” in distinction to
Foultz’s Black “friends at Fort Reno” certainly spoke to the different sociopolitical standing
members of these groups occupied. The article also serves as a reminder that Washington
remained, in many ways, a Southern town in which the type of explosive and sudden racial
violence common in other Southern communities of the day remained possible. The Star
reporter explained that, “The appearance of many bands of armed men, walking, running
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and riding over the various roads, at first gave rise to a rumor that a lynching was in prospect?…?” Such was not the case, but apparently this scenario was believable to the area’s
residents.280
On at least one occasion, a Black Reno resident was the victim of a racially motivated attack. In May 1908, a Samuel Johnson, who lived on Chesapeake Street, was attacked
by an Edward Bradley, a white former deputy sheriff whom Johnson encountered on a
Tenleytown railcar. The Washington Herald explained that as Johnson was attempting to
move to the back of the car, he had stumbled over Bradley’s foot. Bradley demanded an
apology; “Johnson retorted in vile language, and the white man rose from his seat to put the
negro off the car.” The source of Bradley’s anger, the Herald asserted in seeming confirmation of the racially motivated nature of the attack, was that Bradley, “a white man [had
resented] a negro using profane language in the presence of women.” Bradley pushed
Johnson from the car at a stop at the corner of Wisconsin and Nebraska Avenues. Johnson,
“it is said,” at that point attempted to pick up a rock and throw it at Bradley, at which point
Bradley “took a knife from his pocket and stabbed the negro.” Bradley was arrested and
charged with assault with a deadly weapon, while Johnson was taken to Georgetown
University Hospital with “a deep wound in his neck and shoulder.”281
Racist violence was an ever-present danger for Black residents of Reno, and it
seems that many whites who lived just outside Reno looked upon the neighborhood and its
residents with scorn. The petition drawn up by the white residents of Grant Road referred
to at the start of the present chapter, which objected to the District Commissioners’
rumored plans to build a new school for Black children on Grant Road, highlighted this
attitude. The Commissioners’ intention to open a new school for Black children on Grant
Road came as a “surprise to the tax payers of this section,” and inspired their “vigorous
petition.” The residents of Grant Road listed several objections to having a school for Black
children in their midst: it would bring “serious financial loss to the property owners” by
causing home and land values to depreciate, representing a “needless sacrifice of the
property interests of the tax payers of this section.” Moreover, they asserted, it was bad
policy to locate a Black school “in a section owned and settled exclusively by white people.”
The white representatives of Grant Road did nod to the issue of convenience for the Fort
Reno Black community, arguing that it would be better for Reno-dwellers to have the
school “located in their own midst on Fort Reno.” Their petition even suggested that they
had discussed the matter with leading Black citizens of Reno. Grant Road’s white residents
explained that the majority of African Americans in the area lived on the Fort, “the centre
of their local population,” and claimed that the “best element among the colored people
desire the school to be located on Fort Reno?…?” This last claim was clearly true, and
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certainly the opening of the Jesse Lee Reno School was met with great fanfare in 1904, as
detailed in the opening pages of this chapter. But this petition showcased local whites’
determination to keep the Black and white communities of Tenleytown separate; it hinted
at dialogue between the races, but suggested cold, distant relations between them, local
whites taking pains to show that they had sought the opinions of only the “best element” of
the local Black community.282 The concern for property values that the white representatives of Grant Road cited, moreover, were the same that justified the proliferation of white
citizens’ associations and restrictive covenants in the early decades of the twentieth century as instruments for preventing African Americans from purchasing land in white
neighborhoods.283

Figure 13: 3913 Donaldson Place, early twentieth century. (Courtesy of National Park Service)
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Interviews with whites who lived near Fort Reno during its heyday left a similar
impression. In the 1970s, Robert Drury, who had lived near Fort Reno since 1918, remembered the settlement as a “rural slum.” “Everybody,” he claimed, “was glad to see it go.
Terrible neighborhood, looked crummy. It was an eyesore.” Drury remembered that he had
been chased through the neighborhood by its residents on occasion—“[w]alking up there
was an adventure,” he remembered—but conceded that he had not known any of Reno’s
residents. “It was another world,” he explained. “I was just aware of a big chunk of houses
being up there.”284 In a less demeaning vein, Melvin Tievsky, whose father had owned the
Wisconsin Market near Wisconsin Avenue and 42nd Street, just outside Reno, said of the
houses in Reno: “they were weather beaten, let’s put it that way.” He hadn’t ever been
inside any of these dwellings, and he conceded that they were likely nice on the inside, but,
he explained, “they were old frame houses. I guess they were just sort of ‘jerry-built’ after
the war when people came in and, uh, found land and just put houses up themselves in any
way or shape that they could. The outsides as I remember, were not, uh, particularly
recently painted.” Summing up, Tievsky explained that Reno “just looked like a very old
community. Southern-type community. That’s the best way to describe it.”285

Post-Reno Life
As will be seen in the following chapter, Reno’s destruction was accomplished by a coalition of local white leaders and real estate agents who found allies in the city and federal
governments willing to help them wipe the neighborhood off the map. Harold Doyle, a
local real estate agent, played a leading role in accomplishing the clearing of Fort Reno. In
1938, he predicted that, once they had been induced to sell or had their homes condemned,
“The colored folks in the neighborhood would, I am sure, scatter.”286 He seems to have
meant this statement as an inducement to complete Reno’s destruction (which was well
underway by 1938) as well as perhaps a comment on the thinness of the communal bonds
that bound Reno’s citizens to one another. Doyle was, in a sense, correct; when, from the
late 1920s through the early 1950s, Reno’s citizens either sold or were forced to sell, census
records indicate that they did not recreate their neighborhood by attempting to congregate
in some new location within the District. The realities of the local real estate market surely
would have precluded such an attempt anyway, but the truth was that Reno’s citizens
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Community Museum. Original located at Washington DC Historical Society.
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possessed connections to Black communities across the city. Fort Reno citizens had forged
bonds of family and friendship that stretched across the District, and many had children
who had moved out of Reno and made their homes in nearby neighborhoods. Reno’s
African American community scattered not because its former residents were rootless, but
because their roots had spread throughout the District.
After the death of her husband Samuel, Clara Hebron had left Reno for Quincy
Place Northwest, where she lived with an aunt while supporting herself by her work as a
maid and by taking in several boarders. By 1940, Lillian Neale had left Reno for Deanwood,
a predominantly Black neighborhood in the city’s Northeast quadrant. Aaron Dixon and
his wife Helen, Reno-dwellers since the turn of the twentieth century, had moved with their
son Aaron Jr. to Irving Place Northwest.287 Harold Doyle claimed that “three or four”
Reno-dwellers who had worked for him had “gone northeast to about 45th Street and
Bennings Road, where there is quite a large settlement, and where apartments and numerous small houses have recently been built for negro occupancy.”288 Some former Reno
residents seem to have sought new residences together in non-traditional household
formations. In 1910, census officials had found Alfred Neale, Lillian Neale’s husband, living
with a Joseph Payton, whom they described as his “partner”; three decades later, the 1940
census found Payton living in Deanwood with Elmer W. Bates, a World War I veteran and
army dispensary employee whose grandmother, Sarah J. Browne, and mother, Margaret
Bates Torrence (for many years the RCA’s secretary), had been longtime Fort Reno residents.289 In a similar vein, for many years a widowed domestic worker named Mary Dade
had lived on Vincent Street next to Edward Douse, the Jamaican-born pastor at St.
George’s in Reno. When the neighborhood was destroyed, Douse and Dade stayed
together, and in 1940 she could be found residing with him as a live-in housekeeper at 228
2nd Street Northwest.290
Other Reno-dwellers clung to the remnants of their community as long as they
could. As mentioned above, the Scott family stayed on Chesapeake Street into the early
1940s, as did members of the Warren family on Dennison. Alexander Lewis, son of RCA
Vice President Thornton Lewis, stayed with his wife Daisy in their home at 4720 Howard
Street until 1951, when they were forced out.291 Clara Masterson, the widow of John D.
Masterson, and her son Earl remained in the neighborhood through the 1940 census, she
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renting at 4819 41st Street with two of her daughters, and he renting on nearby Ellicott
Street with his wife Duma and son Earl Jr.292 Clara’s niece Evelyn, daughter of Clara’s
brother Julius and sister-in-law Rosa, was still living on 41st Street in 1973 when the
Ruppert Real Estate Company informed her and members of five other families renting
houses on 41st Street, the last remnants of the Fort Reno neighborhood, that they would
have to leave. Asked for details about life in Fort Reno and their impending forced move,
Masterson gathered members of the other five families into her kitchen. Most of the group
that assembled were, at the time, preparing to go to the funeral of John Johnson, a former
Tenleytown resident. Viola Hill described the neighborhood as “beautiful and perfect?…?
just like any other quiet neighborhood.” They talked of time spent at the Reno School and
trips to Georgetown to buy beer, but none, they said, possessed the cash they would need
to purchase their homes once Ruppert Real Estate had finished its planned renovations.
“They told us we’d have to move, within thirty days,” Masterson explained, “but you tell
me where?”293
Once they had been forced out of Reno, former residents sometimes returned to
the area, recalling the scenes of their youth. In 1977, Mary Daniel remembered having
returned to the Reno School in recent years with some companions, “to find all the places,
all the things we had done.” They found the building under the control of the District
Department of Transportation, and an evidently sympathetic building manager let Daniel
and her party into their old schoolhouse, where they sought out “what we thought was
Miss Tibbs’ room.”294 During the decades that individuals like Mary Daniel and families
like the Mastersons had spent living in Reno, they had forged lasting bonds with their
neighbors that even their community’s destruction could not break. Eddie Dixon remembered that while former Reno residents had “scattered all over town” after the neighborhood was destroyed—no one he knew moved to Maryland, he said—he did “keep in touch
with quite a few of them.” Rock Creek Baptist Church, long moved out of Reno but still a
thriving congregation, helped former residents stay connected. Augusta Moore added that
each year, out at Fort Reno, former Reno-dwellers held “what we call homecoming out
there,” and she made a point of explaining that it was the former residents themselves,
rather than Rock Creek Baptist, who planned the yearly event.295 In September 1983, a
Washington Post reporter visited one of these homecomings, at which nearly one hundred
people gathered at Fort Reno Park “to commemorate the now-vanished neighborhood that
292
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was the home of their childhood or the home of their parents or grandparents.” Former
Reno resident Charles Arthur explained that the tradition had started back in the 1960s
when, at a funeral for a former Reno resident, someone asked, “‘Why are we always getting
together for something sad? Let us get together for something happy.” The families gathered at Reno that day talked happily of times when “family life was better.”296 The gathering
provided living proof of Eddie Dixon’s verdict about the strong sense of community in the
neighborhood in which he had grown up.
Even on this joyous occasion, though, melancholy crept in. Everett “Baby”
Masterson, son of Julius and Rosa Masterson and brother of Evelyn Masterson, remembered the sadness he had felt when Evelyn was “priced out” of her home. Taking in his
surroundings, he had conceded of Fort Reno Park, “This park is all right with me now, I
guess.”297 The fact was that, while Everett and the other former Reno-dwellers gathered in
the park that day found solace and friendship in the company of their former neighbors,
they also confronted a reminder of the fact that they had been forced from homes of many
decades to make room for parkland, schools, and recreational facilities intended to serve
the needs of local whites. To Robert Drury, observing the clearing of Reno as it happened
over a span of decades, the process appeared to happen naturally. Drury remembered
growing up, “just watching this area get squeezed in all the time.” Drury continued: “it sort
of happened, you know?…?? People didn’t object to change. At that time, it meant progress.” The residents of Reno, he asserted, “got good money for the land and moved elsewhere.” In Drury’s telling, Reno’s clearing happened as if by magic, a natural process, free
of identifiable outside agency; certainly, no one had objected to Fort Reno’s destruction.298
In truth, Reno’s destruction was the work of a powerful combination of public officials and
private-sector interests. Rather than accepting their neighborhood’s destruction passively,
Reno’s residents had made a determined resistance to the clearing of the neighborhood
and few, if any, felt that they had received proper compensation for the homes they were
forced to abandon. As John F. Scott told a congressional subcommittee in 1927: “As a
resident [of Fort Reno] and property owner I object to taking Fort Reno for the very fact
that it is my home, and when you take a man’s home you take everything.”299
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CHAPTER THREE

A “Hold-Up”

I

n 1944, Leslie B. Wright, Executive Secretary of the Northwest Citizens’ Council,
testified before a subcommittee of the Senate Committee on the District of Columbia,
directing most of her commentary to the program of the National Capital Housing

Authority. During her testimony, she paused to correct a recent statement made by First
Lady Eleanor Roosevelt. The first lady had claimed that “Reno had been taken away from
the Negroes and given to the whites.” Wright had, she said, checked with officials at the
NCPPC, who had given her their perspective on the matter. NCPPC officials assured her
that, “Reno was never taken away from the Negroes and given to the whites. Reno was a
country district with a Negro settlement and the houses that were torn down were torn
down when the National Capital Parks took it over for a part of the parks.”300
In making this statement, Wright mixed truth with fiction. She was correct that
Reno had been destroyed to make room for parkland and other educational and recreational facilities; perhaps, in her mind, because the land that Reno’s Black homeowners
had been forced to give up was not turned into a white development and filled up with
white homeowners, this meant that it had not been “given to the whites.” What she either
did not see or chose to ignore was that Reno’s clearing and conversion had been the work
of a determined set of white civic leaders, businessmen and government officials who, over
a period of decades, worked toward clearing this far northwest corner of Washington, DC
of an African American presence. Reno’s conversion into land for parks, schools, water
works, and recreational facilities had met the supposedly urgent needs of expanding white
neighborhoods, boosted the value of property held by white speculators and homeowners
in the area, and wiped out an area of Black settlement amid the wealthy and expanding
white suburbs of Tenleytown and Chevy Chase. Reno’s remains had not been overlaid by a
new, white neighborhood, but it had been “given to the whites” as completely as if Reno’s
Black residents had been evicted so that new white residents could simply move into their
vacated homes. Wright had been interested in Reno for many years before she gave this
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testimony. In 1934, she had written in a letter to the editor of the Evening Star that seemingly referred to her work with various citizens’ associations based in Northwest
Washington—such as the Forest Hills Citizens’ Association, of which she was also a member—and stated that, “for years?…?We have been fighting?…?to get the parts of the Reno
section used for schools at least made sightly and passable.”301
The NCPPC to which Wright, incredulous at Eleanor Roosevelt’s interpretation of
events, turned for information had been one of the key players in Reno’s destruction and,
unsurprisingly, its members did not agree with the first lady’s characterization. The NCPPC
had joined with other white-run organizations—including the Northwest Suburban
Citizens’ Association and Washington Board of Trade—and white politicians to pass legislation releasing funds for the acquisition of property in Reno and worked to pressure Reno
residents into selling, with the threat of condemnation proceedings ever present. Renodwellers had fought the movement to destroy their neighborhood, and they succeeded in
delaying it for several decades. Calls for Reno’s clearing began in the 1890s, but Reno’s Black
neighborhood was not fully destroyed until the mid-twentieth century. In the end, Renodwellers could not overcome the powerful interests that wanted Reno gone, and Reno fell
victim to the machinations of white Washingtonians bent on ensuring racial segregation of
city neighborhoods, achieving city beautification at the expense of the welfare of city
residents, and reaping profits from the sale of Reno land. Reno and its residents were the
victims of, as Reno property holder Thomas A. Johnson put it, a “hold-up.”302

Unsanitary, Boisterous Reno
Starting in the late nineteenth century, individuals and groups who wanted Reno wiped off
the map began to argue that unsanitary conditions in the neighborhood justified its
removal. The attention of residents of nearby neighborhoods to goings-on in Reno seems
to have been first attracted by the construction of water facilities—construction on a water
pipe began in 1893, and the first of Reno’s three reservoirs was completed in 1899—as well
as the growth of Reno’s population.303 Laments about conditions in Reno and the behavior
of Reno residents started in the mid-1890s. In July 1893, Tenleytown residents complained
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in “loud and standard tones” about the “colored people who weekly hold picnics on Fort
Reno.” Tenleytown residents were irked by the “boisterous music” featured at these allnight gatherings, and by the fact that attendees sometimes wandered too close “to the
homes of surrounding residents” for comfort, “uttering profane language and singing
ribald songs.” Tenleytowners threatened to protest the continued issuance of permits for
such gatherings if this behavior persisted.304 As time went on, Reno’s antagonists would
learn to delete most overtly racial content from their criticisms, attempting to focus solely
on conditions prevailing in the neighborhood. But this item about picnics held by African
Americans suggests that, from the beginning, tensions between residents of Reno and
surrounding neighborhoods stemmed from the racial divide that separated many Renodwellers from nearby white neighborhoods.
Later that same year, members of the Tenleytown Citizens’ Association (TCA)
lamented the state of sanitation in Reno. Water works in Reno would soon be open, said
Tenleytown physician E. W. Slaymaker, and the “many pools of water” that stood yearround “in the vicinity of Fort Reno” contaminated the surrounding air and attracted frogs;
if left unchecked, they would pollute nearby wells as they allowed waste water to seep into
the ground.305 Tenleytown citizens lodged a similar complaint the following summer, when
thirty cases of typhoid and other fevers presented themselves in Reno. Specifying that both
Blacks and whites were impacted, “a doctor of prominence in Tenleytown,” blamed the
situation on the “complete absence of sewage facilities,” which allowed waste to contaminate the water supply.306 Indeed, around this time, city officials concurred that sanitary
conditions in Reno were in need of updating; in response to complaints about sanitation
and waste disposal in Tenleytown and Reno, a health officer had visited the area in the
spring of 1893, and found a scarcity of proper waste disposal facilities and “other conditions?…?calculated to breed disease in the future.” Reno, an outlying settlement still largely
rural in character, would hardly have been the only such village in 1890s America vulnerable to such complaints, and it is likely that, at this early date, sanitary conditions in the
neighborhood were indeed lacking—as they apparently were in Tenleytown as well.307 This
was not the only report of poor sanitary conditions in Reno during this period. In response
to the proliferation of typhoid fever in northwest Washington and Maryland, a Dr. Kober
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talked of substandard sanitation in the region, including a family that “deposited [ordure]
upon the surface, about forty yards from their well” and that “occupied one of the most
commanding heights at Reno, and are only evidently tenants of what promises to be valuable real estate.”308
Valid though those complaints about sanitary conditions in Reno likely were in the
1890s, it is equally clear that, as time passed, supporters of clearing Reno used complaints
about the state of sanitation there to urge the neighborhood’s removal. These complaints
likely had some basis, but they also provided a convenient way for proponents of Renos’
clearing to press their case without basing their arguments on race. Indeed, before the
1890s were out, local citizens’ associations began to urge the District Commissioners and
Congress that Reno needed to be bought, cleared, and turned into a park, citing arguments
about the state of conditions in Reno as justification.
Citizens’ associations such as the TCA played a leading role in the movement to
destroy Reno. These associations proliferated across Washington in the 1880s and 1890s.
They limited membership to whites, and focused on maintaining property values, “a
protean idea” that encompassed everything from city beautification to lobbying the city for
increased public services. One of the citizens’ associations’ most important tasks was to
keep Black families from moving into white neighborhoods; many white homeowners
believed that the presence of even a single Black family in a white neighborhood would
negatively impact property values, and they associated African Americans with crime,
poverty, and urban blight. In response to the proliferation of these all-white citizens’
associations and their efforts to create and maintain residential segregation, Black
Washingtonians formed their own groups, which they called “civic associations.” The RCA
was one of these Black-run organizations; it is unclear why it branded itself as a “citizens’
association” rather than a civic association.309
DC citizens’ associations fought to keep their own neighborhoods all-white; they
also sought to wipe out Black settlements on the fringes of white enclaves, and, in the effort
to clear Reno, one citizens’ association loomed above the others. Over the first three
decades of the twentieth century, the Northwest Suburban Citizens’ Association (NSCA),
which represented residents of expanding white neighborhoods in DC’s Northwest quadrant—including Cleveland Park, Cathedral Heights, Chevy Chase, and Wesley Heights—
emerged as one of Reno’s chief antagonists. As early as 1899, it was calling for Reno to be
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cleared and converted into a park.310 Meeting in the Tenleytown town hall in late June, the
NSCA heard a report from Executive Committee chairman Louis P. Shoemaker detailing
the desired improvements to the northwest neighborhoods, including the building of a
nearby park.311 Apparently NSCA officials had been engaged in dialogue with the District
Commissioners about a park for some time; Shoemaker mentioned that the commissioners
had asked the NSCA for a suggestion about where to place the desired park. The NSCA
recommended that the park be built on “the land around the reservoir?…?known as Fort
Reno Hill.” In explaining the Executive Committee’s choice, Shoemaker explained that “its
present condition is very unsatisfactory to the taxpayers and the location is regarded as
well adapted for the public park.”312
What was unsatisfactory about Reno’s present condition, or why this spot was
particularly well-adapted for a public park, Shoemaker did not explain, but his use of the
term “taxpayer” was significant. “Taxpayer” had become a politically charged term in the
aftermath of the Civil War. In the early 1870s, as white Southerners wrested control of state
governments from Republican administrations, some had seized on their identity as
taxpayers to make ostensibly non-racial arguments against Reconstruction and Republican
rule. The Fourteenth Amendment had recognized all Americans born in the United States,
Black and white, as citizens, so Southern whites could not use the term “citizen” to distinguish themselves from the formerly enslaved men and women whose political power they
wanted to check; they could, however, seize on their identity as taxpayers to suggest that
they supported the government through tax revenues and their opponents did not, thereby
staking claim to a higher order of citizenship than non-taxpayers and a right to political
power. The taxpayers’ movement was part of white Southerners’ successful campaign to
overthrow Reconstruction and construct a new system of white supremacy and, as Kate
Masur has shown, a “taxpayers movement” was part of whites conservatives’ effort to end
suffrage and inaugurate commission government in Washington.313 Shoemaker’s use of the
term “taxpayer” here was consistent with the term’s usage in the conservative, white
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supremacist political language of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries: it
suggested that the whites represented in his group all paid taxes and thus possessed a
higher degree of citizenship, and entitlement to a different level of consideration, than the
presumably non-taxpaying Black residents of Reno.314 It was also consistent with the
NSCA’s attitude toward Reno, which remained essentially unchanged over the course of
the decades: that the needs of white residents in the expanding neighborhoods adjacent to
Reno superseded those of Reno’s residents, and therefore Reno-dwellers could legitimately
be displaced to make room for white educational and recreational facilities. Of course,
Shoemaker presented no evidence that Reno-dwellers did not pay taxes, and his assumption that they did not seems clearly misguided; the occupations and home values recorded
for Reno-dwellers in twentieth-century censuses certainly suggest that many Renodwellers paid taxes. Shoemaker seems to have been counting on his audience to implicitly
trust his suggestion that those who lived in Reno did not pay taxes and those who wanted it
gone represented the productive portion of the community that was taxed.
Interest in clearing at least part of Reno and replacing it with a park remained high
during the first decade of the twentieth century. In 1901, the TCA threw its support behind
the idea. In May 1901, the Washington Evening Times reported that the TCA planned to join
the District Commissioners in lobbying Congress for funds to purchase ten acres of land
surrounding the reservoir and convert it into a park. “The purchase of the property,” the
Times explained matter-of-factly, “will wipe out the colored settlement on Reno, where the
houses are small and detrimental to surrounding interests.” Though it was the unnamed
Times correspondent who used these words, they were strikingly similar to the opinions
TCA officials held about Reno or discussions about Reno conducted at TCA meetings.315

“City Beautiful,” Real Estate Values,
and Conversion Schemes
Clearing Reno and turning it into parkland also fit into the plans of Progressive city planners, who at the turn of the century devised a plan to revolutionize the nation’s capital.
These city planners were acolytes of the City Beautiful movement, an attempt to deal with
the unplanned, chaotic development of nineteenth-century cities and the problems of
modern urban life, including crime, poverty, overcrowding, and poor sanitary conditions.
Supporters of the City Beautiful movement believed that if they made cities appear clean
and orderly through the construction of impressive public buildings, attractive public
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parks, and other common areas, city residents would take pride in their cities and treat
them better. The City Beautiful movement found a champion in Senator James McMillan
of Michigan, the turn-of-the-century chair of the Senate District Committee, at whose
behest the Senate created the Senate Park Improvement Commission of the District of
Columbia. In January 1902, chaired by McMillan and staffed by prominent city planners,
the Commission unveiled a comprehensive plan—which became known informally as the
McMillan Plan—“to dramatically reshape the city” by turning the National Mall into a
civic park lined on either side with Neoclassical public buildings and creating a unified
system of parks along the Potomac River, the Anacostia River, and Rock Creek. The
McMillan Plan’s principles have guided city planners in the nation’s capital since the early
decades of the twentieth century, and its legacy is visible today in the National Mall, the
Lincoln Memorial, and the Federal Triangle.316
The authors of the McMillan Plan had designs on Fort Reno from the outset, but
even before the McMillan Plan had been devised, landscape architects and local officials
had their eyes on the old fort. As early as 1895, the landscape architect Frederick Law
Olmsted, Jr. (a future McMillan Commission member) was meeting with the District’s
engineer commissioner to recommend numerous changes to northwest Washington,
including “a large park?…?around Fort Reno.”317 The next year, the Evening Star reported
that “The opening up of a drive around the Fort Reno fortifications is being contemplated
by the Commissioners.”318 The authors of the McMillan Plan expanded on these ideas. As it
was the highest point in the District and “command[ed] remarkably wide views in all
directions,” the authors of the McMillan Plan thought it “highly desirable” that Reno be
“preserved from exclusive private occupation,” recommending the “acquirement of a
sufficient area to protect the view against obstruction by houses of ordinary height on
adjacent slopes.” Without forthrightly saying so, the McMillan Plan’s authors were calling
for the destruction of the Fort Reno neighborhood, to be replaced by a circle and through
parkways, which would “[bring] it within easy reach of Rock Creek Park and the city.”319
The plan also called for the construction of a Fort Drive, a parkway that would ring the
District and proceed along the line of the Civil War defenses; this vision represented
another clear threat to Reno’s existence. And Reno residents, like dwellers of other neighborhoods whose continued existence was imperiled by the McMillan Plan, were hampered
in efforts to fight the Plan’s implementation by the realities of disenfranchisement and
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government by the commission. Indeed, DC residents’ powerlessness had appealed to City
Beautiful-inspired planners from the start: “Without having to be concerned about local
democratic accountability, planners could work with a relatively small group of local and
national leaders to implement their vision. District residents who might object to the
planners’ efforts—including the Black community and the poor—had little opportunity to
shape the conversation.”320
Throwing its full support behind the City Beautiful movement, in December 1903
the NSCA called on Congress to condemn the “Fort Reno Park tract” and enact the Park
Commission’s plans for the Reno section. Members of the NSCA were well-connected
enough to have persuaded a congressman, Kentucky’s August O. Stanley, to attend their
meeting, and he and another speaker impressed upon the meeting’s attendees the need to
beautify the nation’s capital and surrounding suburbs. Stanley lamented Americans’
seeming apathy toward conditions in their nation’s capital. Beautification efforts should
not only target Washington’s downtown area, but the surrounding suburbs: “This
city?…?should not be bounded on one side by a morass and on the other by a wilderness?…?The suburbs should be beautified, in order that the city proper might be spread out
and the residents permitted to commune with nature and enjoy fresh air.”321 Reno’s residents doubtless enjoyed fresh air as well, but, of course, Stanley’s comments highlighted
the reality that the NSCA hoped to clear Reno so that white Washingtonians could enjoy
the area’s bucolic charms.
When discussion turned to the clearing of Reno, the NSCA offered three rationales
for the project. First, Reno “demand[ed] immediate action” because its reservoir was
“surrounded by a squalid village, without sewers or other sanitary safeguards, [and was] a
great and constant menace to the public health.” The NSCA also cited considerations
perhaps more likely to move congressmen who might not be swayed by local public health
concerns: “patriotic consideration[s]” recommended the project, given the now-vanished
Fort Reno’s role in defending the Union, as did the “intrinsic beauty” of the spot. Over the
subsequent decades, advocates of clearing Reno rarely failed to cite the neighborhood’s
natural charms as a reason for its clearing; the usually unspoken but strongly implied
concomitant of this argument was that Reno’s current residents were undeserving of
residence on such a desirable spot, and that the valuable, picturesque land should be
acquired for use and enjoyment by those who were. The area, explained the NSCA, was the
highest point in Washington, and “command[ed] an unparalleled view of valley and mountain for a distance of sixty miles, and thus [could be] easily made [into] the most picturesque of all the parks in the District of Columbia.” Last, the NSCA noted that the urgency
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of clearing Reno also stemmed from increasing land values in the area: “the land embraced
in said park can now be secured for a very low sum, while years hence it will certainly cost
an enormous outlay.” The arguments advanced by the NSCA at this 1903 meeting constituted the core of the argument for Reno’s clearing, and they remained essentially
unchanged through the late 1920s, when the clearing of Reno began in earnest.322
The NSCA sought, it seems, to enlist Civil War veterans to help pressure Congress
regarding Reno’s conversion. At that December 1903 meeting, someone (accounts do not
specify whom) suggested that the “sentimental and patriotic considerations involved”
might interest the Grand Army of the Republic (GAR). The NSCA appointed a committee
of three to pursue Reno’s conversion and instructed them to “ask the assistance of the old
soldiers” in lobbying Congress and the District Commissioners.323 The GAR was the preeminent organization for Union veterans; founded in 1866, it had taken a leading role in
commemorating the Civil War and also become a powerful lobbying organization, particularly around the issue of veterans’ pensions, as well as a valuable voter turnout organization
for the Republican Party.324 Their 1903 effort to cultivate GAR support speaks to the political savvy of the NSCA’s leaders, and it also surely accounts for the military emphasis of the
legislation concerning Reno introduced in Congress the following year. In late January
1904, Senator Thomas M. Patterson of Colorado introduced a bill to turn Reno into a
national military park that authorized the Secretary of War to acquire the neighborhood
through purchase or condemnation. By the terms of Patterson’s bill, the park would be
governed by a three-member committee; in a seeming bid to interest the GAR in supporting the scheme, the bill required two to be Civil War veterans.325 Similar legislation came
before Congress twice more during the decade; in February 1906, and again in December
1907, Representative Charles T. Dunwell of New York introduced a bill requiring the
Secretary of War to acquire Reno. Dunwell, formerly the comptroller of Brooklyn, supposedly took “a great interest in the welfare of the District of Columbia” and sought to turn
Reno into “a gigantic?…?public park to commemorate the struggles of the Federals against
the Confederates in defense of the National Capital. … ”326 Dunwell’s bill specified that the
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resulting Fort Reno National Park would be placed under the jurisdiction of a three-man
commission; it seems to represent the survival of the idea to interest the GAR in Reno’s
conversion.327
The War Department’s objection to this scheme for Reno’s conversion was fiscal. In
February 1904, in reference to the Reno bill introduced the previous month by Colorado’s
Thomas Patterson, Secretary of War William Howard Taft reminded the Chair of the
Senate’s Military Affairs Committee of the previous Secretary of War’s objection, which
was also fiscal in nature, to the federal government’s purchase of land at Appomattox, as a
way of illustrating his reasons for rejecting the Reno proposal.328 The idea to turn Reno into
a military park did not bear fruit, but the powerful interests that sought to clear Reno
persevered; that the War Department’s opposition to this proposal was purely fiscal likely
gave those interested in converting Reno hope that they would succeed once they identified
a government department or organization that did have sufficient funds to undertake the
project.
Interest in Reno’s conversion continued because of the persistence of the NSCA, but
also because the prospect of a park at Reno piqued the interest of players in the local real
estate market. Indeed, during the first decade of the twentieth century, multiple items
appeared in DC papers touting the prospect of the government building a park in the area
and the resulting profits to be made by those who purchased nearby land. As part of its
regular reporting on the local real estate market, the Washington Post in March 1904 noted
that the “movement to establish a park on Fort Reno” had driven up real estate values in
“that heretofore sluggishly moving subdivision.” According to the Post, speculators were
purchasing land in the hope that Congress would appropriate money for the park; during
the previous month alone, forty-eight land transfers involving Reno real estate had taken
place. In justifying the conversion of the neighborhood, one section of which was “thickly
settled by a negro population,” the Post mentioned its value as a “war site” and the familiar
argument that the land surrounding the reservoir needed to be controlled by the government for “hygienic reasons.”329 In 1906, Washington’s Evening Star, in its “View West from
the Capitol” section, extolled the virtues of Reno as a location where small buyers could
acquire land and hope to see the value of their purchase double in short order. “A part of
this property will no doubt be taken,” added the Star, “as has been proposed, for a
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government park for that section of the District.”330 Similarly, in February 1909, an advertisement in the Star placed by James B. Wimer offered investors the chance to double their
investments by buying in Reno—there was, he claimed, “NOTHING TO COMPARE WITH
IT IN DC, FOR SURE PROFIT IN SMALL LOTS,” and urged readers to “BE WISE—BUY
RENO LOTS.”331 Real estate agents and speculators with landholdings in Reno and the
surrounding area saw profit in Reno’s conversion, it seems, for one of two reasons: either
they hoped they could sell the land to the government at a profit when the District or
Congress appropriated money to turn it into a park, or they hoped that the partial conversion of Reno into parkland would drive up land prices on remaining housing in the area.
Throughout the first decade of the twentieth century, the NSCA pressured local
officials to do something about Reno, and in 1909 the group made it clearer than ever
before that it was troubled not only by conditions in Reno, but by the growth of Reno’s
African American community. In April 1909, the Washington Times reported on the NSCA’s
efforts to convince the District Commissioners that Reno was a public health threat to the
whole District. The reservoir, the Times explained, was surrounded by a “colony of shanties” that NSCA members and other “residents of the northwest” had recently inspected.
After their “close and protracted investigation into the possibilities of the situation”—
during which, they specified, no one had actually seen any of these things occur—they
reported that it was possible that, given Reno’s lack of sewer facilities, “waste material,
dead animals, and anything else” had been thrown into the reservoir. Seeming to hint that
human remains might lie at the bottom of the reservoir as well, the Times reported one
local resident’s prediction that, were the reservoir drained, “a surprising condition would
be found.” Despite their lack of evidence for their claims, NSCA members framed conditions in Reno as “serious in the extreme,” opining that “the people are entitled to protection against the possible evil.” Under the heading “The Association’s Plan,” the Times
reported that the NSCA sought to convince the District Commissioners and Congress to
purchase land for a park, with the purpose of “clear[ing] out this little colony of shanties
about the reservoir.” The NSCA further underlined the urgency of doing something about
the problem immediately: “The association points out that there are increases being made
to the little group, and that if something is not done to clear them out the problem will
become more difficult as time goes on.”332 Intelligence about “the little group” was provided to the NSCA by a member of the Bangerter family—referred to as H. Bankerter by
the Evening Star—who “live[d] on the old fort” and favored the NSCA’s plan to have Reno
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acquired and turned into a park.333 Bangerter’s presence at this meeting serves as an indication of collaboration between white residents of Fort Reno and the local citizens’ groups
like the NSCA that sought Reno’s destruction.
Over the course of the roughly decade-and-a-half since residents of Tenleytown and
other Northwest neighborhoods had started lamenting conditions in Reno and lobbying for
the neighborhood’s conversion, they had moved from describing conditions in Reno as a
threat to residents of nearby neighborhoods to depicting them as a public health emergency
that threatened the health of all residents of the nation’s capital. This change in messaging
reflected the growing desire of the NSCA and residents of nearby neighborhoods to convert
Reno into a park, and their seeming sense that to get action on Reno, they needed to craft an
argument that depicted Reno as an issue that all Washingtonians needed to pay attention to.
This 1909 Times piece represented the most strident, far-reaching argument for Reno’s
conversion thus made, and it represented the clearest evidence so far that the NSCA
objected not only to sanitary conditions in Reno, but to the presence of Reno’s African
American community on the heights surrounding the reservoir. Somewhat unaccountably,
however, around the turn of the decade, the NSCA seems to have dropped its immediate
efforts to lobby Congress and the District Commissioners about Reno’s conversion.

Reno in the 1910s
While the reasons for the NSCA’s 1910s silence on the issue are not immediately
clear, this period coincided with the heyday of the RCA and its efforts to improve conditions in the neighborhood. As detailed in the previous chapter, beginning in 1913, Districtarea newspapers began printing semi-regular updates on the activities of the RCA. While
the RCA had a political agenda, it also sought to improve the state of sanitation, infrastructure, and education in the neighborhood. Groups like the RCA had been founded because
white citizens’ groups had excluded Black Washingtonians from joining their ranks; Black
civic associations addressed quality-of-life concerns in Black neighborhoods while serving
as institutional bases from which Black residents of the District could stake their claims to
equal membership in the body politic. Complaints about sanitary conditions and Reno’s
infrastructure had been crucial to the NSCA’s arguments for the neighborhood’s conversion, and many of the RCA’s activities seem to have been designed to remedy the conditions that local whites cited when they argued for the neighborhood’s destruction. In short,
while the RCA gave Reno citizens a place to come together to discuss matters of local
importance and exert political muscle, it also became the main institution through which
Reno-dwellers fought to save their neighborhood from destruction.
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Throughout the 1910s, the RCA met to address concerns related to public sanitation and infrastructure in Reno, either requesting city-funded improvements from the
District Commissioners or reporting on Reno residents’ efforts to beautify their community. A report on a November 1913 meeting revealed that the RCA had formed a three-person committee on “improvements at Fort Reno” which was engaged in dialogue with the
District Commissioners. This article also revealed the existence of committees on “Streets,
sidewalks, sewers, water and lights” and “Health and sanitation” among the RCA’s standing bodies.334 In February 1915, Reno resident Thornton Lewis reported on the District
Commissioners’ recent reply to a petition from the RCA’s improvements committee. The
Commissioners responded that they had set aside funds to macadamize Davenport Street
and would temporarily fix Howard Street until funds could be set aside for its macadamization; the RCA’s remaining requests, the Commissioners assured the group, “would be
looked after.”335 In March of the following year, the RCA heard speeches about public
health and sanitation. A Dr. W. E. Lewis warned Reno’s residents against several practices
that degraded community health, including leaving doors and windows unscreened and
spitting in public places; additionally, in a sign that the NSCA’s complaints about waterflow in the area had some basis, Lewis recommended to Reno residents that they “rid the
neighborhood of swamps and standing water.”336
While imploring Reno citizens to improve health and sanitation standards in the
neighborhood, the RCA continued to lobby the District Commissioners to do their part in
providing the neighborhood with improvements that kept pace with those being made in
other District enclaves. In October 1916, the RCA forwarded a laundry list of recommendations for improvements to the Commissioners, including the installation of guardrails
and lights on local streets and the further improvement of local roads; Reno citizens had to
wait nearly a year, but in September 1917 the RCA received a reply from the
Commissioners indicating that the requested improvements had been ordered.337 Multiple
notices indicated or implied that the RCA held meetings on a monthly basis, and it is clear
that not all the organizations’ meetings received notice in the local press. That some did
likely reflects the RCA’s desire to publicize its activities, as there exists no indication in any
of these articles that correspondents from local newspapers attended these meetings.
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Figure 14: 3909 Emery Place, early twentieth century. (Courtesy of National Park Service)

Rather, it seems that Reno residents knew they needed to publicize their efforts to
improve their neighborhood’s public health and infrastructure because they understood
that its existence was in jeopardy. Surely, the RCA took up its campaign of renovations to
improve the lives of residents and the neighborhood in which they lived, but it seems that
they did so with an eye to addressing the types of concerns that NSCA officials had cited as
reasons for the neighborhood’s destruction. Just as the NSCA forwarded intelligence of its
meetings to local papers, and thus informed the District’s population of its estimation of
the problems in Reno and the reasons why Reno needed to be destroyed, the RCA took its
case to the people, showcasing its efforts to improve community conditions. It seems that
their efforts to raise public health standards and improve local infrastructure met with
success: when the drumbeat resumed for Reno’s clearing in the 1920s, the arguments made
by the NSCA, other local citizens’ associations and city officials desirous of converting
Reno did not hinge on the public health concerns that had been the focus of anti-Reno
agitation during the early years of the twentieth century.
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Momentum Toward Conversion
The NSCA resumed its campaign to clear Reno with renewed vigor in the 1920s, but the
idea that Reno should be purchased and converted had never really died. Twice during the
1910s, District surveyor Melvin C. Hazen had recommended the project: in a 1914 report
to the Commissioners, he cited Reno’s narrow streets and lack of conformity to the city
highway plan, which, he said, had stunted the development of one of the District’s most
beautiful spots, as the reason why Reno should be cleared, and in 1919 he included Fort
Reno among a list of areas intended to be turned into parks as part of the McMillan Plan
which would be lost to private development if not acquired by Congress.338 Perhaps
spurred on by Hazen’s support for the idea, the NSCA resumed its intensive focus on the
issue in late 1920. In November of that year, the NSCA considered the proposal to clear
Reno at a meeting held at Tenley School, at which, according to a tantalizing note included
in the meeting’s write-up in the Evening Star, “Holders of the property which the District
proposes to acquire for the proposed new park attended.” This may mean that African
American and white residents of Reno had learned of the meeting and come to confront
their antagonists, or simply that real estate developers with unimproved holdings in the
Reno area, such as James B. Wimer or Harold Doyle, attended.339 Whether Reno’s residents
attended this meeting or not, they seem to have been aware of it, as NSCA president and
local segregationist leader Luther Derrick would later claim that in the nights after the
meeting, unknown assailants threw rocks through the front door of his home and the
home of another NSCA leader, and made the sign of a “skull and crossbones” on the front
lawn of another NSCA leading light.340 Derrick offered no proof of these allegations.
Undeterred by these apparent signs of Reno’s discontent, the NSCA made a full
report on its plan for Reno at its next monthly meeting. A committee of five, including
Derrick, presented a draft bill providing for Reno’s acquisition which they planned to
forward to Congress. The draft called for the District to acquire Reno, “improve the street
plan in conformity with the permanent street plan of the District, lay sewers and water
mains and resell the property to private individuals and agents.” Occasionally, during the
decades of struggle over Reno’s fate, the white opponents of Reno’s continued existence
betrayed that their real motivation in seeking the neighborhood’s destruction was to
remove Reno’s African American community from a section of the city increasingly dominated by expanding white suburbs that catered to wealthy buyers. This meeting, and this
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draft bill, represents such a moment. This draft bill made no mention of turning Reno into
a park, or of the desperate need of the expanding northwest neighborhoods for parks,
schools, and recreation centers that only the seized acres of Reno could fill; this would
soon become the rallying cry of the movement to destroy Reno, but it had not yet become
so in December 1920. Rather, the NSCA simply asked the District to purchase the land,
make additional improvements beyond those already secured by the RCA, and then sell the
land to a new crop of owners or real estate developers who would, presumably, develop the
remade subdivision along the lines of nearby white enclaves.341
The NSCA kept up its intensive focus on the Reno issue into the next year, seeking
hearings on the subject with the District Commissioners and with the House and Senate
committees on the District of Columbia. At the NSCA’s March meeting, local physician
and NSCA member John W. Chappell commented that, as it was, Reno “was practically a
dump;” if Congress could acquire it, though, “it could be turned into an attractive park.”342
In May, the NSCA’s committee on fine arts received a request to get Congress to improve
the Fort Reno area, “which ha[d] been permitted to deteriorate.”343 The neighborhood was
no longer a threat to the public health—its presence was simply undesirable. In June, the
NSCA secured its hearing with the Commissioners, who sympathized with the NCSA’s
request and conceded the desirability of converting Reno into a park, but who argued that
the Reno project was less important than other land acquisition projects in progress. This
response prompted, for the first time, members of the NSCA to make the argument that
because the growing northwest suburbs lacked public park facilities, the Reno project was
indeed urgent and deserving of immediate attention. Luther Derrick, speaking for the
three-person committee that met with the Commissioners, replied that Reno’s conversion
was “equally, if not more, urgent” than the other projects mentioned by the
Commissioners, “because that section has no park.” Derrick added that his delegation’s
purpose was to “impress upon the city heads the importance of advocating a park at Reno
as soon as possible.” Befitting the NSCA’s newfound belief in their proposed project’s
urgency, the NSCA seems to have met on the same day, or perhaps the day after, this
Derrick-led committee met with the Commissioners, and instructed its “committee on Fort
Reno” to draw up a new Reno bill to submit to Congress. The NSCA seems to have realized
by this point that it would be difficult for its plan for Reno to gain traction with Congress if
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it simply represented the acquisition and sale of the land to new owners; thus, the NSCA
yoked Reno’s conversion to what it hoped would be a more compelling argument: the
scarcity of recreational facilities in Northwest Washington.344
As the decade continued, the NSCA acquired well-placed allies in its fight for
Reno’s conversion. In 1922, the powerful Board of Trade weighed in on the side of the
NSCA, when it called for the creation of a “National Capital park commission” to acquire
land in Washington, Maryland, and Virginia for the fulfillment of the park and playground
plan for the capital region. Created in 1889, the Board had been founded, in the context of
District disenfranchisement, as an ostensibly non-partisan forum through which civic
leaders could acquaint Congress with the District’s needs. Quickly, the Board developed a
close relationship with the District’s governing commission: for a “long period?…?Board of
Trade membership became almost a prerequisite for local leaders to be considered for a
commissioner’s post.” It was, boasted founder Myron Parker in 1892, “practically a state
legislature, city council and chamber of commerce combined into one.”345 The Board’s
recommendation came from its committee on parks and reservations, which was chaired
by Fred G. Coldren, who would eventually work for the National Capital Park Commission,
and its successor, the NCPPC, which were the legislatively created institutional fruit of this
recommendation.346 The list of sites that the proposed commission was recommended to
acquire included Fort Reno and, when the NCPPC was created in 1926 and given a mandate to acquire land for the building of parks, public buildings, playgrounds, schools, and
highways, Reno’s destruction figured into its plans.347
In 1924, Melvin Hazen renewed his support for Reno’s clearing, citing the previously
voiced concern about its narrow streets being out of sync with the highway plan, the area’s
value as a potential historic site, the fact that the Water Department wanted to expand its
reservoir facilities in the area, and that public school authorities sought land in the subdivision for a junior high school. In addition to these concrete reasons, Hazen took another tack
that became central to the argument to destroy Reno during the 1920s: that Reno was simply
out of step with the general development of the Northwest quadrant of Washington. “The
only way that this objectionable spot can be eliminated so that the city can develop in
harmony with the surrounding territory,” according to Hazen, “[was] to condemn the entire
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area composed of 52 acres.” Hazen might have argued that, when he invoked the consideration of “harmony with the surrounding area,” he simply referred to Reno’s deviation from
the highway plan, which was clearly part of his argument. But part of what made Reno so
objectionable—indeed, a “blight” on the region—was the “cheap or modest character” of
improvements made on the land since its 1869 subdivision which, Hazen explained, were
the result of the “streets being too narrow to permit of standard improvements.”348
Consequently, other city officials and citizens’ associations representatives would further
develop the argument that Reno was out of harmony with other Northwest neighborhoods,
an eyesore in an otherwise beautiful section of the nation’s capital.
The NSCA continued its campaign for Reno’s conversion into the next year, recommending a plan for Reno’s conversion in April 1925 that included a park, junior and senior
high schools, playgrounds, and the improvement of the reservoir. The Cathedral Heights
Citizens’ Association gathered the next month to hear a report from Tenleytown police
officer Lieutenant James L. Giles on the desirability of Reno’s destruction. Giles lived in
Reno on Chesapeake Street but was a member of the NSCA, and his advocacy for Reno’s
conversion represents another instance of a white Reno resident collaborating with the
outside forces who wanted Reno gone.349 Giles explained to Cathedral Heights’ citizenry
that Reno needed to be cleared and converted for its lack of conformity with the highway
plan, which created dangerous traffic conditions, and the “unsightly condition” of its 146
houses. Giles also deployed the now mostly out-of-fashion argument that Reno was a
menace to the public health. Giles’ argument on this score constituted something of a
backhanded compliment to the efforts of the RCA to improve public health conditions and
infrastructure, as he based it not on conditions prevailing in the streets or public areas, but
on his claim that few Reno houses had water in them.350 The NSCA had the support of the
Board of Trade—whose recommendations had resulted in Congress’ 1924 creation of the
National Capital Park Commission for the express purpose of acquiring land for parks in
the capital region—and other citizens’ associations were getting on board with the proposal as well. Sensing the momentum building behind the idea, and, having already conceded the general desirability of converting Reno into a park, the District Commissioners
switched their position on the matter in late 1925.
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In November 1925, the Evening Star reported that the Commissioners would
recommend Reno’s conversion to Congress as one of the “new improvements for the
National Capital.” The Star offered the usual justifications for Reno’s conversion—its
historical value, its deviation from the highway plan, its elevation—but showed that the
NSCA’s argument about the necessity of clearing Reno to provide recreational and school
facilities for expanding white neighborhoods nearby had gained purchase: “Just east of this
tract along Connecticut Avenue is a big residential real estate development, which makes
school, playground and park facilities urgent.” The plan the Commissioners recommended
included the reservoir’s enlargement, a junior high school, athletic fields, tennis courts, a
public park, and Fort Reno’s “[p]reservation and restoration,” though how this last goal
was to be accomplished was unclear. The plan, according to the Star, had the support of the
City Planning Board (an advisory body to the National Capital Parks Commission) which
had also given its assent. “Favorable action by Congress is expected upon this project,” the
Star added.351
As 1925 turned to 1926, the pace of events quickened, and momentum built behind
the plan for Reno’s conversion. In December 1925, Representative Clarence McLeod of
Michigan introduced a bill to appropriate $1 million for the completion of a project
molded on the Commissioners’ recommendations, to be funded jointly by the federal and
District governments.352 The Commissioners reported favorably on the bill in February,
prompting District Commission president Cuno H. Rudolph to write to Frederick N.
Zihlman, chairman of the House Committee on the District of Columbia, to recommend
Reno’s conversion. Reno was, Rudolph explained, an “irregular, ill-devised subdivision
[that] constitute[d] a blight upon this part of the District.” The territory surrounding Reno,
he continued, was “being developed by high class residences;” furthermore, Rudolph
considered it “evident to anyone who has made a study of the development of the District
of Columbia that this point will be the heart and center of this section of the District,” and
he warned that if the “very [rapid]” development of the surrounding neighborhoods was
allowed to be slowed by this ‘misfit subdivision,’” it would be “a great reflection upon those
responsible for the preparation and development of the city plan.”353 Having thus been
acquainted with the consequences of inaction, the next month a subcommittee of the
House Committee on the District of Columbia heard testimony from DC Engineer
Commissioner J. Franklin Bell on the topic. Bell detailed the various facilities that would be
erected under the planned legislation, and he explained to the Congresspersons that the
existing neighborhood of Reno was a “patchwork subdivision [that] is now growing up
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there which is blocking highway development in accordance with the permanent plan for
the Capital.” Bell went on to say that he had never heard any opposition to the proposal,
which constituted “one of the finest ideas in proper city planning ever presented in the
National Capital.”354 Bell had recently accompanied Senators William Cabell Bruce of
Maryland and Senator Frederic M. Sackett of Kentucky on an inspection of, as the Evening
Star termed it, “the so-called Fort Reno property.” The trio “expressed the hope that it
would some day be made into an attractive park area.” Reno, the Star noted, was surrounded by “pretentious subdivisions on which expensive dwellings [were] being built.”355

Reno’s Day in Congress
Having been thus assured by a knowledgeable local official that no objections to Reno’s
conversion existed, House District of Columbia Committee Chair Ernest Gibson was
surely surprised on March 26, 1926, to be approached by three Black activists—James
Lincoln Neill, Thomas A. Johnson, and Archibald S. Pinkett—as he marched to his committee room to favorably report the bill. Neill was secretary of the local chapter of the National
Equal Rights League as well as a Howard-educated lawyer and businessmen. Along with his
brother Lewis, he had begun purchasing land in Reno during the 1920s.356 Johnson was a
Howard-educated clerk who likewise owned land in Reno. Like Neill, he was a non-resident Reno property holder, and he had purchased land in Reno and other neighborhoods
twenty years earlier, at the time of his marriage, expecting to pass his holdings on to his
children.357 Pinkett alone among the trio seems to have owned no property in Reno, but he
was the secretary of the local chapter of the NAACP. Pinkett was also, like Neill, a Howardeducated attorney, and he had been appointed to a clerkship in the State Department in
1909.358 It is possible that Reno residents who worked in lower-level positions at the State
Department or other nearby federal agencies knew Pinkett and alerted him to their plight;
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it is also possible that he learned about the campaign to clear Reno through his work with
the NAACP and ties with activists like Neill. In any case, the three men who confronted
Gibson on this March morning provided living testimony to the connections that Fort
Reno’s citizens had forged to prominent Black Washingtonians living in other sections of
the city.
The Tribune reported that property owners in Reno had gotten wind of the proposed legislation only recently, and that Neill, Johnson, and Pinkett had rushed to the
Capitol in hopes of inducing Congress to give “the citizens of Ft. Reno?…?an opportunity
to be heard on the matter.” With their quick response, the trio assured Reno citizens of
their day in Congress, although they were unable to forestall the planned favorable report.359
The next night, the three activists spoke at a meeting of the RCA, as did several RCA members. The RCA adopted resolutions protesting the legislation, terming it “prejudicial to the
interests of property holders of Ft. Reno.” The Tribune noted that the proposed legislation,
“strange though it may seem, includes every piece of land owned by colored citizens in the
vicinity.” As members of the RCA discussed the legislation, it developed that many had
been approached recently and induced to sell their property by private real estate developers but had balked at the low prices offered. It seemed to members of the RCA that what
local real estate developers had failed to achieve through their own offices, they had
appealed to Congress and the District Commissioners to do for them, and that condemnation of Reno land—or forced sale of this land with condemnation as a looming threat—
would result in Reno property holders receiving far less than market value for their
holdings. The Tribune reported that when Congress again met to discuss the matter, “it is
quite likely that a large delegation of property owners, both white and colored, will register
objections to the legislation.” This last note serves as a reminder that, although outside
interests focused on Reno’s Black population, Reno remained an integrated neighborhood,
and suggests that attendance at RCA meetings reflected Reno’s interracial character.360
As in the spring of 1926 Reno residents prepared to do battle with powerful official
and private interests over the fate of their homes, they received support from other nearby
Black communities to which Reno residents had established ties over the preceding
decades. A few weeks after he had gone with James Neill and Thomas Johnson to confront
Ernest Gibson, Archibald Pinkett reported on Reno-dwellers’ fight to save their neighborhood before the Federation of Civic Associations (FOCA), an umbrella organization that
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brought together the capital’s “colored citizens associations.” “[T]he purpose of the negro
federation,” declared the Washington Post, was “to benefit those most in need,” and, in
April 1926, that included the members of the besieged Reno community. In addition to
discussing “issues of the day as related to advancement of civic, social and political welfare
of colored citizens,” the delegates assembled received an update from Pinkett on the
“activities of colored citizens of Fort Reno in securing a fair price for properties which
barely escaped condemnation last week for park purposes.”361 Although no transcript of
Pinkett’s report appears to have survived, the Post reporter’s phrasing suggests that, as far
as Pinkett was concerned, saving the neighborhood was beyond question. The best that
Reno-dwellers could hope for was to receive fair compensation for their homes and lots.
Whether or not the Post characterized Pinkett’s view of the situation fairly, in the coming
years, some Reno residents would focus primarily on getting their preferred prices; others,
however, made it clear that they wanted to preserve the homes and the neighborhood they
had labored so long to build. Later in the year, the FOCA did submit a protest about Reno’s
treatment to the House Committee on the District of Columbia, though that protest
focused on the District’s refusal to provide improvements to Fort Reno commensurate to
those made with surrounding communities, rather than the movement to clear Reno. G.H.
Richardson, the president of the FOCA, forwarded to the committee a report that branded
Reno “a striking example of the policy of withholding from particular localities the absolutely basic essentials in the way of public improvements.” Though some of the RCA’s
requests had met with success over the years, the FOCA asserted that Reno had been
“passed up for years without public improvements, although surrounding localities have
been amply provided for.”362
Reno residents themselves made their voices heard when the Senate Committee on
the District of Columbia met to consider the Reno conversion legislation in June 1926,
although they had to wait their turn: “[W]e will give you people all the time you want,” the
Committee’s chair, Arthur Capper of Kansas, assured the assembled Reno-dwellers, but
the supporters of Reno’s clearing spoke first. Representatives of the District government,
local real estate developers and Northwest citizens’ associations informed the committee of
the necessity for Reno’s clearing and conversion. Real estate agent Harold Doyle—who
identified himself as the representative of the Chevy Chase Land Company (CCLC) in “all
of the operations in that general neighborhood”—highlighted local white communities’
need for recreation and school facilities, and sounded the familiar note that conditions in
Reno were out of step with those in developing white subdivisions: “Chevy Chase is a very
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well developed and a very highly developed community, and [Reno] is more or less a blight
on the public development of the highway plan.”363 Melvin Hazen attempted to dodge
questions from James Neill about land values in the area—though he did eventually admit
that land values in nearby subdivisions were higher than what the city was offering to Reno
landholders—while insisting that his only interest in the matter lay in clearing an “illshaped, ill-devised subdivision” that deviated from the highway plan. Speaking as the
representative of the Chevy Chase Citizens’ Association, Procter Dougherty asserted that
Reno represented “the only section in the immediate vicinity which is available” for the
schools and parks his neighborhood so desperately needed, adding for good measure that
unless Congress acted now, land prices would inevitably rise, and clearing Reno would cost
the government more later. The NSCA’s Luther Derrick reiterated this claim, as he
explained that he and his organization had been pressing city officials to clear Reno for six
years, and that members of his association who owned land in the area could not do
anything with that land until the government cleared Reno. The ground on which Reno
stood should be one of the most beautiful spots in the District, he insisted, but instead it
was a “blight, a sore on the body,” and should be cleared to “bring Chevy Chase and
Cleveland Park right together at the highest point in the District.” The speakers urging
Reno’s clearing and conversion advanced similar talking points and, when they sensed the
hearing was going badly, they called for reinforcements. Early in the hearing, Melvin Hazen
had referred to a letter in his possession from the National Capital Park Commission
recommending the project, but, as the session wore on, Harold Doyle decided someone
from the government needed to address the committee in person and called the NCPPC,
which dispatched Major Carey H. Brown. Doyle and his allies surely hoped this additional
government representative would add weight to their cause, but Brown said little that was
new, though he did affirm that Reno’s acquisition and conversion into parkland would
represent an important step toward the fulfillment of the 1901 Macmillan Plan. Doyle’s
ability to call on and receive such speedy assistance underlined the extent to which Reno
residents seeking to save their neighborhood were doing battle with an organized coalition
of state-run, civil-society, and private organizations determined to clear Reno.364
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When Reno’s representatives had their turn to speak, they advanced several arguments against clearing Reno. James Neill highlighted the undemocratic nature of the effort
to clear Reno. When Hazen referred to a previous meeting of the District Commissioners
about Reno’s clearing, Neill asked whether Reno’s property holders had been invited and
got Hazen to admit that Reno residents had not been “particularly consulted.” Neill and his
allies also argued that the money being offered did not match the true value of their land.
Thomas A. Johnson asserted that, “[T]hey can not get through this subdivision into
Cleveland Park unless they wipe us off, and it is practically a hold-up.” Johnson characterized recent assessments of Reno land’s value at roughly 10 cents per foot as “unreasonably
low, while [nearby land] values have gone up.” He also noted the seeming inconsistency
between the low valuations given to Reno land and the argument made by Dougherty,
Derrick, and others that if Reno land was not purchased now, its value would surely rise,
and it would cost more later. It looked to Reno’s residents as though powerful local interests in the northwest citizens’ associations were leaning on allies in the District and federal
governments to pass legislation that would allow them to acquire Reno land at artificially
low prices, pegged to suspect recent valuations from the District assessor, rather than pay
prices consistent with nearby landholdings on the open market. “[T]he proponents of this
bill are related to the District in a way,” noted Johnson. Those speaking for Reno also
pointed out the specious nature of Dougherty’s argument that Reno was the only land
available on which to build parks and schools in the area. Reno resident James L. Warren
explained that between Central High School and Reno lay “miles of vacant ground that
could be taken for a junior high school without condemning a single house.” Moreover,
asserted Warren, Reno, Chevy Chase, and Cleveland Park lay within easy walking distance
of Rock Creek Park, where the government had “plenty of provision?…?for recreational
purposes.” Neill likewise argued that plenty of available land for schools, parks, and any
other purposes existed in Rock Creek Park, Cleveland Park, and Chevy Chase.365
Thomas Johnson expressed some willingness to sell if he could get a fair price—
though he insisted he was “not anxious” to do so and had “some sentimental reason” for
wanting to hold onto his property—but resident Reno property holders in attendance
made it clear they had no desire to sell. When Capper asked Johnson whether “people
generally there” would be willing to sell at a fair price, the response from the gallery was
recorded in the transcript: “Cries of ‘No’ from many of those present.” Johnson then
replied: “You hear them. They don’t want to sell. A great many of them say no.” James L.
Warren added that he had just bought a home for $8,000 in Reno the previous year, and he
intended to keep it, even if he got that money back plus the value of the land. “I would not
sell my home, because it took me all of my life to get it.” Like Johnson, he recognized that
wealthy, well-connected interests wanted Reno gone—“These people who have lots of
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money want to run us out,” he stated—yet his determination to remain was steadfast: “That
is my home, and I want to stay there.” Other Reno property holders expressed similar
sentiments. “Homes?” asked Thomas Walker rhetorically. “You love your home. We love
those places out there.” Samuel Hebron spoke as a trustee for the Mount Asbury Methodist
Episcopal Church, which did not desire to sell its property, but he also expressed his pride
in his home and his determination to keep it. Hebron had moved to Reno eleven years
before, when he “could not get anything but a hollow out there.” Since, he had “labored
hard and worked for it in the city, and walked in when I did not have car fare, and walked
out there to buy my own home, and I don’t want to get rid of it.” Longtime Reno leader
Thornton Lewis likewise represented Reno in a dual capacity: as vice president of the RCA,
and as a Reno homeowner who had built a new house there the previous year. Seemingly
referring to himself in the third person, Lewis told the committee that he was a “gentleman
who has labored hard to get something good to look at, to build a nice brick house.” He
implored the committee not to “cast him off, take away his home, and give him nothing to
look at.” Lucinda Harper, whose aged husband Morris was unable to work, simply asked
the committee what she was supposed to do when they took her home away. “If you condemn my home and put me out of doors with a crippled man, where will you all give me a
place to stay?” she asked. “[I]f you take my home with all the improvements that I have
made there on Davenport Street and turn me out of doors, would it be fair in the sight of
Almighty God?”366
In imploring the committee to spare Reno, speakers for the neighborhood displayed pride in the community and its history. Although not a resident, Neill recognized
how hard earlier generations of Reno-dwellers had worked to build themselves a home in
the city’s then-remote northwest environs. The homes in question had “been acquired by
the colored people who have lived there since 1867 or 1868.” Some were third and
fourth-generation residents of the neighborhood; some had acquired the means to build
“nice up-to-date convenient modern houses,” though he conceded that some lived in “huts
and hovels.” No matter the condition of their homes, “their forefathers bought and paid for
them?…?and they do not want to give them up and be forced out.” Reno residents, Thomas
Walker explained, were not “speculators in land as is the Chevy Chase Land Co”; their
“fathers and grandfathers” had gone “out there nearly 70 years ago?…?and built little
houses, and they bought these lots and made this subdivision.”367 Walker was a non-resident Reno property holder who had been born enslaved in Alabama in the 1850s. Although
a successful businessman, he had born forced to flee Reconstruction-era Alabama by a
white lynch mob, emigrated to the capital, gotten a law degree at Howard, and started
dealing in Reno real estate in 1897; in 1900 he had been part of Nelson Vale’s defense team
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when Vale stood accused of murder.368 Reno’s residents, he continued, were the descendants of hard-working men and women who had “walked from [Reno] to the heart of the
city in the morning, and?…?at the end of their day’s work?…?walked back out there.”
Reno’s residents were not “edging up among people who are objecting to negroes around
them.” They were “simply living there as good citizens, and they object to your taking their
ground.” In these last comments, Walker got to the heart of the matter: Reno residents had
sought out the Northwest to “get out of the way of the people that wanted to be rid of
them;” now, however, “the people that wanted to be rid of them [had] followed them out
there, surrounded them, and now they want to drive them out.”369
Neill laid bare the motivations behind the decision to clear Reno and replace it with
white schools and recreational facilities. Neill told the committee pointedly that just as
“every white gentleman” had spoken from the “white man’s standpoint,” he would speak
“purely from a race standpoint.” Why did men like Doyle, Dougherty, and Derrick call
Reno a blight? “Simply because negroes occupy it. They want a white settlement there.”
Reno, he continued, “was the only place occupied by colored people between Chevy Chase
and Cleveland Park?…?They want to get rid of the colored people, and if they were honest
they would tell you so.”370
This was not the first time the movement to clear Reno had faced accusations of
racial prejudice. In 1923, when Reno resident Richard Neal found that the District wanted
to take his home on Davenport Street for the building of a new reservoir, he had enlisted
the assistance of Emanuel Molyneaux Hewlett.371 Hewlett was the son of Aaron Molyneaux
Hewlett, the first Black professor at Harvard University; he had become the first Black
graduate of Boston University’s law school and by the 1920s he had established a thriving
law practice.372 His connections to Reno dated to at least 1900, when he had served alongside Thomas Walker as Nelson Vale’s attorney, and he had purchased Reno land from
Walker in 1901.373 Writing to Assistant Engineer Commissioner R. A. Wheeler, Hewlett
noted the hard work the Neals had put into acquiring their house and supporting their
family, and the injustice of trying to take that house from them in such a manner. Hewlett
saw something larger at work in the District’s desire to take the Neals’ home: nearby,
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homes were being built by “white investors,” property values were climbing, and “colored
people are asked to give their homes to the District?…?and an offer is made that amounts to
a confiscation of their property.” Hewlett continued: “It seems queer that this particular
section should be picked out, when there is so much land, as desirable owned by white
men. While, Major, you may be perfectly innocent, [the Neals] and I feel that this is a move
to get the colored people out of the neighborhood.”374 As previously noted, in its article on
the Reno legislation and the efforts of Reno citizens to have their say before Congress, the
Washington Tribune had also alluded to the racist motivations of the movement to clear
Reno.375 But now Neill was taking the argument to Congress itself: “It seems the hand of
oppression is still upon the negroes, and [white Washingtonians] are trying to force them to
the wall.”376
In making this argument, Neill seems to have struck a chord. Senator Royal S.
Copeland of New York, who led the questioning of witnesses for much of the hearing, had
started off in a jovial mood, jokingly asking at one point if Reno were big enough for a golf
course. But when Neill raised the issue of racial prejudice, Copeland defended the white
witnesses who had spoken, saying he believed they had spoken from a “municipal standpoint.” Seemingly stung by the charge that his committee might be collaborating with a
movement to ethnically cleanse the District’s northwest quadrant, Copeland interjected
three times to say that the committee’s decision would not be based on race; he closed the
hearing by asserting that “this committee is not going to decide this thing on the basis of
whether white people or colored people live out there, but on its merits.” When Neill and
others pointed out the difficulties that Black residents of Reno would have finding comparable housing in other sections of the District, Copeland embarked on an extended line of
questioning about where the District’s Black residents went when forced out of their
homes, whether their tendency was to scatter or group together in new developments. The
transcript of this hearing suggests that, over the course of the proceeding, Copeland may
have slowly grasped the racial dynamics of the controversy over Reno and come to see
Black Reno residents as a group with needs, concerns, and desires as valid as those of the
white residents who wanted Reno cleared. At one point, he asked plainly: “Are there any
colored folks here who are in favor of this procedure, in favor of having this land condemned?” The transcript again records the response: “There were a number of negative
responses and no affirmative.”377 Indeed, it seems that the delegation from Reno gained
Copeland’s sympathy that day; three years later, during a subcommittee hearing on a
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District appropriations bill, when the issue of using land in Reno for a new school came up,
Copeland reiterated many of the arguments against clearing Reno that Neill, Walker, and
others had made in 1926. Copeland wanted to know whether the local Black community
opposed the measure, saying there were “certain human rights” that needed to be considered. “These people were not welcome here in the city, and they were driven out and
sacrificed time and energy to get to [Reno], and they built up their homes, and, for my part,
I should want to be very certain we are not causing tremendous inconvenience to that
section of our population.”378
Reno citizens’ June 1926 protest was city-wide news. On the day after the hearing,
the Evening Star reported that, “Vigorous protest against purchase of the Reno subdivision?…?was raised by a score of colored residents of that locality?…?” The Star further
explained that “[s]pokesmen for the colored property owners in the subdivision contended
they did not want to sell their homes, even if they received a reasonable price?…?because
they felt there was no other place they could go without paying more than they would
receive.”379 Having brought their cause to the attention of newspaper readers in the District
and nationally-elected representatives, Reno’s defenders were successful in 1926: the
proposed legislation failed. But they were unable to save their neighborhood over the long
term. The defeat of the 1926 legislation did not alter the reality that a powerful combination of government officials, real estate developers, and citizens’ association leaders wanted
Reno cleared and converted. City officials still wanted to expand reservoir facilities in the
Reno area and use land from Reno section for new junior and senior high schools, and
powerful Northwest citizens associations still wanted the African American neighborhood
gone. Land developers like Harold Doyle still had holdings in the area that they wanted the
government to purchase, and the NCPPC continued to see the acquisition of Reno as a vital
part of its mission to realize the vision of the McMillan Plan.

Reno’s Fate in the Balance
Under the leadership of Ulysses S. Grant III, the NCPPC assembled a top-flight staff of city
planners and filed a series of ambitious reports, which envisioned a series of recreation
centers across the District and the completion of the Fort Drive, which would connect the
sites of prominent Civil War-era forts encircling the city. Reno figured into both visions. In
a November 1926 memorandum on the Fort Drive, the NCPPC’s Fred G. Coldren acknowledged that building the Fort Drive would involve the destruction of homes. “It may be that
in places, for short distances, it would now be necessary either to buy a few buildings and
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destroy them,” he conceded. “But by all means there should be no right angles, or sharp
corners, but the roadway be so routed and marked from one end to the other that the
driver will have no difficulty whatever in holding the Fort Drive and not wandering from
it.” The destruction of Reno, which of course involved far more than simply the purchase
and destruction of “a few buildings,” was in the eyes of the NCPPC a perfectly reasonable
price to pay in their quest to answer, “the city dweller’s prayer for a park or parkway.”380
1928 saw the city acquire land in Reno for a new reservoir and the start of the
NCPPC’s efforts to get Reno residents to sell and leave the area. In 1930, the District
acquired the land that became the Alice Deal Middle School, and Congress passed the
Capper-Cramton Act, which earmarked millions of dollars in funding for the NCPPC,
thereby greatly increasing its power to purchase District land. Over the next two decades,
the NCPPC would play the lead role in the destruction of Reno.381
Internal discussions show that, from the beginning, NCPPC staff members were
aware of the racial dimensions of the Reno issue. In a February 1928 meeting NCPPC staff
discussed the Reno project, and that the building of the proposed facilities there would
displace an existing community: the houses that would be affected, explained Carey
Brown—the same Brown who had appeared before the Senate District of Columbia committee at Harold Doyle’s behest back in 1926—were “practically all occupied by colored
families and are dilapidated run down shacks.” At the meeting, the NCPPC merely
approved a plan in principle to purchase Reno and discuss it with District authorities at the
next opportunity. Once the vote had been taken and recorded, Ulysses S. Grant III, the
NCPPC’s Vice Chairman, Executive, and Disbursing Officer, explained in plain terms what
had only been implied to that point: “There have been several attempts to get the colored
out of there, and this is merely one way of doing it.” District Engineer Commissioner
William B. Ladue suggested that the relevant agencies—meaning the NCPPC and the
various District agencies interested in Reno land—each acquire the land they needed
themselves, rather than involving themselves in “the big scheme, which is nothing but a
land development scheme, with the idea of selling off afterwards what they do not want.”382
As plans to convert Reno proceeded in the late 1920s, Reno residents continued
their struggle to save their neighborhood. In January 1927, Thomas A. Johnson and Samuel
Hebron returned to Congress to plead their case, and this time they were joined by John F.
Scott. They appeared before the House’s Special Subcommittee of its Committee on the
District of Columbia, which was considering the same bill that had come before the Senate
Fred G. Coldren, “Memorandum on Fort Drive,” November 30, 1926, RG 46: Records of the US Senate, 69th
Congress, Committee Papers, Including Hearings, Com. On the District of Columbia, Sen. 69A-F7, Various
Subjects, Box 96.
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subcommittee in June 1926.383 Once more, Reno’s representatives proclaimed that they
were being treated unfairly and did not want to sell. They reiterated arguments they had
made the previous year about the government’s valuation of their land being suspiciously
lower than the prices for which nearby land was selling and the availability of land nearby
for the purposes of building new parks and schools. “It seems to me,” states Samuel
Hebron plainly, “that it would be better for the Government to use the property that it
owns?…?instead of going on Fort Reno and trying to disrupt people that are trying to live a
higher and nobler life.” Hebron recounted the difficulties he had encountered in acquiring
land and building his home:
Now, I went to Fort Reno some years ago [1915]. The place I bought was
nothing but a deep hole. I have filled that in and on it there is a seven-room
house with all modern improvements. Of course, I had to go down to the
District Building and almost take off my coat to get them to put in water and
sewer, but I have it?…?It is worth just five times as much as it was when I
bought it, because there was a hole there before and now it is level with fruit
trees and grass growing on it?…?I do not think that they ought to come on
the fort and run us people off who are trying to build respectable homes,
and I feel that is unjust and un-American.384
When given his turn to speak, John F. Scott sounded a similar note:
As a resident and a property owner of that place I object to taking Fort Reno
for the very fact that it is my home, and when you take a man’s home you
take everything?…?I bought out there some time ago, on Chesapeake Street. I
have lived out there for 29 years. I went out there the winter before the
blizzard. … My little home is there. It is no palace, but it has taken me a
lifetime, up to the present time, to secure that. It has all modern improvements in it. I don’t want to sell it, and I don’t understand why they want this
place for the public interests?…?I have got that home. I own it. I will never be
able to get one like it. I have five rooms and a shed kitchen?…?and I have met
every improvement that the District of Columbia has brought out there?…?I
have fruit trees. We will live, if they will let us live. We are trying to live, but it
seems as if it is the disposition to crowd us out everywhere we go.
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Scott did not want to sell, he claimed multiple times, but even if he did, the prices being
offered were unfair. “It is just like if you were coming from your home, not disturbing
anybody, coming home from your business and some fellow held you up and took everything that you have got.” Scott further informed the committeemen that Reno residents
“were naturally suspicious of every move you gentleman make” and proclaimed that
Reno-dwellers were “up and on our guard and doing. We have got our ears to the ground.”385
Two non-Reno-dwelling allies—the NAACP’s Archibald Pinkett and J. Milton
Waldron, the pastor of Washington’s Shiloh Baptist Institute Church—joined Johnson,
Hebron, and Scott in their appeal to the House subcommittee. Waldron was a longtime
activist who, before coming to Washington, had spearheaded a boycott of Jacksonville,
Florida’s segregated transportation system in the wake of the Plessy v. Ferguson decision
and helped found the Niagara Movement alongside W. E. B. DuBois in 1905.386 Waldron’s
connection to the case came from the fact that he was “pastor to a large number of the men
and women who live in that section,” and his stirring statement invoked fundamental ideas
of fairness and equality and of treating Black men and women who had shown loyalty to
their country fairly. “[I]t appears to us,” asserted Waldron,
that you are to dispossess 300 colored citizens in order to put white citizens
there and give them a school building. Now, these colored people have been
living, many of them, 30 years in this section?…? I was on the committee
that canvassed the District of Columbia for the sale of bonds, war bonds
here, and for the encouragement of the mothers to let their boys go to the
front to fight for world democracy, and the people of Fort Reno were as
liberal in the purchase of bonds and as ready to let their sons go as the
people in any other part of the District of Columbia, without regard to race
or color, and then I want to call your attention to the fact that it appears that
the assessor’s office and the street-improvement department are in collusion. They have allowed this property to go on and they have raised the
assessment of property all around there, but the assessment on property of
these people has not been raised to any appreciable degree. … Now, the
land in the southern section adjoining on to this section from the south is
now being held at $3 a foot, and in most parts around there, and I understand from those who have been approached in the matter, some of our
white citizens—well, they are told, ‘Well, the colored people will be moved
away and this property will be worth not only $3 a foot but be worth a great
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deal more, because you will be rid of the colored people who are living
here’?…?these people are making an appeal to the legislature—really, that is
what you are—of the District of Columbia, with the hope that you may give
to them justice and see that they get what is right. … And, I am asking you
gentlemen, is it possible that the Government of the United States in order
to help somebody who wants to be prejudiced and perpetuate a wrong upon
the hopeless, what they think is the hopeless people, is it right that this
Government after asking for our sons and our money and everything else
that we could give, to come in here and say, ‘Now, we are going to move
these colored people away from here and we will put up a junior high school
for white people, turn them out and use their property for tennis courts,
swimming pools, and race tracks?’?…?Then, gentlemen, let me remind
you?…?that all of the wars of our country are not yet fought. You will need
these Black citizens, and I think the treatment accorded them and the
treatment accorded white citizens ought to be such as to make the citizens
of the United States, without regard to color, willing to fight, and if need be,
die for this country; but I submit such conduct as this and such things as
this, as are sought to be perpetrated on these people will not encourage
anybody to give their life and property for the defense of the Government
that would be guilty of any such thing as this.387
The powerful statements made at this January 1927 meeting are worth considering
at some length. Hebron and Scott spoke as Reno residents who longed to hold on to the
homes they had worked so hard to build. Their pride in their homes and community may
be glimpsed in the ad hoc histories they recounted of their purchase and improvement of
Reno land, as well as in their descriptions of their dwellings and their yards. They had
bought land in a desirable place to live at a time when land could be gotten there at an
affordable price, and they had built homes that, if not palaces, as Scott said, they cherished
dearly. They did not want to move, and they knew that the realities of the Washington real
estate market were such that they would not be able to recreate these homes elsewhere;
Scott “ha[d] fruit trees” at his home in Reno, and he knew that he would not be able to get
fruit trees anywhere else in the District. Hebron and Scott’s moving appeals help the
modern reader understand the attachment that Reno residents felt to their homes, and the
pain they felt as those homes were ripped away. Waldron was an outsider to the Reno
community, but he was a veteran activist committed to fighting for racial equality, and, after
describing the conspiracy to clear Reno as he understood it, he linked the fair treatment
that Reno deserved to the loyalty Reno’s citizens had shown to the United States during the
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First World War. Going back to the antebellum period, Black leaders had publicly argued
over whether, given slavery, disfranchisement, and discrimination, African Americans
actually owed loyalty to the United States, and this conversation had sparked fevered
debate in the Civil War-era North, when Black Northerners debated whether or not they
should fight for the United States if given the opportunity to do so.388 Even in the wake of
the war that was supposed to have made the world safe for democracy, this remained a
relevant question, and Waldron asserted that Reno’s treatment constituted an example of
why African Americans might hesitate to fight for the United States. Early in the twentieth
century, forces that sought to clear Reno had contemplated turning the area into a military
park under the supervision of the War Department; little could they have dreamed, one
imagines, that Black activists might press the case to save the Fort Reno neighborhood
before Congress by arguing that the conversion of Reno would betray American ideals and
the loyal Black men and women who had given the nation their funds and their lives during
a time of crisis. Like the June 1926 protest to the House District Committee, this protest by
Reno-dwellers and their allies was city-wide news, with the Evening Star noting the,
“vigorous protest made by a delegation of colored landowners in the Mount Reno
district.”389
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Figure 15: Houses on Ellicott Street, early twentieth century. (Courtesy of National Park Service)

Alongside their efforts to sway Congress, Reno citizens took to the District courts to
press their claims. James and Lewis Neill, working alongside Thomas A. Johnson and
Samuel Hebron, fought the District’s effort to condemn portions of the Reno subdivision
and convert them into land for a school for white children. In a May 1929 petition to the
District Supreme Court in the names of Lewis Neill, Johnson and Hebron, attorneys
Johnson—who represented himself—James Neill, and Royal A. Hughes stated plainly,
“That racial prejudice, and not the public good, nor for the purpose stated [use of the land
to build a junior high school for white children]; is the underlying motive prompting the
effort to condemn the said property.”390 Johnson and Neill were veterans in the struggle to
save Reno by this point; Hughes was a graduate of Howard Law School who had by the
1920s become one of the District’s most prominent Black attorneys.391 This impressive
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array of legal talent crafted a compelling brief, and they repeated some of the arguments
they and other Reno-dwellers and their allies had made before Congress in 1926, claiming
that there was nearby land available, some of it already in the possession of the CCLC,
which would satisfy the need for a white school without destroying a Black neighborhood.
They highlighted the fact that condemnation would ultimately involve the shuttering of
cherished community institutions, including “a school for colored children, [and] a church
for colored worshippers.” They spoke of the hardships that displaced residents would face
in finding new homes to purchase or rent, asserting that “dozens of colored citizens [would
be left] homeless” by the proposed condemnation. “To permit the condemnation of the
land sought[,]” they explained, “would be to wipe out a colored settlement occupied by
colored citizens for more than two or three generations?…?who, by their industry and
thrift have bought this land, and established and maintained their homes.”392
The following month, Johnson, Hughes, and James Neill amended their petition,
and in the names of Johnson, Hebron, and Lewis Neill explained to the District Supreme
Court that Congress had already heard arguments about the purchase and conversion of
Reno and “heeding the protest of the colored residents of the said Reno section, refused,
more than once, to enact the legislation sought.” They then explained to the District
Supreme Court that Reno was the target of a conspiracy into which District and federal
officials had both entered. “There is now a concerted action,” they stated,
on the part of the officials of the United States Government and the officials
of the District of Columbia, to obtain all of the property of the colored
residents in the said Reno section, either by purchase or condemnation, for
alleged public park or school purposes, and thus drive the colored population from the said Reno section?…?this is an attempt on the part of the
Commissioners of the District of Columbia, to do indirectly what the
Congress of the United States, has repeatedly refused to allow them to do
directly.393
Earlier that year, Johnson had returned to Congress to make similar arguments
before a subcommittee of the Senate Committee on Appropriations, which had convened
on January 29, 1929, to discuss the District appropriations bill for the following year. He
sounded many of the same notes he had in 1926 and that he would include in his twin 1929
petitions, highlighting the availability of suitable land nearby and the unfair prices being
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offered to Reno-dwellers.394 Johnson came that day backed by powerful allies: the NAACP’s
Archibald S. Pinkett returned to speak for Reno and its citizens, and he was joined by a
newcomer to the struggle, Neval H. Thomas, a Black history teacher at Dunbar High
School who had served on the NAACP’s national Board of Directors since 1919 and presided over the NAACP’s District branch since 1925.395 Referring to Reno, Thomas
explained to the members of the subcommittee that, “There is a negro settlement out there
and for years an attempt has been made by real estate people and other white residents
there to remove those negroes from the property they have enjoyed for more than two
generations.” The NAACP leader asserted that it was wrong for “a great group of citizens
doing their duty” to have “its interests left at the absolute mercy of another group, especially when they are simply aiming at real estate values?…?” Thomas implored the subcommittee to situate the proposed school for white children in a location that would not involve
Reno’s destruction, movingly intoning: “save us at Reno. Save us there by designating the
location of the white school you are to appropriate for so they can not take little Reno away
from us.”396
In addition to taking their case to Congress and the District Court system, Renodwellers seem also to have protested to the DC Board of Education, as, in his comments on
the proposed “Junior High School Near Reno Reservoir,” District Public School
Superintendent Frank Ballou referred in 1929 to the “objection?…?made at the meeting of
the Board of Education?…?on the part of the colored citizens?…?whose property is being
acquired, either by purchase or condemnation.”397 Efforts such as this did not save Reno in
the long term, but they did buy Reno residents time. The efforts of Reno-dwellers and their
allies to make clear Reno citizens’ desire to preserve their homes and neighborhood had
made an impression on District Engineer Commissioner William Ladue, who, at a 1929
meeting of the NCPPC, referred to the “harsh questions” posed by a “delegation of colored
friends from [Fort Reno] who protested to the Senate Committee.” Their protest had
“raise[d] the general question of the operations of the government being directed toward
eliminating their homes.” Neil Flanagan has characterized Ladue’s comments as “one of
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the few breaks [Reno] got.”398 Perhaps chastened by Ladue, the NCPPC’s Ulysses S. Grant
III proposed to, for the moment, concentrate on acquiring vacant lots on the west end of
Reno.399 The NCPPC made offers and bought property in Reno throughout the 1930s and,
as will be seen below, used pressure tactics while doing so, but before 1937 it only acquired
one home through condemnation proceedings. Reno-dwellers’ efforts did not save Reno,
but they did delay its clearing, and perhaps prevented the NCPPC from using even more
draconian tactics to have its way. Community residents like the Scotts and Hebrons thus
afforded themselves more time to enjoy their homes, figure out how to extract the best
possible prices for their dwellings, and find new places to live.400 Thus it was that Harold
Doyle wrote to the NCPPC’s John Nolen in 1938 that, while most of the vacant lots in Reno
had been purchased already, “the portion more fully built upon and occupied by negroes
still remains.”401

“Nothing but a Land Development Scheme”
Just as Neval H. Thomas identified real estate interests as a prime factor in the effort to
destroy the Reno community, in its 1926 report on Reno residents’ efforts to get a hearing
before Congress, the Washington Tribune had reported that Reno’s “colored citizens” were
fighting to “forestall being driven from their homes by what appears to be the sinister
influence of real estate developers.”402 In a steady stream of correspondence to District and
NCPPC officials over the course of the 1920s and 1930s, Harold E. Doyle revealed the role
played by the CCLC in the movement to destroy Reno, and of its racial motivations for
doing so. Doyle worked for the Thomas J. Fisher Company (TJFC), a real estate concern
which acted as the agent of the CCLC in its dealings in the area. In a 1923 letter to Engineer
Commissioner J. Franklin Bell, Doyle explained the connection between the TJFC and the
CCLC, that he had worked for Fisher for thirty years, and that a large portion of his personal real estate holdings lay in Reno.403 A month earlier, Doyle had written to Chief of
Engineers Lansing H. Beach to convince Beach to reconsider the placement of the new
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reservoir to be built in the Reno section. He, the TJFC, and the CCLC “desire[d] to eliminate the unsightly buildings and hodge-podge of subdivision known as Reno” and improve
it with “the best class of houses.” In 1913, Doyle explained, he had helped create a “little
syndicate” to buy up lots in Reno that could be purchased at advantageous prices, with the
intention to hold them and wait for the “ultimate abandoning of the old subdivision and
substitution of the new one.” This syndicate seems to have included numerous prominent
bankers and to have represented an informal but potent combination of private real estate
and banking interests. In May 1926, Doyle wrote to Procter Dougherty, the powerful Chevy
Chase Citizens’ Association leader who would soon be named to the Board of
Commissioners, seeking help from the Citizens’ Association in getting the Reno bill
through Congress. In this letter, Doyle claimed many of the District’s “most important
citizens [were] familiar with it and favor of it.” Doyle knew this because “three or four
years” earlier he had met in secret with several prominent local bankers, including Charles
Glover, Edward Stellwagen, Charles J. Bell, John J. Larner, and John Joy Edson, “and many
others…for the purpose of looking into the [Reno] matter.”404 By 1923, according to Doyle,
his syndicate controlled between two hundred and three hundred lots and was intent on
buying more; in the 1926 hearing before the Senate District of Columbia committee, Reno
resident Thomas A. Johnson testified that it was Doyle who had offered him fifty cents per
acre for his land. During the time Doyle and the other members of his syndicate had been
buying up Reno property, they had “work[ed] out a number of schemes either to totally
eliminate the present subdivision or to take steps to eliminate it piecemeal,” giving as an
example the widening of Fessenden Street and its improvement between Connecticut
Avenue and Belt Road.405
The movement to convert Reno into parks, schools, and playground facilities may
have upset Doyle’s original plan, but in the 1920s he adapted to this new reality and sought
to interest the NCPPC in as much of his land in and around Reno as possible, sometimes
using the threat of building new homes for Black families as leverage. He had begun correspondence with Carey H. Brown as early as February 1926, acquainting Brown with his
past efforts to convert Reno and urging the commission to purchase as much Reno land as
possible. The matter was urgent, he explained, because, “Reno property ha[d] been materially increase[ing] in value” for two to three years, owing to the fact that it was “directly in
line with Washington’s best growth.”406 This statement, of course, testified to the truth of
the contentions made by Thomas A. Johnson and others in their various congressional
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testimonies that Reno land was being artificially undervalued to ease the process of its
purchase. In a December 1926 missive, Doyle urged Brown to lobby Congress on Reno’s
purchase and conversion, explaining that, “There is no single thing, in our opinion, that
could be done for the District of Columbia, as important as this,—outside of probably the
right to vote.”407
In a December 1929 letter to NCPPC secretary Fred G. Coldren, Doyle implored
the commission to purchase land that he and his associates owned in the area. The NCPPC
would need to purchase the land at some point, he said, and its value would only rise with
time; if, however, the commission decided not to purchase it, “the owners will have to sell
for the building of houses for negroes.” His office, he explained, was “very vitally interested
in the elimination of this negro sub-division,” but wanted the “job done?…?thoroughly”—
otherwise, it would be of little benefit to the CCLC.408 The next month, Doyle wrote
Coldren again to warn him that the owners of these properties were “contemplating the
building of houses for colored.”409 During the early 1930s, the NCPPC began acquiring
vacant lots on the western edge of Reno and convincing white absentee landlords to sell,
but by the latter years of the decade much of the Black neighborhood that Doyle detested
remained.410 Thus, in 1938 Doyle wrote to the commission’s director of planning, John
Nolen Jr., to urge a plan whereby the District would take over the area in the name of slum
clearance until the NCPPC was ready to purchase it. “There would,” he opined, “seem to
be no good reason to retain this comparatively small area for the use of colored, especially
on such narrow streets and occupied by poor small frame houses, some of which are more
or less tumbling down.” Besides, the “general character of the occupancy” was low—Doyle
claimed to be in possession of a list of a dozen bootleggers who had operated in Reno
during Prohibition—and the price to the government would be shortly made up through
increased taxes.411 The files of the NCPPC contain records of numerous land deals involving Doyle and his associates, as NCPPC officials worked over the course of the 1930s to
complete the conversion of Reno that Doyle had worked so long to effect.
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The Destruction of Reno
Although the NSCA—now renamed the Friendship Citizens’ Association (FCA)—had
failed to secure passage of the comprehensive legislation for Reno’s acquisition and conversion it had championed in the mid-1920s, by the early 1930s it had won, even if Reno’s
elimination would not proceed as quickly as its members might have preferred. The FCA’s
monthly newsletter, Top Notch, covered the movement of the Capper-Cramton Act through
Congress with breathless anticipation. In a March 1929 article, the FCA sheet predicted
that “Fort Reno[’s] purchase [was] sure” if the legislation passed, looking forward to the
day when “this most unsightly and valuable spot” would be “redeemed from its present
state of dilapidation.”412 If passed, according to Top Notch, Reno would no longer be “the
rendezvous of bootleggers,” but would be devoted to “school, park and playground purposes.”413 In January 1930, as the bill’s passage seemed increasingly likely, Top Notch
rejoiced that the NCPPC’s piecemeal acquisition of properties could end, and that “final
redemption of the finest and most sightly tract of land in the District from its present
condition of dilapidation is in sight.”414 The FCA’s publication made no mention of the
resulting displacement of Reno’s residents, nor did it discuss the residents’ welfare. In
using the term “redemption” to describe Reno’s clearing and conversion on multiple
occasions, the FCA’s mouthpiece deployed the same term that white Southerners had used
to describe the process by which they overthrew Reconstruction-era state governments,
which Black voters had helped elect and in which Black men had served in places of official
distinction. For white Southerners in the 1870s, redemption had been about defeating
Black political power; white Washingtonians had undercut Black political power decades
earlier when they had disenfranchised District residents and inaugurated government by
commission, but not until the 1930s did they achieve the residential segregation they
sought. It may have, of course, been coincidental that the author of this Top Notch piece
used the term “redemption” to describe its conversion; it is also possible that the term was
meant as a deliberate signal to Top Notch’s readership. In either case, to modern eyes, the
term may seem appropriate given the racial dynamics of the struggle over Reno’s fate.
Over time, the NCPPC developed a plan for approaching Reno property holders
whose homes and land the commission sought to purchase. In December 1935, commission members discussed the regular procedure. First, commission representatives would
offer to purchase a property at the valuation the Washington Real Estate Board (WREB)
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had assigned it.415 NCPPC officials insisted that these property valuations in Reno be kept
secret; in October 1935, Norman Brown (then the NCPPC’s appraiser and associate land
purchasing officer) instructed WREB President T. Eliot Middleton that these figures were
“highly confidential” and not to be “discussed with, or communicated to, anyone not
making the appraisal.”416 When a Reno-dweller rejected selling at the WREB’s valuation,
commission agents then attempted to ascertain the lowest price at which he or she would
be willing to part with the property and then forwarded that figure to the Land Purchasing
Officer of the NCPPC along with a recommendation.417
When the NCPPC began to solicit land purchases in Reno, Reno residents and
property holders entered an era of uncertainty and anxiety. During this period, as they had
during the previously mentioned 1926 meeting of the RCA, Reno-dwellers and property
owners reported being hounded by real estate agents. In August 1928, George Cooper, who
owned two Reno lots, wrote to Carey Brown seeking information on the NCPPC’s plans. “I
have been getting so many inquiries as to the asking price that I thought there must be
something in the wind in the very near future.”418 In April 1931, Percy L. Conrad of New
Jersey wrote to NCPPC Land Purchasing Officer H. Tudor Morsell to complain that his
mother, Elizabeth, had been harassed about her home in Reno for over a year by a man
named Walter Jarvis. He accused the NCPPC of using private real estate agents to get Reno
property holders to sell at the prices desired by the government and of using pressure
tactics against his aged mother, including at one point giving her “24 hour notice with
alternative of condemnation proceedings within the next few days.”419 Lillie R. Hurley of
Virginia likewise took up for a relative, May King, who lived in Reno and was bewildered
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by the steady string of visitors inquiring about her property: “She writes me that there have
been several men there to look at her place, from the government, so she says, but she so
often misunderstands being so hard of hearing.”420
Indeed, the NCPPC had engaged private real estate agents to help convince Renodwellers and property holders to sell at what the commission considered acceptable prices;
these agents, and the NCPPC officials who engaged them, applied pressure to Reno landowners. In November 1930, Kirby Kibler of the real estate department of the Munsey Trust
Company informed Morsell of his progress relative to the “properties you gave me to
purchase on Ellicott Street.” His work was going slowly, both because the owners he had
spoken with wanted more money than he had been instructed to pay, and because some
were “indifferent as to whether to sell or not.” Kibler believed that he and his associates
had “worked these people sufficiently for the time being” and should “[hold] aloof” for a
while to see if some might be willing to lower their prices.421
What, exactly, Kibler meant by “work[ing] these people” was left unstated, but it is
likely that he was referring, at least in part, to using the threat of condemnation to induce
Reno property holders to sell. Indeed, NCPPC officials used the looming threat of condemnation as leverage in communications with Reno landholders, and in internal memos
NCPPC officials discussed applying “pressure” and strategies to get various individuals and
groups to sell.422 Writing to Lewis Neill in October 1930, Morsell asserted that he was
“cleaning up as much of this section as is expedient and will put the remaining properties
in condemnation at once?…?Unless I hear from you in a reasonable short time, I will
assume that you wish to go to condemnation and will order same without further notice to
you.”423 That same month, Morsell informed William H. Linkins, who represented clients
with property in the area, that the NCPPC had acquired most of the land it wanted in the
area, and was readying condemnation proceedings. “Unless your clients desire to go into
condemnation, I would suggest that you see me within the next day or two,” wrote
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Morsell.424 Although the NCPPC was at times forced to deal with groups of Reno citizens—
such as when it sought to purchase land owned by institutions like Rock Creek Baptist
Church—NCPPC officials understood that they needed to keep Reno property owners
from banding to together to try to save their neighborhood or extract fair purchase prices,
as they had during the 1926 hearing before the Senate District of Columbia committee. In
May 1948, as NCPPC officials worked to clear out the last Black property owners in Reno,
commission official C. R. Nolte reviewed a letter to be sent to landholders and suggested
that a reference to “each owner” be deleted. “I suggest that the owner only be addressed.
This will prevent them from getting together,” he explained.425 NCPPC officials discussed
numerous ways of inducing reluctant property owners to sell. In November 1930, Tudor
Morsell pondered the problem posed by Charles Burgin, a Black entrepreneur who ran a
lunch room out of a house on the corner of Ellicott Street and Belt Road. Burgin’s business
made him reluctant to sell the property, but Morsell speculated that the lunch room “might
be non-conforming,” and then asked, “Can we break up this business?”426 What breaking
up this business might have meant, Morsell left unsaid, but Burgin sold his holdings in
Reno the NCPPC in 1935 for $6,500.427
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Figure 16: Charles Burgin’s home, from which he ran a lunch room, circa 1930s.
(Courtesy of National Archives, NAID 17368312)
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As momentum to destroy Reno built during the 1930s, residents did not give up
their struggle; instead, by the middle of the decade, they saw that the struggle had entered a
new phase. They had mobilized in 1926 to save their community, to prevent its condemnation and conversion into parkland and facilities for residents of nearby white enclaves.
Their protest had helped defeat that round of legislation aimed at clearing Reno, but they
saw that their victory had been temporary, and that the powerful forces bent on Reno’s
destruction had simply changed tack. “I know that the Government will have [my lots in
Reno] and it is useless for me to try to prevent it,” confessed Lewis Neill to Fred G. Coldren
in September 1929.428 Rather than saving their neighborhood from destruction, by the late
1920s and early 1930s most Reno residents focused on getting fair compensation from the
government. With the country mired in the depths of the Great Depression, Reno-dwellers
concentrated on getting enough money out of the government to ensure their continued
survival. Given the power dynamics in play, sometimes the best they could do was to appeal
to the basic principle of fairness and ask NCPPC officials to give them just compensation
for the properties they had worked so hard to purchase and maintain. In November 1934,
May King told NCPPC Landscape Architect T. C. Jeffers how she and her husband had
purchased their home in 1925 and kept it through a “great deal of work and privation?.?.?.?.
Even last winter when my Husband was out of work, on the Emergency Relief Roll, we held
on.” Their “hard years,” she believed, entitled her and her husband to $5,500 for their
property; it was “a matter of fairness,” wrote her sister Lillie Hurley, who said that the
money the Kings had been offered was too meager “to compensate them for all those years
of struggle to hold on to a place they hoped would some day be their own”429 In January
1936, Merle Lehman wrote Norman Brown to ask for a new contract and more money than
the NCPPC had originally offered. “This house cost me almost the figure I asked for and I
dont see how I can sell for less as it is my life savings and to sell for less would just ruin me.
As a fact thats all I have.”430
Some Reno-dwellers engaged real estate agents or attorneys to help them deal with
the NCPPC; their communications reveal the economic and logistical hardships the
NCPPC imposed on Reno’s working-class residents during the process of the neighborhood’s clearing. Martin and Agnes J. O’Leary engaged attorney John Sumner Wood to deal
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with the NCPPC in negotiations regarding their home on Davenport Street. The O’Learys
had five children, and their financial circumstances would not permit them to purchase a
new home until they knew when they would receive the money for the house the NCPPC
was taking from them. Seeming to forget his duty to his clients to secure the best price
possible, Wood told NCPPC official Norman Brown that he would attempt to convince the
O’Learys that the NCPPC’s price was reasonable, but predicted that Martin O’Leary “will
be reluctant to accept my recommendation?…?after my fee is paid there is practically
nothing left for him by way of net profit and in addition he has to look for another inexpensive home for his wife and five children which you realize is almost impossible.”431
Several Reno property owners engaged the services of R. Marbury Stamp & Co., a local
real estate corporation, in their dealings with the government. In December 1935, G. L.
Bunnill, one of the company’s agents, wrote the NCPPC to plead his clients’ cases.
Bunnill’s clients included the Aebersolds, an elderly couple in their late sixties; the Kings,
whom he described as “afflicted”; and the Lanes, a young couple with three children.
These families, explained Bunnill, lived in a “very desirable neighborhood, adjacent to
good schools” and “excellent surroundings,” but “by reason of their very moderate circumstances will be forced to seek living quarters in much less desirable sections.” Bunnill
urged the NCPPC to “adequately compensate these people for the very real hardship they
will have to suffer in the loss of their homes, as it is evident they have put their life’s savings
into them.”432
Whatever tactic they took in dealing with the NCPPC, few Reno-dwellers sold for
prices that they believed represented fair value in return for the land the NCPPC was
taking from them. May King, whose husband John had died by the time she sold her home
in March 1936, had sought $6,000 for her house but only received $4,500 from the commission.433 The value Martin and Agnes O’Leary assigned to their house is not clear from the
surviving documents, but it is obvious that they had sought more than the $4,500 they
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eventually received.434 Another of G. L. Bunnill’s clients, J. B. Lane, did not believe he had
received adequate compensation from the commission either, and he sent a remarkable
letter to the NCPPC along with the contract for the purchase of his home. Lane requested
that Land Purchasing Officer Norman Brown tear up the contract, and “recomend to the
Court to revise the commissions price.” “Mr. Brown this is hard to take,” he continued,
“my money comes hard.” Lane drove a milk delivery truck, which meant getting up “at
twelve o’clock at night, and plow through snow knee deep and sub. zero weather, such as
we had this winter.” He took issue with the commission’s price relative to that afforded his
neighbors: “It dont seem just, that my house should be priced with the others. If you was in
my place you would feel the same.”435 The NCPPC used strong-arm tactics on white and
Black residents of Reno alike—the O’Learys, Kings, and Lanes were all white, but they sold
for prices they considered unfair and began the search for new homes alongside their Black
neighbors.
Not all Reno property holders, it seems, felt they had received unfair compensation
for their homes. Longtime RCA secretary Margaret Bates Torrence wrote to Harold Doyle,
who seems to have helped her negotiate her deal, in February 1936 to tell him that the
$3,250 she had received for her property and home at 3900 Ellicott Street was “satisfactory.” Even those who did not feel they had been cheated monetarily were suddenly in
need of a new home and perhaps without the means or ability to find one quickly. Torrence
sought Doyle’s help in convincing the government to let her stay until the spring: “I am a
widow and have not planned any place to go,” she explained, and requested that she be
allowed to remain in her home “until warm weather in May or June,” asking Doyle to “fix it
up with the government.”436 Fred and Sarah Green’s daughter, Esther Irene (who had
married James L. Warren), sold her home on Dennison Place in 1941, and she too betrayed
anxieties about how she would handle upcoming cold weather. “Please let me know just
what has been done toward making a settlement that I may get settled before winter,” she
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instructed Norman Brown in October of that year.437 Being forced to part with a home of
many decades surely carried a substantial emotional toll, but moving also presented a
logistical challenge, especially for elderly residents or those without family members to
assist them.

Figure 17: Home of Margaret Bates Torrence, RCA Secretary, circa 1930s.
(Courtesy of National Archives, NAID 17368312)
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Figure 18: Land Purchase Contract signed by Margaret Bates Torrence, 1936.
(Courtesy of National Archives, NAID 17368312)

During the late 1920s and across the 1930s, the NCPPC’s campaign to convert the
Reno neighborhood proceeded apace, and the commission’s yearly reports kept the public
abreast of the project’s progress. In 1930, the NCPPC declared that “Purchases were
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continued in the Fort Reno area where a recreation center is proposed and where the
school authorities this year acquired a considerable tract.” What to Reno’s residents and
their allies seemed a conspiracy to rob them of their homes and land, the NCPPC portrayed as a model of interorganizational cooperation, billing the land already acquired as
“an example of cooperative action by school, water, and park authorities to secure a single
public open space.”438 After the purchase of Mount Asbury Church in October 1936, which
he referred to as a “colored church and parsonage,” Norman Brown could report that the
commission had been “successful in securing a contract at acceptable prices on every
property except one.” By this point, both Alice Deal Middle School, which opened its
doors in 1930, and Woodrow Wilson High School, which followed suit in 1935, were in
operation, and Reno’s conversion was in full swing. According to Brown’s figures, the
commission had purchased thirty-five houses situated on fifty-one lots and an additional
twenty-five unimproved lots.439 Of course, this 1936 purchase did not mark the end of the
commission’s efforts in Reno. The NCPPC continued to purchase land in Reno well into
the following decade, its ambitions apparently grown, and pressure to clear out remaining
Black property holders having continued unabated.
Reno’s residents had their say concerning the racist motivations behind the movement to clear Reno in the 1920s, and few residents who communicated directly with the
NCPPC from 1930 seem to have protested on this score. But one perusing the Land
Acquisition Files pertaining to Reno at the National Archives will find plenty of evidence
that Reno-dwellers felt they were not getting fair value for their homes and land. Not
everyone spoke as bluntly as J. B. Lane, but the sense that they were being squeezed or, to
use Thomas A. Johnson’s phrase, “held up” by the government, was pervasive. Indeed,
when three Black former residents of Reno spoke decades later about Reno’s clearing, they
recalled not the racial animus that had motivated it but the feeling that they had not
received fair value for their property. “It was a matter of offering little, what was a little bit
of money for what they had,” remembered Mary Daniel, who had lived in Reno for
decades. “Either that or we will condemn your property.” Asked if she felt Reno’s residents
had received enough money to allow them to buy comparable housing elsewhere, Daniel
seemed shocked that there might be some question on the matter. “Heaven’s that’s the
question you’re asking. Never.” Augusta Moore, another longtime Reno resident, added
simply, “No.” Neither Daniel nor Moore elaborated on these statements, preferring to
focus on people they had known in Reno and the physical layout of the neighborhood;
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their ready, firm responses and decisions not to elaborate on the matter as they elaborated
on so much else in their interview suggested the pain they still felt over Reno’s clearing, as
well as their anger and frustration toward the white officials, businessmen and civic leaders
who had taken their homes from them.440

The Ethnic Cleansing of Northwest Washington
During the 1930s Reno residents reluctantly accepted the fact of their neighborhood’s
destruction and concentrated on securing the best price possible, and the racial dynamics
of the clearing of Reno occasioned less comment than they had in the previous decade. But
no one had forgotten that Reno was being cleared because white city officials, citizens’
association leaders, and developers wanted the land for their own purposes and felt that
Black Washingtonians did not deserve to stay there. Indeed, in the same breath that he told
Fred Coldren that he had accepted that the government would take his land, Lewis Neill
referenced the racial dimension of the situation:
I do think the Government ought to give the poor Colored people a reasonable price for their humble homes, which has taken years of hard labor and
sacrifice to acquire. Senator Copeland of New York, a member of the Senate
District Committee, at a hearing of the Reno Site before the District
Committee in 1926 said “I prefer houses to parks.” I hope the Government
will carry out the spirit of the Senator’s statement and give us enough to
replace our homes in another desirable section of the city.”441
Local whites who wanted to expedite Reno’s clean-up likewise recognized the racial dynamics at play. In 1933, an A. D. Crumbaugh informed Morsell that he had recently assumed
management duties for several “colored properties, abutting the Fort Reno project.”
Crumbaugh hoped to interest the NCPPC in acquiring them as part of the Reno project, but
suggested that, alternatively, the NCPPC might “take same over in connection with the
clearing up of the slums of Washington, in this fine residential district, as this would clean
out all of the colored properties, or so called slums, in the vicinity of Fort Reno, not already
included in the Fort Reno project.”442 In 1942, the NCPPC asked the Department of Justice
(DOJ) to expedite condemnation cases involving Reno properties, and gave the following as
“Interview at Rock Creek Baptist Church, August 2, 1977.” Courtesy of Alcione Amos, Anacostia Community
Museum. Original located at Washington DC Historical Society.
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one of its justifications: “To make it physically possible to demolish a number of slum and
near slum houses and create usable recreation areas for the two white schools and white
adults in the vicinity.” Washington remained a segregated city, and Black landowners were
being forced out to make way for the needs of local whites for park and playground facilities,
a matter of sufficient urgency in the minds of NCPPC officials that it justified speeding up
the DOJ’s normal condemnation process.443 At an August 1940 NCPPC meeting, Norman
Brown reported that the commission’s staff was “under constant pressure by the entire
community in the vicinity of Fort Reno?…?to have taking lines expanded sufficiently to wipe
out certain virtual slum properties now inhabited by negroes, immediately adjacent to two
of the city’s new and finest schools.”444 Perhaps it was this constant pressure from local, and
presumably white, residents that inspired the NCPPC to keep track of how many homes
owned by African Americans remained to be purchased in the vicinity of Reno. In March
1947, at a regular meeting, commission officials discussed two frame houses, one occupied
by its owner and another by an elderly Black couple who rented, which were “the last
remaining homes occupied by colored and not owned by the United States in the Fort Reno
project.” There were “still some other temporary colored occupants in the project area,”
but, concluded a report on the topic, “we own the properties.”445 By 1950, the NCPPC had
acquired most Black-owned land in the Reno vicinity, but Elizabeth Rounds, a public school
teacher who lived on the 4800 block of 41st Street, wanted the commission to finish the job.
Rounds wanted the NCPPC to clear “Ten dilapidated, tumble-down dwellings,” across the
street from her house which constituted an “unsightly, unhealthy, blot on the landscape.”
Only one of the houses was occupied, she told the NCPPC, “and that, by a colored family.”446
Local white residents understood that the clearing of Fort Reno had been racially motivated,
and they appealed to the racial dimensions of the project when encouraging NCPPC officials to complete the task.
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Figure 19: 1936 demolition of house on Emery Street. (in possession of National Park Service)

Evidence suggests that observers uninvolved in the acquisition process likewise
understood the racial motivations behind Reno’s clearing. In 1938, an interviewer working
for E. Franklin Frazier spoke with an unnamed white man who had worked at the Reno
reservoir since 1910. “For the past 40 years,” according to this anonymous worker, “they
had been trying to get the colored out,” and during the previous twenty years, “all kinds of
efforts [had] been made.” At one point, he remembered, the CCLC—which had “tried
every way to get the colored out”—had attempted to convince the government to purchase
land from Black residents for resale to the CCLC, “But this was too raw a deal so it fell
through.” Eventually, the scheme to repurpose Reno as a home for white educational and
recreational facilities had provided a rationale for Reno’s clearing, and “soon [it would] be
possible to have all the colored out of the region.” A relatively sympathetic witness to
Reno’s clearing, the man observed that while the neighborhood’s destruction had boosted
local land values, it was a “shame” that families who had lived in the area since the Civil
War era “[had] to move after all these years.”447 Another interviewee, a Miss Hayse,
belonged to a family that had settled on the land surrounding Battery Kemble (another
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Civil War-era outpost in the Northwest quadrant) and had attended church in Tenleytown
since the 1880s.448 She still lived near Battery Kemble in an “Isolated Negro Community,”
and she responded with a “burst of anger” when asked about the city’s plan to build a road
through her neighborhood. She saw what was happening to her neighborhood in the same
terms as the destruction of Reno and Black dwellings in Georgetown. “They have been
trying in every way to get rid of the colored people. Now that they have built all these fine
homes out here; just as they have done in Tevelytown [sic], in Georgetown and everywhere
else. They don’t want us to be anywhere.”449 Robert Drury, despite the unsympathetic
picture of Fort Reno that he painted when he was interviewed about the neighborhood in
the 1970s, agreed. “I think it was probably a deliberate plan to close out that type of area.
They didn’t really do anything with it. It’s just open land.”450
The National Committee on Segregation in the Nation’s Capital (NCSNC), founded
in 1946 to bring nationwide attention to racial discrimination in Washington, concurred
with these assessments.451 “It is reported that the Deal Junior High School and half-a-dozen
small parks in adjacent blocks unhoused hundreds of Negroes, and, significantly, made the
Teneleyton [sic] section into a ‘desirable’ all-white neighborhood,” its report stated. Reno’s
fate was part of a District-wide process that had seen “the old Negro settlements around
the fort sites?…?gradually whittled down.” DC’s white population had once been “indifferent to the hilly fort regions because they were too far out of town,” but it had now “come to
consider them highly desirable residential sections.” Whites’ interest in moving to sections
like Reno had spurred white developers like Harold Doyle and his syndicate to buy up land
in these spots and carve out new subdivisions for white residences. The NCSNC’s report
identified numerous organizations as involved in this process of residential segregation,
including white citizens’ associations and the WREB, and it singled out the NCPPC for
blame. The NCPPC’s planned Fort Drive would “probably uproot the last of the fort site
settlers,” some of whom had “lived there all their lives as their fathers and grandfathers did
before them.” Even without assigning the NCPPC racist intentionality, the report noted
that nearly all the “shrinking of Negro neighborhoods” caused by the building of roads,
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parks, schools, and other public buildings had been done at the commission’s behest, and
accurately noted that NCPPC officials were more concerned with the “technical problem
of beautifying the city” than with the “welfare of the people affected by [their] plans.”452
The NCSNC’s report also detailed the trials and tribulations confronting Reno’s
displaced Black residents as they searched for affordable homes comparable to the ones the
NCPPC had forced them to sell. Black Washingtonians displaced from their old neighborhoods faced restrictive covenants that barred white property owners from selling to
African Americans; these covenants might be broken through litigation or concerted effort,
but doing so was a lengthy, expensive process. As a result, Black home buyers were often
forced to buy in existing Black neighborhoods or the few spots in the District that developers had earmarked for sale to African Americans. Sellers in these neighborhoods, realizing
the leverage they possessed over Black buyers who wanted to remain in the District but
could only buy in certain areas, raised prices higher than the actual value of the land and
homes they sold. Reno’s residents were thus forced from housing that they desired to keep,
given less than they sought for their property, and left to navigate a real estate market whose
prices were inflated by the kind of residential segregation that had led to their eviction
from Reno in the first place.453
The leaders of the movement to preserve Reno had been aware of the challenges
displaced Reno residents would face on the District housing market, and they had
informed the Senate Committee on the District of Columbia about them back in 1926.
James Neill had described the plight of Reno-dwellers in stark terms: “we are being pressed
to the wall. If we are in a settlement and want to get in a better settlement, they won’t let us
come. If we are to ourselves, they won’t let us stay there.” If forced to move, Reno residents
would not be able to either build or purchase houses comparable to those they would be
forced from, because of the artificially inflated costs they would face. “You can
not?…?replace these homes by condemnation money that a jury will allow, when you take
into consideration the cost.” RCA Vice President Thornton Lewis agreed: “We could not
buy a chicken coop here in Washington for the amount of money [they would receive under
condemnation].”454 Of course, many Reno-dwellers sold under threat of condemnation
rather than gamble on the outcome of a condemnation jury’s verdict, but there is little
evidence that Reno residents felt they had gotten fair value for their homes, and plenty of
evidence that they felt they had been short changed.
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Reno had been a neighborhood inhabited by working-class Black men and women,
and some working-class whites as well, a historic enclave that traced its roots back to the
last decades of the nineteenth century. Its founders, many born as slaves, had settled down
on patches of rural land to make homes for themselves, only to watch as the city grew up
around them, conservative whites undermined their dearly won citizenship with disenfranchisement, and wealthy whites desirous of taking their land surrounded them. Reno was, in
Thornton Lewis’ words, a community of “working men, well thought of” whose youngsters
got into trouble now and again, but who were trying to “live out there and be quiet,
law-abiding citizens.”455 In the twentieth century, Reno fell prey to the machinations of
powerful white government officials and private citizens, and of white Washingtonians’
general desire to segregate District neighborhoods. In Washington, concluded the NCSNC,
Black District-dwellers were the victims of white efforts to racially purify residential
neighborhoods, just as were men and women of Chinese, Mexican, and Jewish descent, or
“whatever minority group is of local interest,” in other major American cities. Unlike
African Americans in other major cities like New York and Chicago, where migrations in
the early decades of the twentieth century had created substantial Black populations
capable of exercising electoral power, disenfranchised Black Washingtonians had no
elected allies to call on as they faced the powerful forces taking them from their homes and
hemming them into certain sections of the District. The NCSNC argued that the residential
pattern prevailing in Washington, DC at mid-century augured “a grim prospect for the
capital of the world’s leading democracy,” and Reno’s displaced residents surely agreed.456
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hen Evelyn Masterson and her neighbors were forced to leave 41st Street in
the winter of 1973, their plight was city-wide news. Early in 1974, a Bernice
Scoville Brown protested the removal of these last vestiges of Fort Reno’s

African American community. The eviction of Masterson and her neighbors was, Brown
wrote, “Just another statistic in the master plan to make Washington once again
predominantly a ‘white city.’” Brown confessed, though, that while it “distresse[d]” some
members of Washington’s Black community that the Mastersons and their neighbors were
being forced to move, “Few blacks in the city knew that there was a black enclave in the
area off Wisconsin Avenue called Tenleytown.”457
By the late twentieth century, it seems, Fort Reno had been largely forgotten, aside
from stray newspaper articles. Where the neighborhood had once stood, there were now
schools, parkland, and recreational facilities, and most physical traces of the Fort Reno
community had disappeared. From time to time, though, issues of race and belonging
surfaced in the area, harkening back to the racial tensions that had caused the neighborhood’s destruction in the first place. The mid-1960s saw local white residents oppose the
building of a community pool in Fort Reno Park out of their concern that the pool might
attract Black families to the area. Mrs. Joseph L. Miller, the recreation chairperson for the
Connecticut Avenue Citizens Association, which supported the building of the pool, tied
Congressional reluctance to approve the funds for the project to testimony at a subcommittee hearing in which “persons who opposed the pool” had claimed it would “attract ‘undesirable elements’ to the community.” In her comments to the Washington Post, Miller
dispensed with euphemism. Referring to an “ugly whispering campaign” being conducted
about the pool, Miller opined that, “It’s shocking in the year 1965 that the racial issue has
been raised in an attempt to block this project.”458 Writing about the project the following
year, Post columnist William Raspberry likewise tied opposition to the project to local
whites’ fears that the pool facility would attract Black families and children to “their
moderately posh neighborhood.” Despite the fact that thirty-three organizations representing 20,000 members supported the pool, Raspberry wrote, a much smaller group of
opponents, “whose influence apparently outstrips their numbers,” again killed the project
in 1966. This group of opponents had circulated a petition that “steered clear of any
specific racial allusion,” but, according to pool supporter Mrs. Paul R. McClennon, all
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involved knew what the “real reasons” were: “[T]hey fear Negro youngsters from East of
the Park would come here to swim.”459 Thirty years had passed since the height of the battle
over Fort Reno, but local whites still jealously guarded the space as their own.
In recent years, local activists have called for city officials to change Wilson High
School’s name, deeming it inappropriate to honor the president whose administration
“created the ideal environment to destroy African American communities,” in the words of
one name-change supporter. In a 2019 article published in the Washington Post, teacher
Michele Bollinger explained that, during her two decades at the school, a vocal group of
students had always called for the name to be changed. Student activists’ issues with Wilson
stem from his support for segregationist policies to his role in creating an environment in
Washington, DC that allowed for the destruction of Black communities like Fort Reno.
Were the school—today the most diverse traditional school in Washington—to be renamed,
some activists have suggested that it bear the names of Vincent Reed or Edna Burke
Jackson, respectively the first Black principal and teacher at Wilson; others have suggested
that it bear the name “Reno City,” to honor the Black neighborhood whose remains it
borders.460
The RCA had once protested the showing of Birth of a Nation in District theaters;
Woodrow Wilson’s scholarship on the Civil War and Reconstruction had inspired the film
and its virulently racist take on the history of the era—some of its title cards quoted Wilson
directly.461 The fact that the suggestion has been made to remove Wilson’s name in favor of
Reno City shows that Washingtonians’ awareness of Reno and its fate has increased dramatically since Bernice Scoville Brown confessed Black Washingtonians’ ignorance of the
community’s existence in the early 1970s. It is the aim of the present study to not only
increase the public’s knowledge concerning the Fort Reno neighborhood, but to offer
suggestions for how physical and cultural resources related to the neighborhood might be
utilized to further public engagement with the community’s history and the issues it raises.
In today’s Fort Reno Park, physical traces of the Fort Reno neighborhood (limited
remnants of foundations and “patches of pavement”) remain visible.462 In 1983, archeologist Louana Lackey conducted a survey of the area, but she found only a single object, a
button, that she could definitively link to the former neighborhood. Subsequent archeological surveys have proved more fruitful.463 A 2001 archeological survey conducted by John
Milner & Associates found numerous historical artifacts related to the Fort Reno
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community that dated to the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, though the Milner team
uncovered nothing from the Civil War period. The Milner survey also turned up structural
features, such as concrete pads and “possible curbs,” as well as “[i]ntact yard surfaces” and
other remnants “representing African American and Euro-American families living in
Reno City.”464 A more recent study, conducted by WSP USA Solutions Inc. (WSP) in 2019,
likewise found that the modern-day park “contains remains of a multi-ethnic community
called Reno City or Fort Reno that stood here between 1870 and 1950.” In the report it
produced, the WSP team explained that “many remains of Reno City are in the park,”
including “[c]ellar holes, foundations, streets and probably other features,” as well as
deposits of artifacts that “contain additional information that could contribute to the
understanding of the post-Civil War and early-twentieth century development of a freed
slave and multiethnic community.”465 Further scientific study of the remains of Reno that
lie beneath the present-day park may tell us more about the daily lives of the men, women,
and children who called Reno home for so many decades.
Although no homes from the Fort Reno subdivision remain, five structures contemporaneous with the Reno neighborhood still survive in the vicinity of the park. Three are
duplexes on Nebraska Avenue, and a fourth is a brick building from the 1930s standing at
the corner of Chesapeake and 41st Streets. The fifth is the Jesse Lee Reno School, which
has been recently renovated.466 The Reno School closed its doors in 1950, and afterward it
was used as a Civil Defense Office and a school for students with special needs; for many
years, it simply lay vacant and suffered significant vandalization. The Reno School was
listed in the National Register of Historic Places in 2010 and, four years later, it was renovated and connected to nearby Alice Deal Middle School. Today, the Reno School serves
hundreds of students and holds multiple classrooms. There is some degree of continuity
with the historic space, as the floor plan of the renovated school room was designed to
match the building’s original plan. School officials have shown interest in using the Reno
School to teach students about the history of Tenleytown and Fort Reno, as the walls of the
renovated building are decorated with panels containing a timeline, photographs, and
information about local history. The Tenleytown Historical Society also mounted an
exhibit on Fort Reno in this space. As a piece of Fort Reno still standing decades after the
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neighborhood it originally served was destroyed, the Reno School can play an important
role in efforts to interpret history of the area and serve as a forum for presenting new
research related to Fort Reno.467

Figure 20: Present-day image of fire hydrant in Fort Reno Park. (Image taken by author, July 18, 2021)

Some of the only other remaining physical reminders of the neighborhood are four
fire hydrants located in today’s Fort Reno Park. Their seemingly incongruous location has
intrigued visitors to the park over the years. In the early 1980s, American University graduate student Neil Heyden credited a fire hydrant with piquing his interest in Reno, provoking him to learn about the neighborhood that it had once served.468 In 2019, two students at
Georgetown University, Matthew Barak and Leigh Bianchi, completed a research project
focused on Fort Reno, and they likewise highlighted a fire hydrant and the questions it
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inspired the park’s visitors to ask: “Unexplained and unmarked, a fire hydrant sits perched
on the grassy incline of the field.?But how did it get there, and why?”469 Besides the Reno
School, these fire hydrants serve as the most visible physical reminders of the Fort Reno
community, and they can play a pivotal role for historical interpreters in sparking conversations involving the neighborhood and its history. A walking tour of the park and its surroundings might highlight these fire hydrants, the Reno School, and even the structures on
the surrounding blocks with ties to the Fort Reno neighborhood, as a reminder that community membership was open to those who lived outside the boundaries of the
subdivision.
Rock Creek Baptist Church, for so many years a pillar of the Fort Reno community,
still exists as well, although today it is in Prince George’s County, Maryland, in the township of Upper Marlboro. After it was forced out of Fort Reno in 1941, the congregation first
moved to Foggy Bottom, and then relocated again in 1956, to 8th and Upshur in
Washington’s Petworth neighborhood. In recent decades, however, it became clear to
church leadership that “there was no way [for the church] to grow” at that location, citing
problems with parking and opposition from local officials. In a depressing reenactment of
Rock Creek Baptist’s first move, the house of worship at 8th and Upshur has been demolished to make way for four expensive new row homes. Today, Rock Creek Baptist is located
on Woodyard Road in Upper Marlboro and runs a day school in addition to its religious
activities.470 One intriguing question is whether the church holds any records related to its
time in Fort Reno. It is certainly conceivable, given the clear ties between the Reno Citizens
Association and Rock Creek Baptist’s congregation, that it holds RCA records. Even if this
is not the case, any records it does hold that date to the late nineteenth or early twentieth
centuries would be of invaluable help to researchers. Efforts to investigate the potential
existence of any such records as part of the current study proved unsuccessful.
The documentary record provides a more tangible link to the Fort Reno neighborhood than do its physical remains. The process of clearing Reno created a significant paper
trail, and this project has used records from the NCPPC and the District Court system
related to the clearing of Reno. In particular, the NCPPC kept a file on each Reno property
owner it dealt with from the 1920s through the early 1950s, and these records provide great
insight into the process of negotiation that accompanied the clearing of Reno, as well as the
hardships that Reno residents experienced as they were forced to sell and find new homes
elsewhere. A handful of properties within the Reno subdivision entered condemnation
proceedings as well, and records of these cases provide valuable information, if they are
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less revealing about the everyday life of the Reno community on which much of the present
study focuses. Goings-on in and around Reno frequently made their way into District
newspapers, which have been a key resource used by this study. Contemporary newspaper
databases have enabled the author of this study to locate hundreds of articles related to the
neighborhood and its residents, but it is clear that more exist. One complication for
researchers is that happenings in Reno often appeared in community reports on
Tenleytown and Georgetown. Additionally, local reporters used multiple names to refer to
the community over the years, including Fort Reno, Reno City, Fort Reno City, Reno Hill,
Mount Reno, Reno heights, Reno subdivision, and Reno section; at least one newspaper
report referred to the community as “Prospect Hill.”471 The current study has located many
articles focused on the neighborhood and its inhabitants, but there are surely additional
items that have not yet been located, which can shed further light on community life in Fort
Reno. Additional research into Union Army and other federal records from the Civil War
period may shed light on the presence of African American laborers in and around Fort
Reno during the wartime period, and perhaps prove that Black laborers did construct a
makeshift settlement near the fort that served as the nucleus of the Fort Reno community.

Figure 21: Present-day image of Fort Reno School. (Image taken by author, July 18, 2021)

Fort Reno is a community that has vanished, replaced by a school, athletic fields,
and parkland. Engagement with the Wilson High School and Alice Deal Middle School
communities is one way to further interest in the neighborhood and its history; students
and faculty from both schools have demonstrated their interest in Fort Reno and its inhabitants, and future projects between Fort Reno Park and constituencies from these schools
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offer possible avenues for exploring Reno’s history and presenting it to the public. It may
be, too, that, given the difficulty of recounting the history of a community whose physical
presence has largely been destroyed, National Park Service officials will need to think
about interpreting its history in non-traditional ways, through activities and partnerships
that would typically lie outside the bounds of historical interpretation. For instance, Fort
Reno had a Black baseball team in the early years of the twentieth century; today, one of
the athletic facilities that occupies Fort Reno Park is a baseball field. An event focused on
the cultural life of Fort Reno might be held on the baseball field and feature a reenactment
of an early-twentieth century game of baseball, complete with period-appropriate dress,
equipment, and rules. The long-running concert series at Fort Reno might provide another
way to engage the public with the neighborhood’s history. Park officials might be able to
craft an event that connects the modern-day concerts with the musical performances
frequently sponsored by the RCA. Many of the bands featured in the concert series over
the years, such as Fugazi, have engaged with social and political issues relevant to Reno and
its history, and the opportunity to create a partnership that uses the concert series to bring
greater attention to the neighborhood and its history seems like a potentially fruitful
avenue for exploration. Given the lack of physical remnants of the Fort Reno community,
historical interpretation may need to be more “event-focused” than it would otherwise be.
In Fort Reno Park, there is a disconnect between the beauty of the surroundings,
the productive uses to which the park is put, and the fact that this beauty and productivity
came as a result of the destruction of a community. Alice Deal Middle School and Wilson
High School continue to serve the Tenleytown community, and local residents having
access to baseball fields and tennis courts, as well as a free concert series, is certainly a
benefit. But we must remember that today’s park came at a price. As Irina Cortez wrote in
her 2003 study of Fort Reno:
Tenleytown acquired a beautiful new park and new schools, but the cost of
all of this was the destruction of an entire community of people with hopes
and dreams for themselves and their children. There is no way of knowing
what information and history was lost with the demolition of the subdivision. The people who left Reno took their heritage with them and probably
struggled to hold on to it in a world that must have seemed terribly unjust.
Their world—a legacy of nearly 70 years—was destroyed within the span of
a score of years and the government not only allowed it, but also actively
participated in it.472
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In her history of Tenleytown, Judith Beck Helm likewise grappled with the present-day
beauty of Fort Reno Park and the destruction of community that had been necessary for
the park to exist. “It is pleasant to walk around the large area of land that was once the
Reno community,” she wrote,
to be above and away from the traffic of Nebraska or Wisconsin Avenues, to
walk across the hilly fields of grass and hear the wind blow through the
trees; it is exhilarating to be able to see for miles during the day, or to be able
to see all the stars at night. The Fort Reno Park is enjoyed by a great variety
of people. But it must be remembered at what price this enjoyment was
bought.473
No amount of historical scholarship or interpretation can undo the damage done by the
destruction of Fort Reno. However, the author’s hope is that this study can provide a fuller
accounting of Fort Reno’s history than has previously existed and serve as a springboard
for increased interpretation of and engagement with the physical and documentary traces
of the Fort Reno neighborhood. The community that Thornton and Lucy Lewis, Zachariah
T. Thomas, Samuel and Clara Hebron, Fred and Sarah Jane Green, Airy Ann and George
Dover, Amy Cousins, John F. and Annie B. Scott, and Esther Irene and James L. Warren,
among so many others, called home is gone, but its memory lives on, and engagement with
its history can foster productive present-day conversations about race, place, and space.

Figure 22: Present-day image of Fort Reno Park. (Image taken by author, July 18, 2021)
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